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General introduction

1.1 World energy demand

Today, the annual world energy demand amounts to some 350.1018 J [1].

In Figure 1.1, the economically retrievable reserves and average annual use of

fossil fuels are depicted. While the projected world energy demand is 2–5 times

higher by the year 2050 [1], the use of crude oil will decrease in the next century

mainly because of dwindling crude oil supplies and concomitant decline in crude

oil quality. Both an increased use of coal and natural gas as well as the

development of alternative energy sources such as biomass conversion and

photovoltaic energy generation will fulfil our future energy needs [1, 2].

±90 EJ/year Natural gas

4500 EJ

± 60 EJ/year

26.000 EJ

6000 EJ ±125 EJ/year

Coal Crude oil

Figure 1.1: Estimated reserves and average annual use of fossil fuels (1 EJ = 1.1018 J)
from the Dutch Sustainable Technologic Development Program [1].

Nowadays, the crude oil refining capacity amounts to a staggering 75

million barrels per day and is still showing a growth with refineries planned,

especially in Asia, South America, and the Middle East [3]. At the moment, the

use of crude oil still contributes to approximately 30% of the total energy

demand and remains paramount for the production of motor fuels.
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1.2 Oil refining

The basic operation of a refinery is the conversion of crude oil into

products such as LPG, gasoline (boiling point <150°C), kerosene (boiling point

150-250°C), diesel oil (boiling point 250-370°C), fuel oil (>370°C), base oils for

lubricants, bitumen, and feedstocks for petrochemical industries [4]. After

separation of the crude oil into different fractions by atmospheric distillation,

these streams are transformed into products with a high additional value through

a wide variety of catalytically promoted chemical reactions such as

hydrogenation, isomerization, aromatization, alkylation, cracking and

hydrotreating. A typical layout of a hydrodesulfurization unit (one of the main

hydrotreating operations) is provided in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Typical layout of a heavy gas–oil desulfurization unit.

Whereas the main objective of refiners during the 70’s and early 80’s was

to maximize conversion of heavy oils to gasoline and middle distillates,

nowadays environmental awareness has spurred them to focus on the production
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of cleaner products. Although crude oil quality has only decreased slightly over

the last two decades mainly due to the continuous successful effort in

discovering new oil fields [2], it is anticipated that in the next century this

quality will decline because of the need to process the residuary heavier feeds.

Besides a higher content of sulfur and other contaminations, these feeds yield a

lower fraction of the valuable light and middle distillates after atmospheric

distillation (Table 1.1). The ever–increasing high price differential between

heavy fuel oils and motor fuels forces investments in residue conversion

processes such as hydrocracking.

Table 1.1: Typical properties of various crudes [5].

Arabian Arabian Attaka Boscan

Light Heavy (Indonesia)

Specific gravity 0.86 0.89 0.81 0.998

(g/cm3)

Sulfur (wt%) 1.8 2.9 0.07 5.2

Nitrogen (wt%) 0.1 0.2 <0.1 0.7

Oxygen <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1

V (ppm) 18 50 <1 1200

Ni (ppm) 4 16 <1 150

wt% distilled 54 47 91 20

at 360°C

Hydrotreating refers to a variety of catalytic hydrogenation processes in

which sulfur, nitrogen, oxygen and metal atoms are removed and unsaturated

hydrocarbons are saturated. Characteristic for hydrotreatment operations is that

there is essentially no change in molecular size distribution, this in contrast to,

for instance, hydrocracking. While hydrodesulfurization (HDS) is assuming an

increasingly important role in view of the tightening sulfur specifications,

hydrodenitrogenation (HDN) is necessary to assure the viability of subsequent

upgrading processes.
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The main objective of environmental legislation is to reduce sulfur

dioxide, nitrogen oxides, aromatics, vapor and soot particulate emissions from

both refineries and its products after combustion. In Table 1.2, the present and

future specifications for gasoline and diesel in Europe can be found. These new

regulations, which are also implemented in the United States, Taiwan, and Japan,

and are spreading to other parts of Asia and America, are having a profound

effect on the technology and unit operations in modern petroleum refineries [3].

In order to meet these new specifications, both sulfur and aromatic contents in

transportation fuels have to decrease.

Table 1.2: Current and future standards for transportation fuels in

the European Union (Source: European Commission).

Current standard European Commission

2000 2005 (prop.)

Gasoline

Benzene (%) 5 1

Aromatics (%) none 42 35

Sulfur (ppm) 500 150 50

Diesel

Cetane min. 49 51

PAH (%) none 11

Sulfur (ppm) 500 350 50

To give an indication, the required hydrodesulfurization activity (expressed as

relative volume activity) necessary to fulfil the present and future specifications

is given in Figure 1.3. Clearly, deep hydrodesulfurization requires a large effort

in increasing the total activity of present–day catalysts. However, progress must

come from different fields (i) improvement of processing technology such as the

introduction of gas/liquid counter–current operation to cope with catalyst

poisoning by hydrogen sulfide and two–stage processes [4] and (ii) improvement
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of the heterogeneous catalysts used in hydrotreating operations. Before focussing

on the current state–of–thinking with regard to these catalysts, a brief history of

the discovery of these catalysts will be given.

Figure 1.3: Required relative volume activity for the desulfurization to different sulfur
levels of a Middle East gas oil [6].

1.3 The discovery and early development of hydrotreating catalysts

The field of catalytic hydrodesulfurization emerged just before and during

the Second World War. The discovery of the catalysts, that are still used today,

is strongly intertwined with the development of the coal–hydrogenation process

on the one hand and the development of catalysts for ammonia and methanol

synthesis on the other. Although a major part of the progress concerned

technological advances in high–pressure techniques, the focus of this overview

will be on the development of the catalytic materials, since they are the

predecessors of modern hydrotreating catalysts. The rich coal grounds in

Germany made the conversion of coal feedstock into petroleum products of

interest. This led to wide–spread research at the end of the 19th and at the
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beginning of the 20th century. The first successful attempt to add hydrogen to

coal had been undertaken as early as 1869 by Berthelot [7], who used nascent

hydrogen from hydroiodic acid at 270°C, yielding distillible oil. Fischer and

Tropsch [8] extended this research using a CO/H2 mixture and sodium formiate

as hydrogen sources. Although these experiments showed that coal

hydrogenation was in principle possible, the use of nascent hydrogen appeared

industrially not feasible.

The industrial development of coal–hydrogenation processes started with

Bergius’ work in 1910. Based on the early work of Ipatieff, he realized that the

low H/C ratio of hydrocarbons obtained from thermal cracking could be

overcome by adding molecular hydrogen under high pressure. In this way,

Bergius converted coal into liquid products at a hydrogen pressure of 200 atm.

and a temperature between 400°C and 500°C [9]. Although the yield was large,

the quality of the products -which constituted high–molecular weight

hydrocarbons as well as a large amount of unwanted sulfur, nitrogen, oxygen

compounds- was inferior in terms of motor fuel application. The rate of

hydrogenation and hydrocracking were low, since the process was in essence

non–catalytic. Bergius also noted that the hydrogenation proceeded more readily

when iron oxides were added. Unfortunately, Bergius wrongly believed that

these oxides bind sulfur from the coal mass, thus eliminating the inhibitive effect

on the hydrogenation. Nevertheless, Bergius’ efforts culminated into an

experimental plant near Mannheim, where operations began in 1921 with the

financial assistance of mainly the Royal Dutch Shell Group. Coal paste was

converted into a mixture of gasoline, diesel and fuel oil. Still, the fuels obtained

were not competitive in quality with petroleum products. It was realized that

only the use of catalysts could improve the quality of these fuels and direct the

coal–hydrogenation reactions to better yields of the desired products.
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At this point, the ‘Badische Anilin– und Sodafabrik’ in Ludwigshafen

started the research into coal hydrogenation. At these works, part of I.G.

Farbenindustrie A.G., the Haber high–pressure ammonia synthesis was

developed into a commercial process by Bosch in 1910. A second success was

the introduction of high–pressure methanol synthesis from carbon monoxide and

hydrogen by Pier in 1923. The rapidly growing market for motor fuels and the

economic situation in Germany made the BASF management decide to study

coal hydrogenation. Noteworthy, a report of American geologists predicting the

exhaustion of US crude oil reserves also played a decisive role. The knowledge

of catalytic CO and N2 hydrogenation and the experience with high–pressure

techniques were prerequisites for the further development of the coal–

hydrogenation process. But more than that it was the breaking of a dogma which

led to the discovery of the now important transition metal sulfide catalysts. In

those days, it was generally accepted that the presence of the smallest amounts

of sulfur decreased the activity of catalysts capable of adding hydrogen to

elements. This fully applied to the catalysts used for the ammonia synthesis. The

fact that hydrogen had to be added to the carbon feedstock materials in the

abundant presence of sulfur made the effective use of catalysts seemingly

impossible. However, Pier had noticed that the catalysts used for methanol

synthesis were less sulfur sensitive than the catalysts used for ammonia

synthesis. Hence, it appeared worth the effort -‘den Zaun der Vorurteile

durchbrechend’ as Mittasch [10] put it later- to look for other catalyst

compositions combining a high hydrogenation activity with a higher sulfur

resistance. Thousands of catalyst compositions compromising nearly all elements

of the periodic system alone or in combinations were studied for this purpose in

a systematic manner. Pier used the high–pressure hydrogenation of a cresylic

acid feed, that contained nitrogen sulfur, and oxygen compounds. At the very

height of this research, nearly a thousand samples per year were screened. Pier
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and co–workers found that iron sulfide prepared from metallic iron and hydrogen

sulfide is an active catalyst, thus shedding a new light on Bergius’ results. Many

new catalytically active compounds were found, although most of the discovered

catalysts lacked the stability or the mechanical strength to find their way to

commercial application. But especially, Mo and W based catalysts appeared to

be active and their synergetic combination with some metals like Co and Ni were

very promising. This synergy between elements was previously noted for

ammonia and methanol synthesis [11]. Nevertheless, it was relatively new in

heterogeneous catalysis and hardly understood as advanced by Mittasch in his

review on ‘Mehrstoffkatalysatoren’ [11].

The commercial coal–hydrogenation process derived from these early

research efforts was divided into two parts: (i) a liquid–phase hydrogenation of a

coal paste yielding middle oil, a process in which catalysts had a limited role,

mainly preventing build–up of high–molecular weight constituents, and (ii) a

gas–phase hydrogenation, where the fixed–bed catalyst was essential in order to

produce the much–wanted gasoline [12]. The first commercial catalyst was a

mixture of MoO3 (53.5 wt%), ZnO (30 wt%), and MgO (16.5 wt%). It was

designated catalyst 3510 after the numbering in the BASF laboratory books. This

catalyst was used in the Leuna hydrogenation plant for many years from 1926

onward. Satisfactory catalyst life was achieved by a gradual reactor temperature

increase to offset the deactivation of the catalyst, a technique still in fashion

nowadays.

Investigation of the used catalysts showed that the Mo oxide was always

completely converted into the sulfide. The notion that especially metal sulfides

are effective in the removal of sulfur compounds was laid down in a patent of

I.G. Farbenindustrie [13]. The success of the IG Farben hydrogenation processes

did not go unnoticed abroad. Collaboration with Standard Oil Company of New

Jersey (later Exxon) resulted in further process improvements, while the
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foundation of the International Patents Company ensured the exploitation of the

hydrogenation patents. Amongst others, the ICI and the Royal Dutch Shell

Group pooled their knowledge and experience with these processes from the

1920’s until the beginning of the Second World War. For instance, the Royal

Dutch Shell Group patented two activated–carbon–supported chromium– and

molybdenumoxide catalysts in the late 20’s. A first kinetic study of the

hydrodesulfurization of a thiophene–containing benzene stream using the CoMo

combination was undertaken by Pease and Keighton [14].

Further research led to the insight that the replacement of all oxygen from

the metal oxide by sulfur yielded more active catalysts. The high hydrogen

sulfide partial pressures required to do this in situ made commercial pretreatment

not practical and as a result of that other preparation methods were investigated.

It was not until 1930 that a very active tungsten sulfide catalyst was prepared

from ammonium sulfotungstate, (NH4)2WS4 (catalyst 5058) [15, 16]. A whole

range of catalysts was derived from this tungsten sulfide material. The use of

WS2 supported on fuller’s earth treated with hydrofluoric acid yielded gasolines

with satisfactory octane numbers. However, the activity of such catalysts quickly

declined when middle oils from brown– or butiminous–coal were used. It was

recognized that the loss of activity was due to sulfur, nitrogen, and oxygen

compounds present in the original material. Hence, it was for the first time

recognized that the removal of these hetero–atoms by selective hydrogenation is

attractive. The addition of nickel sulfide to the WS2 catalyst resulted in a lower

cracking activity, while the use of natural alumina as support led to a cost–

effective catalyst with similar properties (catalyst 8376). This catalyst -

introduced in the war year 1941- can be regarded as one of the first catalysts

specifically developed for hydrotreating operations. Early results had shown that

a NiMo/Al2O3 catalysts (catalyst 7846) was inferior to the tungsten–based

materials, although it was found later that this was due to inferior quality of the
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used carrier material. Some activity test results of catalyst 8376 and catalysts in

which nickel was replaced by cobalt or iron are collected in Table 1.3. It was

then recognized that the improved NiMo system and especially the CoMo

combination made excellent hydrorefining catalysts, the first one having a

somewhat lower desulfurization activity, but a higher resistance to nitrogenous

bases.

Table 1.3: Hydrotreatment of coal middle oil (453–598K); nickel in catalyst

8376 was replaced by cobalt and iron [16].

Gasoline (–453K) Hydrorefined middle oil

wt% Aniline point (K) Phenols (%) ppm N

Nickel 23 320 0.01 3

Cobalt 23 284.5 0.03 40

Iron 20 267.5 0.05 100

While in Germany the focus was on the development of optimum

catalysts for the hydrorefining of coal tar, in the USA, where petroleum

prevailed, catalysts were developed for hydrorefining kerosines and gas oils. As

early as 1943, an article appeared on the use of bentonite–supported CoMo

sulfide catalysts for industrial hydrodesulfurization purposes by Byrns et al.

[17]. Based on their experiments, they visionary wrote that ‘the high activity of

this compound is due to an actual chemical combination of these oxides with a

resultant alteration of the spacing of the various atoms in the crystal lattice’,

although the conversion of the oxide starting material into metal sulfides was not

fully recognized by these authors.

After the Second World War, the catalyst and process development

branched out to the laboratories of the petroleum refining industry. The

diversification, that had set in with the optimization of the tungsten sulfide

catalyst, led to a multitude of catalysts for different reactions (hydrogenation,

dehydrogenation, cracking, hydrotreating) necessary for refineries. The field of
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hydrotreating then really started to grow embossed by the need to desulfurize gas

oils catalytically without altering the hydrocarbons in the product streams of

refineries. Especially, the combination of Co and Mo -described in BASF patents

at the end of the 1920’s [13]- proved to be invaluable.

In the following decades, research focussed on the improvement of the

existing catalysts by optimizing the carrier and its properties (composition,

texture, acidity, and porosity), the use of additives such as phosphorous,

potassium and fluorine, and many more parameters. Also, the kinetics of model

sulfur (e.g., thiophene), nitrogen (e.g., indole and quinoline), oxygen, and metal

(metal porphyrins) compounds were studied in great detail [18]. Although this

impressive research effort reduced the complexity of the field of hydrotreating

catalysis to a great extent, it took until the 80’s before major progress in the

understanding of these catalysts on a molecular level was achieved. The use of

X–ray Absorption Fine Structure techniques and especially 57Co Mössbauer

Emission Spectroscopy resulted in a detailed structural picture of these catalysts.

This and the application of quantum chemistry have opened the door to evaluate

the functioning of hydrotreating catalysis on a molecular level, which continues

to draw the attention of many researchers.

Indeed, Figure 1.4 shows that continuing research in this field has led to

an ever increasing HDS activity. However, an accelerated catalyst improvement

has been achieved over the last few years, mainly driven by the imposed tighter

motor fuel specifications. The trends in current and proposed legislation suggest

that in the near future (almost) zero–emission fuel will be imposed. This will put

an increasingly large demand on the performance of existing hydrotreating

catalysts. On the one hand, this could necessitate the use of alternative catalysts

for deep hydrotreating processes, on the other hand the production of clean

molecular fuels (e.g., from natural gas) may become mandatory.
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Figure 1.4: Relative volume activity of Shell standard CoMo catalyst (1965 = 100) [6].

1.4 Hydrotreating catalysts

Present–day hydrotreating catalysts are mixed sulfides of mostly CoMo or

NiMo supported on high–surface–area carriers such as γ–alumina. While CoMo

sulfide is the preferred combination for HDS operations, the application of NiMo

sulfide yields excellent HDN and hydrogenation catalysts. The main reason for

their wide application lies in the high tolerance towards H2S and NH3, inevitable

poisons produced during hydrotreatment operations. The tremendous amount of

research on these catalysts has been compiled in a number of excellent reviews

[5, 19–22].

The structure of the active phase has been a matter of great debate.

Voorhoeve [23] proposed the intercalation of Co promoter atoms between

alternating MoS2 layers (intercalation model), while Farragher and Cossee [24]

suggested that the promoter ions are located in alternate layers at the edges

(pseudo–intercalation or decoration model). Alternatively, Delmon [25, 26] has

advanced the remote control or contact synergy model. In this model, the
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physical contact between separate Co9S8 and MoS2 crystallites provides an

explanation for the promotional effect, the first one causing spill–over hydrogen

that enlarges the activity of the MoS2 phase. Ratnasamy and Sivasanker [27]

suggested the promoter ions to be located at the edges of the MoS2 layers.

Topsøe and Topsøe [28] produced convincing experimental evidence for this on

the basis of IR studies of NO molecules adsorbed on these catalysts. Using

Mössbauer Emission Spectroscopy (MES), Topsøe et al. [29–31] assigned a

specific Co signal to a so–called ‘Co–Mo–S’ interaction phase different from

Co9S8 (Figure 1.5). Wivel et al. [30] observed a linear correlation between the

amount of Co promoter ions present in this ‘Co–Mo–S’ phase and the thiophene

HDS activity. The direct observation of promoter atoms at the edges of MoS2

crystals was obtained by Analytical Electron Microscopy [32]. Strictly speaking,

the term ‘Co–Mo–S’ structures should be used exclusively to describe the local

structures at the edges of MoS2 slabs involving Co, Mo, and S atoms.

The early picture of mono–atomically dispersed Co at the MoS2 edges has

been refined by detailed MES measurements by Crajé [34]. He showed that the

small CoSx particles that are localized at the MoS2 edges differ in particle size

and/or ordering. The particle size and/or ordering depend on parameters such as

sulfidation temperature,  Co/Mo ratio and support material. The description of

‘Co–Mo–S’ structures in terms of small Co sulfide particles rather than Co atoms

at well–defined positions at the MoS2 edges should be seen as an elaboration of

the ‘Co–Mo–S’ model. Crajé [34] pointed out that the number of Co atoms

involved in one Co sulfide particle for high Co/Mo ratio becomes so large that a

Co9S8–type phase is formed. In this limiting situation, the contact synergy

structural model may apply [22].

In alumina–supported catalysts, there are strong indications for the

presence of two different phases containing ‘Co(Ni)–Mo–S’ structures [36–38].

In a type I phase, the usual one, Mo is not fully sulfided and remains strongly
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bound via some Mo–O–Al linkages to the subjacent support, while a more active

type II phase is fully sulfided. It is suggested that the difference in sulfidation

degree of the MoS2 influences the activity of the ‘Co–Mo–S’ structures. While

conventional preparation techniques typically result in type I active phases, type

II ‘Co–Mo–S’ can be obtained by high temperature sulfidation -shown by Candia

et al. [36] for η–alumina supported CoMo- or the use of the chelating ligand

NTA [37].

Figure 1.5: Schematic picture of different phases present in a sulfided alumina–
supported CoMo catalyst. Electron microscopy is an excellent tool to visualize the
MoS2 structures (monolayer vs. multilayer). The section of the monolayer MoS2 slab
shows what possibly is a Co atom at the periphery of the MoS2 [33]. 57Co Mössbauer
Emission Spectroscopy (MES) is applied to study the local structure of Co in this type
of catalysts and can be used as a fingerprint for different Co phases [34]. The scales
added to the MES spectra indicate the Quadrupole Splitting (QS) values for the
different Co phases, i.e., Co9S8, ‘Co–Mo–S’ and cobaltaluminate [35].
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Carbon–supported ‘Co–Mo–S’ structures are only weakly bound to the support

resulting in type II ‘Co–Mo–S’ phases. Intriguingly, Van Veen et al. [37] found

that such carbon–supported ‘Co–Mo–S’ structures exhibit a twice as high gas–

phase thiophene HDS activity compared to alumina–supported type II ‘Co–Mo–

S’, showing that there is an additional support effect on the active phase. EXAFS

has provided a more detailed picture of the local structure of Co in these ‘Co–

Mo–S’ structures [39].

Mössbauer spectroscopy has also played an important role in the so–

called ‘Co–only’ model. Vissers et al. [40] concluded that the intrinsic HDS

activity of carbon–supported low–loaded Co sulfided at 673K approaches the

activity of CoMo/C. From MES and EXAFS studies [41–43], it was established

that the Co sulfide species in Mo–free Co/C sulfided at 373K are structurally

equivalent to those in sulfided CoMo/C. Furthermore, it appeared that during

sulfidation at higher temperatures the very small cobalt sulfide species initially

present in Co/C sinter, resulting in a Co9S8–type phase after sulfidation at 673K.

These findings were taken as a strong indication that the high activity of

CoMo/C can be attributed to highly dispersed and very active Co sulfide

particles located at the edges of MoS2. The MoS2 phase thus serves as a

secondary support, maintaining the active Co sulfide particles in a highly

dispersed state. Alternative explanations for the high activity of bimetallic

sulfide catalysts include the above–mentioned remote control model [25, 26], the

Bond Energy Model advanced by Nørskov, Clausen, and Topsøe [44, 45], and

shifts in electron density between Mo and the promoter ion proposed by Harris

and Chianelli [46, 47] and Smit and Johnson [48–50]. The Bond Energy Model

uses effective medium theory to describe the metal–sulfur bond energy for the

3d, 4d and 5d transition metal sulfides (TMS) [44]. It follows that transition

metal sulfides with high HDS activities have low metal–sulfur bond energies.

According to this model, a high HDS activity is found for those TMS with a low
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metal–sulfur bond energy leading to a large number of sulfur vacancies. The

synergetic effect between Co(Ni) and Mo was explained by the intermediate d–

electron occupation in these mixed sulfides, that is similar to that of the most

active transition metal sulfides [44, 45]. Temperature Programmed Reduction

has been used to demonstrate the lower metal–sulfur bond strength of CoMo

sulfide compared to MoS2 and Co9S8 catalysts [51].

The origin of activity trends of the transition metal sulfides across the

periodic table is also a subject of intense research. The pioneering work of

Pecoraro and Chianelli [52] showed that many TMS are active in the HDS of

dibenzothiophene, the 4d and 5d TMS exhibiting a volcano–type activity trend.

Similar periodic trends were later observed for a variety of other hydrotreatment

related reactions [53–60]. Pecoraro and Chianelli proposed that the periodic

activity trends can be explained by Sabatier behavior (optimum in sulfur bond

energy), while early quantum chemical calculations derived parameters, that

correlated TMS electron structure to HDS activity [47]. The work of Nørskov,

Clausen, and Topsøe [44] suggests that a low metal–sulfur bond energy and as a

result of that a large number of vacancies is the basis for a high HDS activity.

All in all, the metal–sulfur bond energy appears to be the key factor in

explaining the activity trends across the periodic table.

1.5 Scope of this thesis

The research described in this thesis is partly the result of a collaborative

project between Delft University of Technology, Eindhoven University of

Technology, and Shell Research and Technology Centre Amsterdam, and is

sponsored by the Netherlands Technology Foundation (STW).

Chapter 2 comprehends a review, that deals with the interpretations put

forward in literature with regard to the periodic HDS activity trends of the

various TMS. The focus is on the metal–sulfur bond energy and the implications
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for kinetic measurements, notably thiophene HDS. Chapter 3 and 4 deal with

gas–phase thiophene HDS kinetic measurements over carbon–supported

transition metal sulfides. These kinetic measurements are used to distinguish the

active site in ‘Co–Mo–S’ catalysts by comparing carbon–supported Co, Mo, Rh,

and CoMo sulfide catalysts (chapter 3). In chapter 4, a new conceptual

understanding for the periodic thiophene HDS activity trends of the 4d TMS is

presented. Chapter 5 is dedicated to a study of the H2–D2 equilibration reaction

over carbon–supported Co, Mo, and CoMo sulfide catalysts providing a deeper

understanding of the synergetic effect in ‘Co–Mo–S’.

In the next three chapters, the attention will shift to less fundamental

subjects. In chapter 6, a TEM study of the effect of the support (carbon, alumina,

silica, amorphous silica–alumina) on the dispersion and morphology of

supported Mo sulfide is presented. The consequences for a number of

hydrotreating reactions (hydrodesulfurization and hydrogenation) will be

examined. In chapter 7, the influence of the Mo–loading of alumina– and

carbon–supported (Co)Mo catalysts is addressed in detail. While temperature

programmed reduction is used to characterize the oxidic precursor and X–ray

photoelectron spectroscopy the sulfided catalysts, thiophene HDS and H2–D2

equilibration are used to evaluate the catalytic properties of the different phases.

Finally, chapter 8 focuses on the gas–phase toluene hydrogenation (30 bar) and

thiophene hydrodesulfurization (1 bar) over a set of alumina–, carbon–, titania–,

and ASA–supported Ni(Co)Mo catalysts prepared with or without the chelating

ligand NTA. Besides the effect of support, also the sulfur sensitivity of the active

phase will be studied in more detail in this chapter.
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chapter 2
Chemistry and reactivity of transition metal sulfides

in relation to their catalytic performance

Abstract

The different interpretations put forward in the literature concerning the

fundamentals of the activity variations in elementary hydrotreating reaction steps

over transition metal sulfides are critically reviewed. The sulfur bond energy

appears to be the most important factor. While Nørskov and Topsøe suggest that

the activity increases with decreasing sulfur bond energy, Sabatier’s principle

relates a high activity to optimum sulfur bond energy. The different points of

view will be related to predictions of kinetic parameters, i.e., reaction orders and

apparent activation energies, that can be verified in experiments.

published as: E.J.M. Hensen, V.H.J. de Beer, and R.A. van Santen, in “Transition metal

sulphides: chemistry and catalysis” (T. Weber, R. Prins, and R.A. van Santen, Eds.),

p.169. Kluwer, Dordrecht, 1998.
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2.1 Introduction

The removal of hetero–atoms such as sulfur, nitrogen and metals from oil

feedstock by transition metal sulfides has long been one of the major catalytic

processes in petroleum industry. The primary driving force for this removal is

the protection of catalysts in downstream operations. The growing environmental

awareness in the early 70’s went along with a large research effort in this field

resulting in a fair understanding of the structure of these catalysts and the basis

of their catalytic activity. Today, the diminishing oil supplies necessitate the

processing of heavier feeds containing larger amounts of sulfur, nitrogen and

metals. Moreover, legislation on transportation fuels becomes more stringent as

can be seen in Table 1.2. The sulfur specification for diesel fuels will be

sharpened in the near future in anticipation of a working deNOx catalyst with a

low sulfur tolerance. The total investment costs for oil industry to produce more

advanced fuels according to the proposal of the European Commission for the

year 2000 will be over 8 billion ECUs over a period of 15 years. It is

questionable whether these severe standards can be met using conventional

catalysts. In this respect, it is imperative to look for other catalyst compositions

and the factors that determine the observed activity trends. Conventional systems

include CoMo and NiMo mixed sulfide catalysts supported on γ–alumina, CoMo

specifically being used when a large hydrodesulfurization (HDS) duty is

demanded, NiMo for hydrodenitrogenation (HDN) operations. In the 80’s, a

clear structural picture of these catalysts on an atomic level (Figure 2.1) was

obtained by techniques as EXAFS and Mössbauer spectroscopy. For reviews

providing the current state of thinking the reader is referred to a series of reviews

by Chianelli [1], Prins, De Beer, and Somorjai [2], Wiegand and Friend [3], and

Topsøe, Clausen, and Massoth [4].

Besides these mixed sulfides, it has been found [5–13] that many

transition metal sulfides (TMS) catalyze the fundamental elementary steps (C–S,
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C–N hydrogenolysis) in hydrotreating reactions. The emerging field of

computational catalysis has also led to some studies on TMS.

Figure 2.1: Structural picture of different phases present in a commercial CoMo/Al2O3

catalyst. For reasons of clarity the sulfur atoms around Co in the ‘Co–Mo–S’ structure
have been removed (from Topsøe, Clausen, and Massoth [4]).

Main focus sofar has been the understanding of activity trends of the

various TMS across the periodic table. This has resulted in different points of

view concerning the origin of these trends. In this chapter, these different

interpretations are critically reviewed. Furthermore, the kinetic implications of

these theories verifiable in experiments will be analyzed.

2.2 Periodic trends in hydrotreating reactions

Pecoraro and Chianelli [5] were the first to systematically study the

activity of first, second and third row bulk TMS. They used dibenzothiophene

HDS in a medium–pressure autoclave as model reaction. Figure 2.2 shows the

trends found for these catalysts. The activities vary three orders of magnitude

across the periodic table. A typical volcano plot is obtained with activity maxima
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at the sulfides of Ru and Os for second and third row transition metals,

respectively. First row TMS appear to be relatively inactive with a distinct

minimum at MnS. Similar trends were observed for carbon–supported TMS for

the low–pressure thiophene HDS [6, 7] with maxima at the sulfides of rhodium

and iridium, for the medium– [8] and low– [9] pressure HDS of

dibenzothiophene, and for the biphenyl hydrogenation over bulk TMS [9].

Moreover, periodic trends for the hydrodenitrogenation activity of quinoline [10,

11], decahydroquinoline [12, 13] and ortho–propylaniline [13] have been

reported.

Figure 2.2: Periodic trends for the HDS of dibenzothiophene in an autoclave reactor at
673K and 30 bar. Catalysts are bulk transition metal sulfides (from Pecoraro and
Chianelli [5]).
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2.3 Interpretations of the periodic activity trends

Pecoraro and Chianelli [5] concluded that these trends must be of an

electronic nature. In analogy with many reactions over metal catalysts, they

explained the volcano plot in terms of Sabatier’s principle. Sabatier [14]

recognized that in order for a catalyst to be active, it should form a sufficiently

stable surface intermediate with the reacting molecules. For a given reaction,

catalysts with an intermediate heat of formation will exhibit a maximum activity.

In order to study the electronic structure of these TMS more closely,

Harris and Chianelli [15–17] performed Xα calculations on a series of transition

metal sulfide clusters for first and second row transition metals. In this now

relatively outdated method, the nuclear attraction between nuclei and electrons is

computed using a model where the potential inside the atom sphere is assumed

to be constant, while outside the sphere it is assumed to be zero. The clusters

were octahedral MS6
n-units where M stands for the transition metal. The clusters

carry a negative charge n- in order to include enough electrons so that each

sulfur is formally S2- and the metal has the formal oxidation state of the

corresponding TMS. In Figure 2.3 one finds the valency energy level diagram for

these clusters. Besides sulfur 3p orbitals, also s– and p–type orbitals are formed

by interaction of metal d orbitals and sulfur 3p orbitals.

A large energy difference between metal d and sulfur 3p orbitals leads to

metal–like antibonding and sulfur–like bonding orbitals (Figure 2.4a). Going

from the left to the right in the periodic table this energy difference decreases

resulting in more d–p mixing and a corresponding increase in covalency of the

formed orbitals (Figure 2.4b). The authors found that when they constructed an

activity parameter A2 being the product of n (the number of electrons in the

highest occupied molecular orbital) and B (a measure for the covalent bond

strength), the activity trends were well described.
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Figure 2.3: Valency energy diagram for MS6
n- clusters (from Harris and Chianelli [16]).

However, the physical meaning of this activity parameter remains

somewhat elusive. Furthermore, there are some drawbacks to these calculations

(i) the inherent approximations of this method and the lack of geometry

optimizations, (ii) the used clusters do not represent the actual TMS structure,

and (iii) the clusters carry a negative charge. Harris and Chianelli [18] also

applied the same methods to MoM’S9
n- clusters (where M’ is a first row

transition metal) in an effort to clarify the synergetic effect of metals such as Co

or Ni and the poisoning effect of Cu on MoS2.

Figure 2.4: Molecular orbitals formed by interaction of metal d and sulfur 3p orbitals.
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It was concluded that these effects are governed by electron transfer between the

first row metal and Mo. In the case of Co or Ni, this leads to an increased

electron density on Mo thus increasing n and hence the activity parameter A2.

Recently, Smit and Johnson presented a series of papers [19–21] based on

the same Xα method. In the first paper [19] they employed an MS5
n- cluster

which has a vacancy in contrast to the clusters used by Harris and Chianelli. The

TMS cluster was held fixed and the thiophene–metal distance was varied

stepwise, although they did not apply geometry optimization. Another paper [20]

is concerned with the adsorption of thiophene on Ni–promoted MoS2. It was then

found that sulfur–sulfur interactions dominate the initial stages of the adsorption

process. In a third article [21], an activity parameter I was constructed to

describe the periodic trends. Whilst the calculations are still subject to the same

inherent method and model errors described above, it is interesting to see that I,

which effectively is the strength of the metal d–sulfur 3p interaction, correlates

well with the activities. These results imply that the volcano curve has no

Sabatier interpretation. Other authors [22–24] employed Hückel methods to

study the adsorption of thiophene on simple MoS2 model clusters. Rong et al.

[25, 26] studied the adsorption of thiophene and tetrahydrothiophene on clusters

of MoS2, Co9S8 and RuS2 using the DV–Xα method. Besides a detailed

electronic description of these metal sulfides, it was found that binding between

the TMS and adsorbates is generally weak and little activation occurs. It was

inferred that prior to desulfurization thiophene is hydrogenated to

tetrahydrothiophene. Zonnevylle, Hoffman, and Harris [27] provided a detailed

account of the MoS2 surface, the adsorption of thiophene, the role of defect sites,

promoters and poisons using infinite slab extended Hückel calculations.

A quite different approach was taken by Nørskov et al. [28]. Effective

medium theory -an approximate method that has been well parameterized for

transition metals- was applied. The stability of compounds between transition
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metals and non–transition metal atoms is calculated. Compound formation is

assumed to take place in two steps. First, the metal lattice has to expand to make

room for the non–transition metal atom. This in essence is a localization energy

contribution. Second, the atoms are reacted. In the energy calculations,

hybridization between the transition metal and the non–transition metal atom is

included. The energy to expand the metal lattice is proportional to the bulk

modulus B. The energy associated with the hybridization of the metal in contact

with a sulfur atom can be thought to consist of two contributions: (i) a term

involving hybridization of sulfur 3p orbitals with the metal s orbitals, which is

nearly independent of the metal and (ii) a term which includes the hybridization

of the metal d orbitals with the sulfur 3p orbitals. Nørskov et al. propose that due

to the large separation of the metal d and sulfur 3p orbitals, the contribution of

the hybridization energy can be expressed by second order perturbation theory

∆E f
V

pd d
pd

d p
= − −

−
2 1

2

( )
ε ε

(equation  2.1)

with fd being the degree of d band filling.

Combining these terms one finds that the total sulfur bond energy can be written

as

∆E c B c f cs d= + − +1 2 31( ) (equation 2.2).

The constants c1, c2, c3 are taken independent of the transition metal. They were

obtained by fitting equation 2.2 to sulfur bond energies obtained from ab initio

calculations for 4d TMS. The thus obtained curve for the sulfur bond energy

(∆Es, computed) versus TM as shown in Figure 2.5 then leads to the conclusion that

the highest activity for desulfurization is linked to TM with the lowest sulfur

bond energy. In other words, the TMS with the least stable sulfur atoms and

hence the largest number of surface vacancies has the highest activity.
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Figure 2.5: Computed (�) and experimental (�) sulfur bond energy and the term c1B
(�) for the second row transition metal sulfides (adapted from Nørskov et al. [28]);
experimental sulfur bond energies have been taken from Pecoraro and Chianelli [5].

When c1B is plotted for the 4d transition metals in Figure 2.5, one can easily see

that the trend in sulfur bond energy is mainly determined by the bulk modulus of

the transition metal. Topsøe et al. [29] replotted Figure 2.2 with the heat of

formation calculated per mol of sulfur atom (Figure 2.6). They argue that instead

of a maximum in activity for an intermediate heat of formation rather a

monotonic decline in activity is observed with increasing heat of formation. In

line with Nørskov and Topsøe’s proposal the highest activity is found for the TM

with the lowest sulfur bond energy. However, the scatter in these data is

relatively large. In fact, a volcano–type curve is still observed for the 4d metals.

This is further emphasized when the experimental sulfur bond energies on a per

mol of sulfur basis are plotted in Figure 2.5. Instead of a minimum in bond

energy, a monotonic decline in sulfur bond energy is observed going from left to

right in the periodic table.
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Figure 2.6: HDS activity as a function of the heat of formation of TMS on a per mol of
sulfur basis (from Topsøe et al. [29]); (- - - -) periodic trend for 4d TMS.

While most of the aforementioned papers concentrate on the electronic

structure of TMS, recent advancements in theoretical methods and computational

resources make the calculation of energetics of bonding in TMS and geometry

optimizations possible. Based on the observation that small metal sulfide

particles dispersed on high–surface area supports [6, 7] or embedded in zeolite

micro–pores [30] are very active heterogeneous hydrodesulfurization catalysts,

Neurock and Van Santen [31] studied elementary reaction steps of the catalytic

cycle for thiophene HDS on NixSy clusters. Elementary reaction pathways are

studied using density functional quantum–chemical techniques. The optimized

structures of Ni3S1, Ni3S2, Ni3S3, and Ni3S4 are presented in Figure 2.7. Going

from Ni3S1 to Ni3S2 one observes that the extra sulfur atom prefers a three–fold

position. When these sites become inaccessible (from Ni3S2 to Ni3S3 to Ni3S4)

the sulfur assumes 2–fold bridge sites. Interestingly, after geometry optimization

of sulfur addition to Ni3S2 a structural rearrangement takes place. In the

optimized Ni3S3 cluster, the two bridging sulfur atoms share only a single nickel
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atom, whereas in the alternative situation (one 3–fold and one 2–fold) the two

sulfurs share two nickel atoms. The former is energetically much more favorable.

This is consistent with the bond order conservation principle, i.e., the reactivity

of an atom decreases with increasing coordination number.

Figure 2.7: Results of full geometry optimization of Ni3Sx clusters using density
functional theory. Bond lengths are in Å (from Neurock and Van Santen [31]).

Adsorption of H2, H2S, and thiophene was examined on different Ni3Sy

and Ni4Sy clusters. For the Ni3S2 cluster, that is believed to be the catalytically

active structure, the following order in adsorption energy has been found:

S > H > thiophene (η4) > H2S (molecularly adsorbed) > thiophene (η1) > H2S
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In the absence of H2, thiophene preferentially adsorbs η4 on a Ni3S2 cluster

(Table 2.1). However, in the presence of pre–adsorbed hydrogen the energy of

the η1 adsorbed thiophene is slightly favored over the η4 configuration. The

different adsorption modes of thiophene are depicted in Figure 2.8.

Table 2.1: Effects of pre–adsorbed hydrogen on thiophene adsorption on a

Ni3S2 cluster (from Neurock and Van Santen [31]).

Reaction Energy

Ni3S2 + T Ni3S2–η1–T -85 kJ/mol

Ni3S2–2H + T Ni3S2–2H–η1–T -74 kJ/mol

Ni3S2 + T Ni3S2–η4–T -137 kJ/mol

Ni3S2–2H + T Ni3S2–2H–η4–T -66 kJ/mol

In Figure 2.9, the HDS cycle of the most likely reaction pathway and its

energetics is shown. In the first step molecular hydrogen is adsorbed causing a

sulfur rearrangement from a 3–fold to a 2–fold position. After H2 dissociation

into two hydryl groups thiophene is adsorbed η1. Hydrogenation into 2,5–

dihydrothiophene (2,5–DHT) is thermodynamically favorable and facilitates the

rupture of the C–S bond. Although no transition states and activation energies

were calculated, one can easily deduce that both C–S bond scission and sulfur

removal are highly endothermic and therefore speculated to be rate–limiting

steps. Finally, it is interesting to note that the cycle that is initiated by the

removal of S from the Ni3S2 cluster is energetically unfavorable.

The applicability of these clusters as a model for the active site in

commercially used catalysts depends on the local structure of Co(Ni)–sulfide

particles on MoS2 edges. The ‘Co–Mo–S’ model [32, 33] suggests that Co

sulfide clusters are atomically dispersed on these edges. A further refinement

was provided by a combination of EXAFS and Mössbauer Emission
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Spectroscopy measurements [34, 35] showing that small CoSx ensembles are

present at the MoS2 crystallite edges differing in size and/or ordering.

Figure 2.8: η1 and η4 configuration of thiophene adsorbed on a Ni3S2 cluster (from
Neurock and Van Santen [31]).

A new concept was recently put forward by Startsev [36]. Based on the

observation that all Ni–complexes with S–containing chelate ligands have the

square–planar structure, it was proposed that Ni may be surrounded by a square

of four sulfur atoms in the side planes of the MoS2 single slab structure. XPS

data may support this view: it has been found that the Ni 2p binding energy

shifts to higher values when Ni sulfide enters the bimetallic phase (reference 36

and references therein).

2.4 Kinetic implications

Kinetic measurements can help to elucidate the fundaments of the activity

variations across the periodic table. A large number of papers has been devoted

to the kinetics of hydrotreating reactions mostly related to Co(Ni)Mo catalysts.

Excellent reviews by Startsev [36], Vrinat [37], and Schulz et al. [38] are

available. However, no consistent picture has emerged on the underlying

reaction mechanisms.

η4

   (a) E = −85 kJ/mol                       (b) E = −137 kJ/mol

η1
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Figure 2.9: Proposed HDS cycle for η1
 adsorbed thiophene with 2,5–dihydrothiophene

as intermediate (initiated by H2 adsorption): (top) optimized structures for each step in
the catalytic cycle and (below) corresponding energies for each step (from Neurock and
Van Santen [31]).
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We will focus on the thiophene HDS reaction, because of the ease of application

of and the wealth of literature available for this model reaction. Amongst others,

η1–S, η4, and η5 thiophene adsorption have been proposed based on kinetic and

organometallic studies. These are reviewed by Topsøe, Clausen, and Massoth

[14]. The perpendicular end–on adsorption is suggested to be the precursor for

desulfurization, whereas π–complexation may lead to hydrogenation of the

aromatic ring. Indeed, (partially) hydrogenated thiophenes have been advanced

as intermediates in thiophene HDS. While it is generally assumed that a surface

reaction is rate limiting, the nature of the reaction mechanism remains a moot

point. Although the inhibiting effect of H2S is evident, the mode of H2S

adsorption is not very clear. Also the role of hydrogen and its adsorption mode

are still under study.

Nørskov and Topsøe’s proposal implies that the reaction rate is

proportional to the number of unoccupied active sites, i.e., Nt(1-Θ), irrespective

of the exact mechanism

r N kt= −( )1 Θ (equation 2.3a),

or

r N kt= −Θ Θ( )1 (equation 2.3b)

in case a surface dissociative reaction is rate limiting

with Nt: total number of active sites,

k: reaction rate constant of the rate–limiting step,

Θ: thiophene surface coverage.

Nørskov and Topsøe’s proposal implies that as long as the rate–limiting step

does not change with catalyst composition one should find a higher thiophene

reaction order n (1>n>-1) for the a more active catalyst that has more vacancies

due to a decreased sulfur bond energy.
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According to Sabatier’s principle, a maximum reaction rate is obtained at

optimum metal–adsorbate bond energy. A nice illustration provides the volcano

curve for the rate of ammonia synthesis [39]. In Figure 2.10, an interpretation of

the trends of desulfurization rate as a function of sulfur bond energy is given in

terms of Sabatier’s principle. To the left of the activity maximum the rate is low

due to too strong TMS–adsorbate interaction, i.e., H2S is strongly adsorbed and

the creation of a new surface vacancy becomes rate limiting. In this regime, the

reaction rate decreases with increasing sulfur bond energy.

Figure 2.10: Sabatier’s principle applied to TMS catalysts.

This corresponds to the situation in equation (2.3b) withΘ > ½. To the right of

the maximum the activation of thiophene is low due to too weak interaction

between the TMS and thiophene. In this regime, the reaction rate is proportional

to the sulfur bond energy and corresponds in terms of equation (2.3b) withΘ < ½.

It can be easily seen that this leads to a maximum rate for an intermediate metal–

sulfur bond energy strength. Going from right to left in the periodic table, one

should find a decreasing thiophene reaction order due to the increased sulfur

increasing heat of formation
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bond energy. In the case of dissociative adsorption, this reaction order may even

become negative. When the reaction path is assumed to remain similar for all

TMS, the Polanyi–Brønsted relation [40] predicts that the activation energy of

the rate–limiting step (Eact
rls ) decreases going from right to left in the periodic

table. The apparent activation energy (Eact
app), however, does not equal the

activation energy of the rate–limiting step. After all, the apparent activation

energy is measured using gas–phase concentrations that generally do not

represent surface concentrations. In Figure 2.11, one can see a diagram

representing the potential energy versus the reaction coordinate for a

monomolecular reaction of adsorbed A giving product molecule B. The rate

expression according reaction rate transition–state theory [40] yields

r
kT

h
K A= # Θ                                (equation 2.4)

with for a monomolecular reaction

Θ A
A A

A A

K p

K p
=

+1
(equation 2.5)

with KA: adsorption constant of reactant A

pA: partial pressure of reactant A.

The adsorption constant K for thiophene is considered to be hydrogen pressure

dependent. The apparent activation energy can then be evaluated as follows

E R
r

T
E Hact

app
act
rls

A ads= − = + −−
∂
∂

ln
( ) *1 1 Θ ∆ (equation 2.6a)

in case equation (2.3a) applies,

or

E E Hact
app

act
rls

A ads= + −( ) *1 2Θ ∆ (equation 2.6b)

in case equation (2.3b) applies.
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This result implies that at zero surface coverage the apparent activation energy is

lowered by an amount equal to the reactant heat of adsorption (∆Hads). In the

case equation (2.6a) applies, only at full surface coverage the apparent activation

energy equals the activation energy of the rate–limiting step.

Figure 2.11: Potential energy diagram for adsorption and monomolecular surface
reaction of A giving product B according to transition–state theory.

The TMS–adsorbate interaction energy can be related to the heat of

formation of the catalytic phase. Changes in TMS–adsorbate interaction energy

lead to changes in surface coverages of adsorbates. Sabatier’s principle implies

that optimum bond strength is equivalent to optimum surface coverages. In

equation (2.3b), this corresponds to Θ = ½. Based on this idea, Kasztelan [41]

derived relationships between the reaction rate and the heat of formation for

different types of reactions. It was shown that reactions whose rate–limiting step

involve one site do not lead to volcano curves (corresponding to equation 2.3a)

whereas reactions involving two sites such as bimolecular or dissociative

reactions (equation 2.3b) can give rise to Sabatier behaviour. This conclusion is
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valid as long as the rate–limiting step does not change. Measurements of the

order of the reaction as a function of catalyst composition in principle should

enable us to conclude whether Sabatier’s principle applies. Also, a validation of

Nørskov and Tospøe’s proposal by measuring apparent activation energies can

be given. Hypothetical Arrhenius plots for two TMS catalysts are constructed in

Figure 2.12. One catalyst is operational to the left of the maximum in activity

(A), the other to the right (B). Catalyst A shows an inversion point as a function

of temperature: left of the inversion point (at high temperature) the reaction

becomes first order in thiophene, the surface is nearly empty. The apparent

activation energy is negative when the adsorption energy of thiophene exceeds

the activation energy of the rate–limiting step. Changes in steady state surface

coverage for catalyst B are smaller than for catalyst A due to the lower sulfur

bond energy.

Figure 2.12: Arrhenius plots for two catalysts A and B to the left and right of the
activity maximum, respectively.
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Figure 2.13: Arrhenius plot for a CoMo catalyst supported on carbon. The activation
energy decreases above 583K due to a decreasing surface coverage (from Hensen et al.
[42]).

In region I, at low temperatures, both catalyst A and B have a relatively high

surface coverage: the overall reaction rate increases with decreasing sulfur bond

energy. Here, Nørskov and Topsøe’s proposal holds. Region II describes the

situation where the surface coverage is low for catalyst A. The surface coverage

of catalyst B does not change as much as for catalyst A as a function of

temperature due to the lower sulfur bond energy. The temperature dependence of

the apparent activation energy is less explicit than that of catalyst A. These low

coverages then lead to a reaction rate proportional to the sulfur bond energy.

Reaction orders will be close to unity.

It is thus inferred that differences in reaction conditions, leading to very

different steady state surface coverages amongst the various TMS can result in

qualitatively quite different behaviour. Changes in reaction temperature can

result in large changes in surface coverage which will lead to different apparent

activation energies. This effect is more pronounced for catalysts with a higher
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TMS–adsorbate bond energy. Such a behavior was recently reported by Hensen

et al. [42] for thiophene HDS over a carbon–supported CoMo catalyst (Figure

2.13). At temperatures below 583K the thiophene reaction order is close to zero.

The apparent activation energy then equals the activation energy of the rate–

limiting step (equation (2.6a): Θ=1). Higher reaction temperatures lead to a

decrease in steady state surface coverage and hence a lower apparent activation

energy. Desulfurization of strongly adsorbed intermediates (e.g.,

dihydrothiophenes) or removal of a strongly adsorbed dissociated complex

provide alternative explanations for this zero order behavior. In the limiting case

of very high sulfur bond energy, regeneration of the surface vacancy may

become the rate–limiting step. Spectroscopic techniques are needed to clarify the

exact mechanism. It is concluded that a high desulfurization rate is linked to a

high sulfur bond energy. Carbon–sulfur activation or hydrogenative sulfur

removal to regenerate surface vacancies are proposed to be rate–limiting steps.

Sofar, main focus has been on the sulfur bond energy of the different

TMS. The change in this interaction energy going from left to right in the

periodic table is deduced from the heat of formation of the stable TMS. In the

correlations, it is intrinsically assumed that the desulfurization reaction occurs on

the surface of the sulfided compound. The question arises whether all transition

metals are fully sulfided. Pecoraro and Chianelli [5] already pointed out that the

compounds from Ru, Os, Ir, Rh, Pd, and Pt may not retain their sulfided

character under reaction conditions. This may have dramatic consequences

because of the dependence of the sulfur bond energy on the sulfur coordination

[31]. For instance, Pt and Rh are extremely active HDS catalysts at low H2S

pressures. Thus, it is very important to determine the actual metal–sulfur

interaction energy of the different TMS at in situ conditions. The H2/H2S ratio

should be an important parameter.
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2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter the different explanations of for HDS activity trends as a

function of the periodic position of the TMS were compared. Most studies have

focused on the electronic structure of these sulfides. The use of the Xα method

by Harris and Chianelli leads to a detailed model in which more covalent sulfur

bonding leads to a higher activity. On the contrary, Nørskov and Topsøe’s

application of effective medium theory results in a model where the activity

decreases with increasing sulfur bond energy. An analysis of the consequences

of Sabatier’s principle to thiophene HDS shows that both proposals may be

operative. At the right–hand side of the Sabatier maximum, where sulfur bonding

is weak, the reaction rate is proportional to the sulfur bond energy. To the left of

the maximum the situation reverses: adsorbates are more strongly bonded

leading to lower reaction orders of the reacting sulfur component. Here, the

reaction rate increases with decreasing sulfur bond energy. The experimental

observations strongly depend on the conditions used. Moreover, expressions for

the apparent activation energy show that depending on the temperature and thus

steady state surface coverage the location on the volcano curve may be different.

Determining kinetic parameters such as reaction order for e.g. thiophene and

apparent activation energies are essential to clarify further the fundamentals of

the activity variations as a function of the TMS.
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chapter
 3

Kinetics and mechanism of thiophene
hydrodesulfurization over carbon–supported

transition metal sulfides

Abstract

Results of a detailed kinetic study on the thiophene hydrodesulfurization

reaction at atmospheric pressure over a set of carbon–supported transition metal

sulfides, i.e., the sulfides of Co, Mo, Rh, and the mixed CoMo sulfide are presented.

It is found that (partially) hydrogenated thiophenes, i.e., 2,3–dihydrothiophene, 2,5–

dihydrothiophene and tetrahydrothiophene, are important intermediates in the

reaction mechanism. The thiophene reaction orders suggest that carbon–sulfur bond

cleavage is rate limiting for these catalysts. The CoMo catalyst may have

hydrogenative sulfur removal as rate–limiting step. This catalyst shows a strong

decrease in apparent activation energy with temperature to be ascribed to a large

change in steady state surface coverage by thiophene (or H2S) as a function of

temperature. This is consistent with a strong interaction between catalyst and

thiophene. The Rh catalyst most probably shows a phase transition leading to

different kinetic parameters. It is concluded that a strong interaction between the

metal sulfide and thiophene is important for a high HDS activity.

published as: E.J.M. Hensen, M.J. Vissenberg, V.H.J. de Beer, J.A.R. van Veen, and

R.A. van Santen, J. Catal. 163, 429 (1996).
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3.1 Introduction

Hydrotreatment applications for removal of hetero–atoms such as sulfur from

oil feedstock are one of the largest processes in petroleum refining industry. In spite

of the wide application of hydrotreating catalysts based on transition metal sulfides

(TMS) and extensive research over the last decades, a variety of topics concerning

hydrodesulfurization (HDS) is still not fully understood.

For instance, the reaction mechanism for the hydrodesulfurization of the

widely used model compound thiophene is a matter of great debate. In the earliest

proposal [1] it was suggested that thiophene desulfurization proceeds through a

double β–hydride elimination followed by a fast hydrogenation of adsorbed

diacetylene to 1,3–butadiene. Alternatively, hydrogenolysis of the carbon–sulfur

bonds may yield 1,3–butadiene directly as was proposed by Lipsch and Schuit [2].

However, Kraus and Zdrazil [3] pointed out that based on the chemistry of

thiophene it is likely that the aromatic ring is hydrogenated to tetrahydrothiophene

and that this compound should be considered as an intermediate. Mostly, this

compound is only reported in high–pressure thiophene HDS studies [4]. Also,

partially hydrogenated thiophenes, i.e., 2,3–dihydrothiophene (2,3–DHT) and 2,5–

dihydrothiophene (2,5–DHT) have been proposed as possible intermediates [5],

although they were not detected in the gas phase. Markel et al. [6] determined the

HDS activity of these thiophenes and found that the dihydrothiophenes are much

more reactive than tetrahydrothiophene which in turn is more reactive than

thiophene.

Another not resolved issue is the origin of the periodic trends of the

hydrodesulfurization activity for the various TMS. Besides the industrially important

Co– or Ni–promoted MoS2 and WS2 catalysts, many TMS show a high

hydrodesulfurization activity. Generally, Balandin volcano–type activity curves for

these sulfides were found with maxima in thiophene HDS for the sulfides of Ir, Rh

and Co [7–9]. Harris and Chianelli [10] interpreted this in terms of the Sabatier
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principle. In contrast, Nørskov et al. [11] state that the activity is related to the ability

of the TMS to generate a sulfur vacancy. TMS with the lowest metal–sulfur bond

energy will have the largest number of sulfur vacancies and consequently the highest

activity. Wiegand and Friend [12] suggested that the most active materials are the

ones that activate the carbon–sulfur bond. Thus, strong interactions between

thiophene and the TMS should result in a high activity. Interestingly, a recent

theoretical study [13] showed that the interactions between the sulfur atom of

thiophene and the various TMS is a good parameter for the HDS activity trends

across the periodic table.

Intensive research aiming at the elucidation of the nature of the active phase

and of the role of Co– or Ni–promoters has resulted in different views concerning

the synergetic effect in sulfided Co(Ni)Mo(W) catalysts. Amongst others the ‘Co–

Mo–S’ model [14, 15], the remote control model [16] and the rim–edge model [17]

are the most used descriptions for the active phase in these catalysts. De Beer et al.

proposed that MoS2 merely acts as a stabilizing carrier for highly dispersed Co– or

Ni–sulfide particles [18, 19]. This view is supported by combined EXAFS and

Mössbauer Emission Spectroscopy measurements [20, 21], showing that small CoSx

ensembles are present at the MoS2 crystallite edges. These particles have been

ascribed a high HDS activity. This is consistent with the high thiophene HDS

activity found for metal sulfide clusters dispersed on a carbon support [7, 9] or

occluded in zeolite micro–pores [22].

Other authors ascribe the increase in HDS activity by promoter ions to an

electronic effect. For instance, Harris and Chianelli [23] proposed on the basis of

theoretical calculations that the promoter ion increases the electron density on Mo

sites, thus increasing their activity. Also on the basis of theoretical calculations,

Topsøe et al. [24] suggested that the metal–sulfur interaction energy is decreased in

the ‘Co–Mo–S’ interaction phase, resulting in an increase of the number of sulfur

vacancies.
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In the present study an effort is made to clarify some of the above–mentioned

issues. For this purpose, a set of carbon–supported TMS was prepared. Inert carbon

was used as support because it enables the determination of intrinsic activities of

TMS. Furthermore, it has been shown before that on carbon supports small metal

sulfide particles can be formed that exhibit high thiophene HDS activities [7].

Cobalt, molybdenum, and a mixed cobalt–molybdenum catalyst were prepared. A

rhodium catalyst was also prepared because rhodium sulfide has been reported to

have a high thiophene HDS activity [7]. Kinetic parameters as the reaction order of

thiophene, apparent activation energy, and pre–exponential factor were determined

for these systems. Furthermore, the effluent products were studied in detail to clarify

some aspects of the reaction mechanism.

3.2 Experimental

3.2.1 Catalyst preparation

For the preparation of carbon–supported TMS, Norit RX–3 Extra was used.

The surface area was found to be 1190 m2/g, the pore volume 1.0 ml/g. The carbon

was grinded and the sieve fraction of 125–250µm was used. Monometallic catalysts

were prepared via aqueous impregnation of the metal salts according to the

procedure of Vissers et al. [7]. For details, the reader is referred to Table 3.1. The

bimetallic CoMo catalyst was prepared by one–step aqueous impregnation of cobalt

nitrate and ammoniumheptamolybdate using nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) as com-

plexing agent as described by Van Veen et al. [25]. The atomic ratio cobalt over

molybdenum was taken 1/3 and 1.2 mol NTA was used per mol Mo. The metal

contents of the cobalt and/or molybdenum containing catalysts was determined by

AAS, while the noble metal content of the rhodium catalyst was checked by UV–

VIS analysis after color complex formation with SnCl2.
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Table 3.1: Metal contents of the prepared catalysts.

Catalyst Precursor metal salt Supplier Metal cont. (wt%)

Mo/C (NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O Merck, >99% 8.8

Co/C Co(NO3)2.6H2O Merck, >99% 5.6

Rh/C RhCl3.xH2O Johnson Matthey

(40 wt% Rh)    5.2

CoMo/C (NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O Merck, >99% 8.0

Co(NO3)2.6H2O Merck, >99% 1.6

N(C3H7O)3 (NTA) Janssen Chimica, >97%

3.2.2 Reactor set–up

Kinetic measurements were carried out in an atmospheric single–pass quartz

microflow reactor with an internal diameter of 4 mm. Gasified thiophene (Janssen

Chimica, >99%) was obtained by passing hydrogen through the thiophene liquid in a

saturator equipped with a cooler. The required thiophene concentration was obtained

by diluting this flow with pure hydrogen (Hoekloos, purity 99.95%, additionally led

through a gas–clean filter system to remove traces of oxygen, water, and

hydrocarbons). The catalyst bed consisted of an amount of catalyst diluted with inert

carbon of the same sieve fraction to achieve plug flow conditions. The amount of

catalyst was chosen in such a way that during kinetic measurements the reactor was

operated differentially, i.e., at conversions below 10%.

3.2.3 Kinetic measurements

Catalysts were sulfided in situ in a H2S/H2 mixture (Hoekloos, 10% H2S).

The gas flow was kept at 60 ml/min (STP), while heating the catalyst at a rate of

6K/min (in the case of CoMo/C: 2K/min) to 673K. The temperature was then kept at

673K for 2h. After sulfidation, the catalyst was exposed to a mixture of 6.103 Pa

thiophene and 1.103 Pa H2S  in hydrogen at 673K. The total gas flow was increased

to 100 ml/min (STP). Kinetic measurements were started after a stabilization period

of 24 h.
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The reaction order of thiophene was determined by measuring the reaction

rate as a function of the thiophene partial pressure which was varied between

1.25.103 and 6.103 Pa at 573 K and 623K. The reaction order n was calculated by

fitting the reaction rate R (mol/kg.h) to the thiophene concentration (p) using the

power–rate law equation R = k. pn. The apparent activation energy and pre–

exponential factor (νpre) were determined by evaluation of the reaction rate as a

function of temperature. Furthermore, the amount of hydrothiophenes was

determined as a function of the conversion for both Mo/C and CoMo/C at 623K.

During these measurements the total gas flow was changed while the partial pressure

of the different components was kept constant. Samples were analyzed by a gas

chromatograph (Hewlett Packard 5890 series II equipped with a Chrompack CP–SIL

5 CB column). Besides 1–butene, n–butane, trans–2–butene and cis–2–butene, small

amounts of C1–C3 products and traces of n–octane were detected. GC–MS analysis

of some gas–samples revealed no 1,3–butadiene which suggests that it is either not

formed or only in small amounts. At lower reaction temperatures, three extra peaks

appeared in the chromatogram, one of which could easily be identified as THT. In an

effort to identify the other unknown peaks 2,3–DHT and 2,5–DHT were prepared

because they are not available commercially.

3.2.4 Preparation of 2,3–dihydrothiophene and 2,5–dihydrothiophene

As 2,3–DHT and 2,5–DHT were only needed to identify the unknown peaks,

it was not necessary to produce them separately which is a laborious task. A

convenient way to prepare a mixture of these dihydrothiophenes was described by

Gianturco et al. [26]. This method yields 2,3–DHT and 2,5–DHT in a ratio of 2:1.

After dissolving the resulting mixture in n–hexane, 2,3–DHT and 2,5–DHT were

successfully identified by GC–MS. Samples of this mixture were then injected with

a 1µL syringe onto the GC–column. The two remaining unknown peaks in the gas
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chromatograms of the thiophene HDS measurements could be positively identified

as 2,3–DHT and 2,5–DHT.

3.3 Results and discussion

3.3.1 Activities and selectivities

The initial activities of the carbon–supported TMS are presented in Table 3.2.

The reaction rate at 673K after 30 minutes reaction is given on a per mol total metal

basis. Amongst the monometallic TMS, Rh/C is the most active catalyst while Mo/C

clearly has the lowest activity. The activity trends correspond well with the activities

reported in other studies [7–9]. CoMo/C is the most active catalyst at the reaction

conditions applied. Since it has been shown that for the ‘Co–Mo–S’ phase the

reaction rate is linear with the amount of cobalt [15], we also expressed the reaction

rate for this catalyst is also expressed per mol cobalt. The activity per cobalt site is

found to be almost eight times higher than for Co/C.

Table 3.2: Thiophene HDS activities (pH2S=1 kPa, pT=4.43 kPa).

Catalyst Reaction rate after 30 minutes at 673 K

(mol thiophene/mol metal.h)

Mo/C 23

Co/C 62

CoMo/C 150

4651

Rh/C 122
1 reaction rate per mol cobalt

The selectivities to the different hydrothiophene product molecules at a

reaction temperature of 573K and a conversion of approximately 5% are

summarized in Table 3.3. For all catalysts the selectivity to THT is much higher than

to the partially hydrogenated thiophenes. At these low conversions minor amounts of

2,3–DHT and no 2,5–DHT were detected. Since the selectivity to THT is well below
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its thermodynamic equilibrium value [27] and THT is known to desulfurize more

easily than thiophene [28], THT can be considered an intermediate for the thiophene

hydrodesulfurization reaction.

Table 3.3: Selectivities for the hydrogenated thiophenes (pS=1 kPa, pT=4.43 kPa).

Catalyst T (K) S2,3–DHT (%) S2,5–DHT (%) STHT (%)

Mo/C 573 4 –1 50

Co/C 573 1 – 7

CoMo/C 573 2 – 14

Rh/C 573 0.05 – 0.10

Rh/C 623 0.10 – 0.05

eq.amount2 573 –3 –3 >90
1 denotes below detection limit
2 data taken from Stull et al. [27]
3 no thermodynamic data available

Although no thermodynamic data have been determined for the partially

hydrogenated thiophenes, the low abundance of 2,3–DHT suggests that this

compound is either quickly desulfurized or hydrogenated to THT. These findings are

in accordance with those reported by Markel et al. [6], who found that 2,3–DHT is

much more reactive than THT over alumina–supported MoS2. In Table 3.4

calculated enthalpy differences for the gas–phase hydrogenation of thiophene to 2,3–

DHT and 2,5–DHT and  their further hydrogenation to THT are presented. Clearly,

all hydrogenation reactions are exothermic. The second hydrogenation step to THT

is most favorable. These results also indicate that, after hydrogenation to THT,

dehydrogenation to 2,3–DHT or 2,5–DHT is unlikely. This is consistent with the

study of Markel et al. [6], who indeed found that (partially) hydrogenated thiophenes

are both desulfurized and hydrogenated to THT while the interconversion of THT to

2,3–DHT was not detected. The catalyst with the lowest desulfurization activity,

i.e., Mo/C, shows the highest selectivity to THT, while the most active monometallic
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catalyst Rh/C shows a very low selectivity. This suggests that for Mo/C carbon–

sulfur bond cleavage reactions are slow and desulfurization mainly occurs via THT.

Table 3.4: Calculated enthalpies of gas–phase hydrogenation

reactions of the different thiophenes1.

Thiophene + H2  → 2,3–DHT ∆ E=-96kJ/mol

Thiophene + H2  → 2,5–DHT ∆ E=-103 kJ/mol

2,3–DHT + H2  → THT ∆ E=-137 kJ/mol

2,5–DHT + H2  → THT ∆ E=-129 kJ/mol
1 Calculations have been performed by Dr. S.P. Bates using the
quantum chemical ADF program.

The reaction rate of Rh/C is so high that desulfurization probably occurs mainly via

2,3–DHT, 2,5–DHT and THT. As can be seen from Table 3.3, the selectivity to 2,3–

DHT becomes higher than the selectivity to THT at a reaction temperature of 623K

for Rh/C. Hence, the route via 2,3–DHT becomes the preferred one. Surprisingly,

Co/C has a lower selectivity for THT than CoMo/C. A reason could be that relative

rate of hydrogenation of thiophene is smallest on Co/C.

Figure 3.1 displays the yields of the (partially) hydrogenated thiophenes as a

function of the conversion for CoMo/C at 623K. The yields for the (partially)

hydrogenated thiophenes are very low and so is the accuracy. However, it seems that

2,3–DHT is initially formed together with THT. Furthermore, at higher conversions

the yield of 2,5–DHT increases at the expense of 2,3–DHT. This appears to be

support for the thought that 2,5–DHT is formed by isomerization of 2,3–DHT.

Organometallic studies [29, 30] suggest that a nucleophilic attack at the 2–position

of thiophene by hydride species followed by protonation of the 3–position can give

2,3–dihydrothiophene. The adsorption mode of thiophene would then be η2–C,C' or

η3–S,C,C'. The results for Mo/C are shown in Figure 3.2. A much higher selectivity

to THT is observed for this catalyst. Also, the amount of 2,5–DHT is much higher,
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while the amount of 2,3–DHT is nearly constant. This is consistent with the lower

desulfurization rate of Mo/C than that of the promoted system.

Figure 3.1:Yield of hydrothiophene product molecules for CoMo/C (conditions:
T=623K; pT=4.43 kPa; pS=1 kPa).

The reason why the presence of these partially hydrogenated thiophenes is

not reported by others [4, 7, 9] may relate to the particular conditions applied here.

Most low–pressure experiments were carried out at high temperatures, close to

673K. Hydrogenation reactions are thermodynamically favored at the lower

temperatures applied in the present study. In addition, 1 vol% H2S is added to the

reactor inlet to reduce H2S partial pressure fluctuations along the catalyst bed. H2S is

known to inhibit hydrodesulfurization reactions by competitive adsorption on sulfur

vacancies [31]. At low H2S partial pressures the intermediate product 2,3–DHT

formed by hydrogenation of thiophene is either quickly desulfurized or hydrogenated

to THT. This keeps the equilibrium gas–phase concentration of this compound

below detection limit. Increasing the H2S partial pressure (up to 1.103 Pa in our

experiments) retards desulfurization reactions, hence the gas–phase concentration of

these (partially) hydrogenated thiophenes increases.
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Figure 3.2:Yield of hydrothiophene product molecules for Mo/C (conditions: T=623K;
PT=4.43 kPa; PS=1 kPa).

3.3.2 Kinetic measurements

The reaction orders of thiophene, the apparent activation energies and pre–

exponential factors for the different catalysts are presented in Table 3.5. The

apparent activation energy for Mo/C corresponds well with the value reported by

Ledoux et al. [9] (84 kJ/mol) who also determined activation energies for carbon–

supported TMS. In that study no (partially) hydrogenated thiophenes were reported.

The present value for Co/C is some 25 kJ/mol higher, while the activation energy for

Rh/C is 20 kJ/mol lower. These discrepancies can be explained by the fact that in

these experiments H2S has been added to the reactor feed. Hence, rhodium is

probably less sulfided. Furthermore, Rh/C shows an interesting behavior (Figure

3.3): below 613K the apparent activation energy is found to be much higher than

between 613K and 673K. Most likely, this is due to a phase transition between

Rh2S3 (<613K) and Rh17S15 (>613K) [32]. Mangnus [33] calculated from

thermodynamic data that this phase transition occurs at 613K at a H2S/H2 ratio of

0.01 that is approximately the ratio at the reactor inlet.
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Table 3.5: Kinetic parameters for carbon–supported TMS.

Catalyst Temp.trajectory Eact (kJ/mol)1 νpre
2 n573 K n623 K

Mo/C 523–653K 82 4.108 0.39 0.51

Co/C 523–653K 87 2.1010 0.50 0.60

CoMo/C 523–590K 106 5.1012 0.06

643–673K 47 6.107 0.28

Rh/C 523–613K 100 6.1011 0.35

613–673K 70 7.108 0.50
1 Accuracy in activation energy: ± 2 kJ/mol
2 Unit of pre–exponential factor: (m3/kg.h)

While Co/C and Mo/C show a temperature independent activation energy,

CoMo/C shows also a different behaviour (Figure 3.4). Up to temperatures of 590K

the apparent activation energy is constant, i.e., 106 kJ/mol. At higher temperatures

the apparent activation energy starts to decrease. From Figure 3.4, one can calculate

that the apparent activation energy has decreased to a value of 47 kJ/mol around

673K.

Figure 3.3: Arrhenius plot for Rh/C (two experiments with different amounts of
catalyst).
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This may suggest that at these high temperatures pore–diffusion limitations

occur. However, experiments with different catalyst particle sizes revealed that no

such limitations are present. The decrease in activation energy for CoMo catalysts

with temperature has been previously reported. For instance, Van Gestel [34] found

a similar behaviour for an alumina–supported CoMo catalyst, while Startsev et al.

[35] found an inflection point around 573K, above which the apparent activation

energy is constant at a value of 60 kJ/mol. Pore diffusion limitations were also ruled.

The measured reaction orders of thiophene between zero and unity suggest

that a surface reaction is rate limiting. On the basis of quantum–mechanical

calculations Neurock and Van Santen [36] showed that both carbon–sulfur bond

cleavage reactions (surface reaction) and hydrogenative sulfur removal that creates

the sulfur vacancy (desorption reaction) are potential rate–limiting steps for

thiophene HDS. Hence, the reaction orders lead us to believe that carbon–sulfur

bond cleavage is rate limiting for most of our catalysts. CoMo/C shows at low

temperatures a higher activation energy than Mo/C and Co/C. The low reaction

order of thiophene at 573K and the relatively large change of the reaction order as a

function of temperature for CoMo/C point to a strong TMS–thiophene interaction.

Therefore, desorption of strongly bonded H2S may be rate limiting for this catalyst at

low temperatures. The high pre–exponential factor for this catalyst supports such a

reaction step being rate limiting, since desorption of products into the gas phase

leads to a large gain in entropy as compared to surface reactions [37]. However,

differences in the number of sulfur vacancies can also lead to large changes in pre–

exponential factor. The high HDS activity of CoMo/C can be explained by the

strong TMS–thiophene interaction. The most active single TMS, i.e., Rh/C, also

shows a lower reaction order of thiophene than Mo/C and Co/C.  The two Rh sulfide

phases show different kinetic parameters. Differences in Rh sulfide–thiophene

interaction energy may explain this behaviour. This emphasizes that the TMS

structure is an important parameter in explaining HDS activities.
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Figure 3.4: Arrhenius plot for CoMo/C (two experiments with different amounts of
catalyst).

The peculiar behaviour of CoMo/C at temperatures above 613K can be

explained by a gradual change in surface coverage. The relatively large change in

reaction order of thiophene is consistent with this proposal. When a simplified

Langmuir–Hinshelwood model for the reaction of thiophene at the TMS surface is

considered, one can derive for the reaction rate r
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In equation 3.1, k is the rate that corresponds to the rate–limiting step (rls) of the

reaction. It will depend on H2 and H2S partial pressures. When k has an Arrhenius–

type behavior and can be considered independent of surface coverage one finds the

exact result [38]
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Below 590 K the surface coverage is high which follows from the low reaction order

of thiophene (0.06) measured for CoMo/C at 573K. Then the apparent activation

energy is equal to the activation energy of the rate–limiting surface reaction step. At

higher temperatures the surface coverage decreases due to desorption of thiophene.

The apparent activation energy decreases with an amount linear to the heat of

adsorption of thiophene. From a similar analysis one can derive that also the

apparent activation entropy decreases with decreasing surface coverage, which is

observed experimentally for the pre–exponential factor. The same applies to the

effect of H2S desorption. This phenomenon is not observed for Mo/C and Co/C

which is probably due to the much lower TMS–thiophene (or H2S) interaction

energy. Their surface coverage does not change much with temperature as can be

concluded from the measured reaction orders as a function of temperature.

On the basis of the kinetic results one cannot assign the high activity of

CoMo/C simply to a cobalt or molybdenum site. One reason can be the difference

between small cobalt sulfide particles located at the edges of MoS2 in CoMo/C

compared to Co9S8–like particles in Co/C as observed by Mössbauer Spectroscopy

[20, 21]. Only at very low sulfidation temperatures, i.e., below 473K, it was found

that Co/C has the same Mössbauer parameters as CoMo/C [21]. Upon heating the

highly dispersed CoSx phase is converted to Co9S8–like particles.

The foregoing shows that carbon–sulfur bond cleavage is most probably rate

limiting for all catalysts. Interestingly, one concludes that the catalyst with the

highest thiophene HDS activity has the strongest TMS–thiophene interaction. This is

in contrast to the theory of Nørskov et al. [11] who suggest that a weak interaction

leads to a high HDS activity. The observation of low metal–sulfur bond energy for

active bulk TMS [11, 37] still holds. However, it is concluded that the reaction rate

is not controlled by the number of sulfur vacancies but rather by the strength of the

TMS–thiophene interaction.
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3.4 Conclusions

It has been established that the partially hydrogenated thiophenes 2,3–DHT

and 2,5–DHT as well as THT should be considered as intermediates for thiophene

hydrodesulfurization. Thiophene is hydrogenated to 2,3–DHT. This intermediate can

desulfurize, isomerize to 2,5–DHT or be hydrogenated to THT. The yield of the

(partially) hydrogenated thiophenes depends on the catalyst used: catalysts with low

HDS activities such as Mo/C give rise to large amounts of these intermediate

compounds, while a very active catalyst as Rh/C produces very small amounts.

Based on the kinetic parameters carbon–sulfur bond cleavage appears rate

limiting for all catalysts. However, the low reaction order of thiophene for CoMo/C

at 573 K can also point to hydrogenative sulfur removal being rate limiting for this

catalyst. Whereas Mo/C and Co/C have temperature independent activation energies,

Rh/C and CoMo/C both show a temperature dependent behaviour. In the case of

Rh/C, there is most likely a phase transition at 613K between Rh2S3 (<613 K) and

Rh17S15 (>613K). The decrease in apparent activation energy with temperature for

CoMo/C is ascribed to a decrease in surface coverage by thiophene (or H2S). This is

consistent with the observation that the TMS–thiophene interaction is strongest for

this catalyst. It is concluded that high thiophene HDS activity is linked to strong

TMS–thiophene interaction.
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chapter 4
Periodic trends in hydrotreating catalysis: thiophene

hydrodesulfurization over carbon–supported 4d
transition metal sulfides

Abstract

The kinetics of atmospheric gas–phase thiophene hydrodesulfurization

(HDS) over five carbon–supported 4d transition metal sulfide catalysts (Mo, Ru,

Rh, Pd, and CoMo) were studied. Reaction orders (thiophene, H2S, and H2),

apparent activation energies, and pre–exponential factors were determined. The

activity trends for these catalysts follow the well–known volcano–shape curve.

The most active catalyst shows the lowest thiophene reaction order, which is

taken to imply that a strong interaction between transition metal sulfide (TMS)

and thiophene results in a high HDS activity. The kinetic results are interpreted

in terms of trends in metal–sulfur bond energy. These trends are counter to

commonly held correlations between metal–sulfur bond energy and periodic

position of the transition metal. Both Sabatier’s principle and the Bond Energy

Model appear to be inadequate in explaining the observed trends in kinetic

parameters. Instead, an alternative proposal is made: the metal–sulfur bond

strength at the TMS surface relevant to HDS catalysis depends on the sulfur

coordination number of the surface metal atoms. Transition metals at the left

hand side of the periodic table, i.e., Mo, form stable sulfides leading to a low

sulfur addition energy under reaction conditions.

Accepted for publication in Journal of Catalysis.
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The sulfur addition energy is the energy gained upon addition of a sulfur atom

(e.g., in the form of thiophene) to the TMS. Going to the right hand side of the

periodic table, the stability of the TMS decreases due to lower bulk metal–sulfur

bond energies. This can result in more coordinative unsaturation of the TM

surface atoms and possibly the formation of incompletely sulfided phases with

higher sulfur addition energies. At the right hand side of the periodic table the

activity decreases due to weak metal–sulfur interactions leading to poisoning of

the metallic state.

4.1 Introduction

In oil refining industry the removal of hetero–atoms (S, N, metals) from

oil feedstock is one of the key operations for the production of clean

transportation fuels. In addition to the necessity to process ever more heavy

feeds and the concomitant higher HDS duty required, environmental awareness

continuously leads to more stringent legislation with respect to the quality of

these fuels. It seems questionable whether improvement of conventional catalytic

systems, which include alumina–supported CoMo and NiMo mixed sulfide

catalysts, can continue to meet these requirements. For a comprehensive outline

of the current state of thinking with regards to these commercially important

catalysts the reader is referred to a series of reviews [1–5].

Alternatives to these mixed sulfides include the many transition metal

sulfides (TMS), that have been found active in hydrotreating reactions. Pecoraro

and Chianelli [6] systematically studied the activity of first, second, and third

row bulk TMS in dibenzothiophene hydrodesulfurization at 30 bar hydrogen

pressure in an autoclave. Most striking is the volcano–type plot found with

activity maxima at the sulfides of Ru and Os for second row (4d) and third row

(5d) TMS, respectively. Moreover, the activities of these TMS may vary three

orders of magnitude across the periodic table. Similar trends were found for
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carbon–supported TMS in low–pressure thiophene HDS [7, 8], this time the

maxima being at the sulfides of Rh and Ir. The origin of these periodic trends is

an issue of great debate. Pecoraro and Chianelli [6] explained the volcano plot in

terms of Sabatier’s principle: the stability of the surface complex formed by the

organic sulfide must be intermediate in order to obtain a high activity.

Intermediate heats of formation lead to intermediate metal–sulfur bond strengths

at the surface. Indeed, for second and third row TMS the highest activity was

found for those bulk TMS having an intermediate heat of formation. Early

quantum–chemical calculations gave a more in–depth insight in the electronic

nature of these TMS [9–18]. Nørskov, Clausen, and Topsøe [19] put forward a

different concept: the differences in reaction rate for the various TMS are

dominated by differences in the number of vacancies at the sulfide surface rather

than by the intrinsic catalytic chemistry. Based on effective medium theory

results, they concluded that the highest activity is found for the TMS with the

lowest metal–sulfur bond energy. These results were supported by plotting the

activity of the TMS as a function of the heat of formation per mol of metal–

sulfur bond [20] rather than the heat of formation per mol of metal. The

translation of these different explanations in terms of kinetic parameters for

fundamental reaction steps in hydrotreating catalysis, e.g., for thiophene HDS,

was outlined in a review by Hensen, De Beer and Van Santen [21]. The stage

seems to be set to relate these different interpretations to kinetic experiments,

which should allow us to obtain a more detailed insight into the nature of these

periodic trends.

In the present study a set of carbon–supported transition metals (Mo, Rh,

Ru, and Pd) was used. The relative inertness of the carbon support enables the

determination of intrinsic activities of the metal sulfides. For reasons of

comparison, the results for CoMo/C are included. Atmospheric gas–phase

thiophene HDS was used as test reaction. Both reaction orders of thiophene,
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H2S, and H2 as well as apparent activation energies were determined. H2–D2

equilibration was used to study the activation of hydrogen on these TMS

surfaces.

4.2 Experimental

4.2.1 Catalyst preparation

Catalysts were prepared by pore volume impregnation of the carbon

support with aqueous solutions of the corresponding metal salts (see Table 4.1)

according to the procedure of Vissers et al. [22]. Carbon–supported Mo–

containing catalysts (Mo/C; CoMo/C) were prepared by pore volume

impregnation with ammoniacal  solutions of (NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O (Merck,

>99.9%) and Co(NO3)2.6H2O (Merck, p.a.). For bimetallic CoMo/C,

nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) was used as a complexing agent according to the

procedure described by Van Veen et al. [23]. The concentrations of the metal

salt solutions for the monometallic catalysts were chosen such as to obtain a

final metal (Me) loading of approximately 0.5 Me atoms per nm2 support surface

area. A 125–250µm sieve fraction of an activated carbon (Norit RX3–Extra)

with a surface area of 1197 m2/g and a pore volume of 1.0 ml/g was used as

carrier material.

Table 4.1: Metal contents of carbon–supported catalysts.

Catalyst Precursor metal salt Supplier Metal cont. (wt%)

Mo/C (NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O Merck, >99% 8.8

Ru/C RuCl3.H2O Alfa 9.1

Rh/C RhCl3.3H2O Merck 9.2

Pd/C (NH4)2PdCl4 Alfa 9.5

CoMo/C (NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O Merck, >99% 6.0

Co(NO3)2.6H2O Merck, >99% 1.1

N(C3H7O)3 (NTA) Acros, >97%
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4.2.2 Thiophene HDS

Kinetic measurements were carried out in an atmospheric quartz single–pass

microflow reactor with an internal diameter of 4 mm. Gasified thiophene (Janssen

Chimica, >99%) was obtained by passing hydrogen (Hoekloos, purity 99.95%,

additionally led through a gas–clean filter system to remove traces of oxygen, water,

and hydrocarbons) through the liquid in a saturator, that was kept at a constant

temperature of 293K. The required thiophene concentration was obtained by diluting

this flow with pure hydrogen. Furthermore, additional flows of He (Hoekloos, purity

99.95%, additionally led through a gas–clean filter system to remove traces of

oxygen, water, and hydrocarbons) and a H2S/H2 mixture (Hoekloos, 10% H2S)

could be added to the reaction mixture. All gas flows were regulated by Brooks

mass flow controllers, that were driven by a computer system using DA

converters. The reactor packing consisted of an amount of catalyst diluted with inert

carbon of the same sieve fraction to achieve plug flow conditions. The amount of

catalyst was chosen in such a way that during kinetic measurements the reactor was

operated differentially, i.e., at conversions below 10%. The reaction product mixture

was sampled every 20 min and analyzed by gas chromatography (Unicam 610 Series

equipped with a Chrompack CP-SIL 5 CB column). Prior to reaction, catalysts were

sulfided in situ in a H2S/H2 mixture (Hoekloos, 10% H2S). The gas flow was kept at

60 Nml/min, while heating the catalyst at a rate of 6K/min to 673K (in the case of

CoMo/C: 2K/min). The temperature was kept at this temperature for 2h. After

sulfidation, the catalyst was exposed to a mixture of 3.33.103 Pa thiophene and 1.103

Pa H2S in hydrogen at a total gas flow rate of 100 Nml/min (standard conditions) at

673K. After a stabilization period of 13h kinetic measurements were started. All

kinetic measurements were performed in the differential regime. Reaction orders of

thiophene (nT), H2S (nS), and H2 (nH) were determined by measuring the reaction rate

as a function of the partial pressure of the corresponding component (for thiophene:

1–6 kPa, H2S: 0.1–2 kPa, and H2: 25–97 kPa) at constant temperature. Apparent
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activation energies were evaluated from a plot of the reaction rate as a function of

reaction temperature. The total gas flow was kept at 100 Nml/min. After each

change in conditions (composition of reaction mixture or reaction temperature) the

activity was measured for 3h. The thiophene conversion was found to be constant

during these intervals. The reaction order of a component was calculated by fitting

the reaction rate to the partial pressure of this component using the power–rate law

equation R=k.pn. The apparent activation energy was determined by evaluation of

the reaction rate as a function of temperature. The apparent pre–exponential factor

(νpre) at a given temperature was calculated from

R = e p p ppre

E

RT
T
n

S
n

H
n

act
app

T S Hν
−

(equation 4.1).

4.2.3 H2–D2 equilibration

The recirculation apparatus and applied procedures are described in detail

elsewhere [24]. Various pretreatment procedures were applied to the catalysts. In the

standard experiment, the catalysts were sulfided according to the sulfidation

procedure described above and subsequently cooled to 423K in flowing Ar. H2–D2

equilibration experiments both in the presence and in the absence of H2S were

carried out. In some experiments, the catalyst was cooled to 573K in the sulfidation

mixture subsequent to sulfidation. At this temperature, the catalyst was then exposed

to (i) 10% H2S/H2, (ii) 1% H2S/H2, or (iii) 0.1% H2S/H2 for 1h at a total gas flow

rate of 100 Nml/min. After purging in flowing Ar (60 Nml/min) for 1h, the H2–D2

equilibration activity was measured at 573K.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Steady–state thiophene HDS activities

Steady–state thiophene HDS activities at 573K and standard conditions

for the different transition metal sulfides are shown in Figure 4.1. It should be
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noted that the trend in steady–state activities between the various catalysts are

equivalent to the trend in initial HDS activities at 673K [25]. The steady–state

activities of Ag/C are too low to include it in further kinetic experiments.

Maximum in HDS activity is found for Rh/C in line with previous studies by

Vissers et al. [7] and Ledoux et al. [8]. The activity differences between the

different TMS are lower than those reported by these authors and is due to the

higher H2S partial pressure used in the present study. It is known that the sulfur

tolerance of the sulfides of more noble metals is lower [26], a fact that will be

corroborated by the results of our kinetic experiments. Under the applied

conditions, the activity of CoMo/C (18 mol/mol Mo.h; 60 mol/mol Co.h) on a

per mol total metal basis (13.8 mol/mol metal.h) is even higher than that of

Rh/C.

4.3.2 Reaction orders of thiophene, H2S, and H2

The reaction orders of thiophene, H2S, and H2 determined at two different

temperatures are listed in Table 4.2. While the thiophene reaction orders for

Rh/C agree rather well with previous work [25], the higher reaction orders found

for Mo/C (compare these to nT = 0.39 at 573K and nT = 0.50 at 623K in

reference 25) most probably stem from a difference in preparation method. In the

previous case, an aqueous solution of AHM was used instead of an ammoniacal

solution of AHM. Ledoux et al. [8] already found that the apparent activation

energy for carbon–supported Mo sulfide depended on the metal loading. This

indicates that the metal sulfide particle size can influence the intrinsic kinetics of

thiophene HDS. Furthermore, the use of a mass flow controller for adding H2S to

the reactor feed leads to more precise values for the H2S inlet pressure compared

to the previous study [25]. The very low thiophene reaction orders for CoMo/C

are close to the values previously reported [25].
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Figure 4.1: Thiophene HDS activity for the different carbon–supported TMS at
standard conditions (3.33 kPa thiophene, 1 kPa H2S, and T=573K).

Within the series of 4d TMS, the lowest thiophene reaction order is found

for the most active catalyst (Rh/C), while the thiophene reaction order for

CoMo/C is lowest. H2S inhibits the thiophene HDS reaction by competitive

adsorption, leading to negative H2S reaction orders. Strikingly, the H2S reaction

orders vary only little with temperature for Mo/C, Ru/C, and Pd/C and to a larger

extent for CoMo/C and Rh/C. Moreover, the reaction orders tend to decrease

going from the left hand side to the right hand side in the periodic table. Both nT

and nH at 573K have been determined (i) in the absence of H2S and (ii) in the

presence of 1.103 Pa H2S. The thiophene reaction orders are higher when H2S is

added to the feed, which can be tentatively explained by competitive adsorption

of H2S and thiophene, leading to a lower thiophene surface coverage. While the

effect on nH for Mo/C and Ru/C is negligible, the change in H2S partial pressure

influences the H2 reaction order for Rh/C and Pd/C, suggesting competitive

adsorption of H2S and H2.
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Table 4.3: Activities and kinetic parameters for sulfided and reduced Pd/C.

Catalyst Reaction rate (mol/mol.h) nT
1 nH

2

(T=573K, H2S partial pressure: 0 kPa)

Pd/C (sulfided) 13 0.50 0.77

Pd/C (reduced) 16 0.46 0.80

(T=573K, H2S partial pressure: 1 kPa)

Pd/C (sulfided) 1.4 0.65 0.99

Pd/C (reduced) 1.7 0.69 0.96
1 95% confidence interval: ±0.05
2 95% confidence interval: ±0.02

The reaction order of H2 tends to increase both going from left to right in

the periodic table and with temperature. In order to study the possible occurrence

of different Pd sulfide phases in Pd/C, kinetic parameters (nT and nH) were

determined at 573K for sulfided and reduced Pd/C (Table 4.3). Reduced Pd/C

was obtained by exposing the catalyst to a flow of 60 ml/min H2 while heating at

a rate of 6K/min to 723K. The temperature was kept at this temperature for 2h.

One set of measurements was performed in the absence of H2S at the reactor

inlet. Typical thiophene conversions were below 5% leading to an average H2S

partial pressure of 80 Pa over the catalyst bed. This partial pressure is much

lower than in the second set of measurements, that was performed in the

presence of 1 kPa H2S. The kinetic parameters for these catalysts are similar,

indicating that it is the applied H2S/H2 ratio rather than the pretreatment

procedure (sulfidation or reduction) that determines the composition of the active

phase.

4.3.3 Activation energy and pre–exponential factor

In Table 4.4, apparent activation energies and pre–exponential factors are

presented. The apparent activation energy was determined in two temperature

trajectories, i.e. 533–593K and 603–643K. One notes that for Mo/C, Ru/C and
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Pd/C the apparent activation energy only decreases little with temperature, while

the effect for Rh/C and CoMo/C is more pronounced. Since the reaction orders

of thiophene, H2S, and H2 are known for the present set of catalysts, the

calculated pre–exponential factors are independent of the partial pressure of

these components. This explains the different values in the present and in

previous work [25].

4.3.5 H2–D2 equilibration activities

In Table 4.5, the H2–D2 equilibration activities (rHD) for the various

monometallic TMS at a temperature of 423K are collected. The activities were

measured at three different initial pressure combinations of H2, D2, and H2S: (i)

PH2=3.25 kPa, PD2=6.5 kPa, PH2S=0 kPa (molar ratio H2:D2:HD=1:2:0), (ii) PH2=6.5

kPa, PD2=6.5 kPa, PH2S=0 kPa (2:2:0), and (iii) PH2=3.25 kPa, PD2=3.25 kPa,

PH2S=3.25 kPa (1:1:1). In the standard situation (ii), Ru/C and Rh/C have similar

activities. The activity of Mo/C is somewhat lower and Pd/C shows a very low

activity. The resulting activity variations are much smaller than those observed for

thiophene HDS. This result implies that the rate–limiting step in thiophene HDS is

not the same as the rate–limiting step in H2–D2 equilibration as was concluded

previously [24, 27].

Table 4.4: Apparent activation energies1 and pre–exponential factors.

Catalyst Temp.traject:553–593K Temp.traject: 603–643K
Eact (kJ/mol) νpre(573K)2 Eact (kJ/mol) νpre(623K)2

Mo/C 66 3.102 60 5.100

Ru/C 75 2.104 69 3.102

Rh/C 118 3.108 82 8.102

Pd/C 58 5.101 54 2.10-2

CoMo/C 108 8.107 72 8.10-1

1 95% confidence interval: ±5 kJ/mol
2 Unit pre–exponential factors in mol thiophene/mol metal.h
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The activities in experiment (i) were lower than those in experiment (ii) due to the

lower H2 partial pressure. As was outlined by Hensen et al. [24], these data indicate

that H2 adsorption is rate limiting for Mo/C. For Ru/C and Rh/C, a surface reaction

appears to be the rate–limiting step. This may be the surface migration of H(D)

species [24, 27]. Alternatively, the desorption of hydrogen species can be proposed

as rate limiting step for Rh/C, because the rate is proportional to the H surface

coverage (after all, the rate is proportional to the square root of the H2 partial

pressure). Rh/C thus shows qualitatively the same behavior as CoMo/C [24].

Table 4.5: H2–D2 equilibration activities (rHD) at 423K.

Catalyst molar ratio H2:D2:H2S

1:2:0 2:2:0 1:2:1

Mo/C 1.4 2.8 2.0

Ru/C 2.0 3.5 1.0

Rh/C 2.4 3.6 2.4

Pd/C n.d. 0.1 0.03

n.d. = not determined

The addition of H2S [compare situation (iii) with (i)] leads to an increase of

the equilibration activity for Mo/C. Since H2 adsorption seems to be rate limiting for

this catalyst, the increase in H surface coverage as a result of the dissociative

adsorption of H2S provides an explanation for the promotional effect of H2S. While

the effect for Ru/C and Pd/C is negative to be attributed to competitive adsorption

between H2S and H2, there is no apparent effect of the addition of H2S upon

comparing experiment (i) and (iii) for Rh/C. This most probably relates to a stronger

activation of H2S by Rh/C, resulting in an easier exchange of H atoms originating

from H2S.

The H2–D2 equilibration activities for the different TMS at 573K are listed in

Table 4.6 as a function of the H2S/H2 ratio during the final sulfiding step. Clearly, a

lower H2S/H2 ratio leads to a higher rHD for all catalysts. This can be tentatively
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explained by differences of sulfur coordination as a function of the applied H2S/H2

ratio. The effect is more pronounced going from Mo/C to Pd/C. An additional H2–D2

equilibration experiment was carried out in which Pd/C was reduced according to

the reduction procedure mentioned in section 4.3.2. The reaction temperature was

again 573K. Although the initial activity, i.e., rHD=5.9 mol HD/mol Pd.h, is higher

than that of Pd/C sulfided at H2S/H2=0.001, the amount of H2, HD, and D2 species in

the gas phase quickly decreased. This points to the presence of metallic Pd particles,

which are known to form Pd–hydride [28], and Pd–deuteride in our case.

Table 4.6: rHD as a function of the pretreatment H2S/H2 ratio at 573K.

Catalyst rHD (mol HD/mol metal.h)
H2S/H2=0.1 H2S/H2=0.01 H2S/H2=0.001

Mo/C 4.8 5 5.2
Ru/C 5.2 5.5 5.8
Rh/C 5.3 5.8 6.3
Pd/C 2.5 3.6 4.8

4.4 Discussion

For the series of monometallic TMS, the most active catalyst, i.e., Rh/C,

exhibits the lowest thiophene reaction order. A low thiophene reaction order is

indicative for a strong thiophene–TMS interaction. This was derived from a

kinetic model representing a simplified Langmuir–Hinshelwood approach as

presented in a previous paper [25]. The most important finding in that study was

that the most active catalyst (CoMo/C) has the lowest thiophene reaction order

(0.1 at 573K) among a series of carbon–supported Mo, Co, CoMo, and Rh

sulfide catalysts. The surface of CoMo/C was taken to be totally covered by

thiophene at the applied conditions. This proposal was refined in the sense that a

thiophene reaction order close to zero may also point to the formation of a

strongly adsorbed intermediate (e.g., a dihydrothiophene or

tetrahydrothiophene), the removal of a strongly adsorbed dissociated complex or
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the presence of strongly adsorbed H2S [21]. The trend in thiophene reaction

orders for the 4d TMS underlines this proposal. The strong interaction for Rh/C

results in relatively large changes in surface coverage as a function of

temperature. This is validated by the large change in thiophene reaction order as

a function of temperature in comparison to the less active ones as is shown in

Table 4.2. The inlet H2S partial pressure influences the thiophene reaction

orders. This effect stems from the competitive adsorption between thiophene and

H2S and is smallest for CoMo/C, which corroborates with a nearly totally

covered surface.

The trends in thiophene reaction orders will be discussed in the light of

Sabatier’s principle [6, 29, 30] and the Bond Energy Model by Nørskov et al.

[19]. In the case when Sabatier’s principle applies, a low thiophene–TMS

interaction energy results in difficult formation of the reaction intermediate,

while a strong interaction leads to an unreactive intermediate, i.e., hydrogenative

sulfur removal becomes the rate–limiting step. As outlined by Hensen et al. [21],

this implies a positive thiophene reaction order for a heat of adsorption well

below the optimum, and a zero (negative in the case of dissociative adsorption)

reaction order for a too strong interaction between thiophene and the TMS

surface. Both from the experimental heat of formation of the bulk TMS [6] as

well as from calculated bulk metal–sulfur bond strengths [29, 30], it follows that

MoS2 has the highest metal–sulfur bond strength. Going from MoS2 to PdS the

metal–sulfur bond strength decreases. Hence, the present trend in thiophene

reaction orders is conflicting with such an interpretation. According to the

proposal of Nørskov, Clausen and Topsøe [19], the highest activity is found for

the TMS with the lowest bulk metal–sulfur bond energy due to the largest

number of coordinatively unsaturated sites. Unfortunately, there is currently no

accurate method for determining the number of coordinatively unsaturated sites.

The kinetic implication of this proposal is that the highest thiophene reaction
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order is found for the most active catalyst as long as there is no change in rate–

limiting step as a function of catalyst composition. However, the present kinetic

data show that the interaction is strongest for the most active TMS. Hence, it is

tentatively concluded that the trend in intrinsic chemistry of the various TMS is

counter to the proposal advocated by Nørskov et al. [19].

These apparent conflicts require a closer look at the kinetic data at issue.

The H2S orders are highest for Mo/C and Ru/C and decrease going to the right

hand side of the periodic table. However, from bulk metal–sulfur bond strength

considerations, one would expect the most negative H2S reaction order for

Mo/C. For Mo/C, Ru/C, and Pd/C, the H2S reaction orders depend little on

temperature, which is indicative for a low metal–sulfur bond energy. The

relatively large change in H2S reaction order for Rh/C with temperature agrees

with the proposal of the highest sulfur bond energy for this catalyst. The

dependence of the H2 reaction order on the H2S partial pressure for Rh/C and

Pd/C (Table 4.2) can be tentatively interpreted in terms of competitive

adsorption of H2S and H2. The fact that this H2S dependence is absent for the

other two catalysts can be ascribed to the presence of different H2S and H2

adsorption sites. On the other hand, one notes that the H2S reaction orders for

Mo/C and Ru/C are close to zero and that they hardly vary with temperature.

This can be interpreted in terms of a lower H2S surface coverage, leading to a

higher H2 surface coverage and consequently lower H2 reaction orders. In short,

the increase in H2 reaction order going from left to right in the periodic table is

consistent with an increasing H2S coverage.

Altogether, these findings are counter to the commonly held notion of

Sabatier behavior for these catalysts, that is to say, the present kinetic data

necessitate a new interpretation of the role of the metal–sulfur bond energy at the

TMS surface. The conventional application of Sabatier’s principle to TMS is to

correlate the interaction between TMS and the reaction intermediate with the
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bulk metal–sulfur bond energy, that is considered independent from sulfur

coordination number. This energy is derived from the bulk metal–sulfur strength

of the thermodynamically most stable compounds [6, 29, 30].

The Bond Energy Model [19] also implies that the metal–sulfur bond

energy at the TMS surface directly correlates with the bulk metal–sulfur bond

energy. However, the relevant metal–sulfur bond energy is the one at the TMS

surface and strongly depends on the sulfur coordination of the TM atoms at this

surface under reaction conditions [21]. The sulfur coordination may be very

different from the bulk situation.

Going from the left hand side to the right one in the periodic table the

stability of TMS decreases due to a decreasing bulk metal–sulfur bond strength.

The H2S/H2 equilibrium ratios for the reduction of the bulk TMS at 600K

calculated from thermodynamic data [31, 32] are given in Table 4.7. It follows

that the stability of the TMS decreases going from MoS2 to PdS. It is evident that

under the applied reaction conditions, i.e., 0.001 < H2S/H2 < 0.02, Pd and Rh

may not be present as completely sulfided phases, whereas Mo/C and Ru/C form

stable TMS. Additionally, the degree of coordinative unsaturation plays an

important role. This was already outlined by Pecoraro and Chianelli [6] for Ru,

Rh and Pd sulfide and they actually estimated from XRD measurements that

RuS2 had lost some sulfur under their reaction conditions.

Table 4.7: H2S/H2 equilibrium ratios for the reduction of bulk TMS at 600K.

Equilibrium H2S/H2 equilibrium ratio

Mo + 2 H2S  ↔   MoS2 + 2 H2 4.10-7

Ru + 2 H2S ↔   RuS2 + 2 H2 9.10-5

2 RhS0.9 + 1.2 H2S ↔ Rh2S3 + 1.2 H2 1.10-2

Rh + 0.9 H2S ↔  RhS0.9 + 0.9 H2 9.10-5

Pd + H2S ↔  PdS + H2 3.10-1

Note: the crystal structure of RhS0.9 is most probably Rh17S15 [8].
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The sulfur addition energy, i.e., the energy associated with the addition of

a sulfur atom to a TMS cluster tends to decrease with the number of added sulfur

atoms as expected from the bond order conservation (BOC) principle [33, 34].

This was nicely demonstrated for sulfur addition to Ni3Sx clusters in a theoretical

study by Neurock and Van Santen [34]. TMS at the left hand of the periodic

table tend to form stable sulfide phases. Hence, the interaction energy between

the TMS and H2S or thiophene, which can be assumed to be proportional to the

sulfur addition energy in a first approximation, is low for these stable sulfides.

When the stability of the TMS decreases, this leads to a higher degree of

coordinative unsaturation. Although the bulk metal–sulfur bond energy of a TMS

at the right hand side of the periodic table is lower than that of one at the left

hand side, the sulfur addition energy may be higher due to the higher degree of

sulfur deficiency at the TMS surface. A further reduction of the bulk metal–

sulfur bond energy may also lead to the formation of sulfide phases with a lower

sulfur coordination number. At the extreme right of the periodic system, the

sulfur addition energy will also decrease due to weak metal–sulfur interaction

energies.

Conceptually, this can be understood in terms of the metal–sulfur bond

energy at the TMS surface being highly dependent on the sulfur coordination of

the surface metal atoms. The differential increase in metal–sulfur bond strength

as a function of degree of sulfur removal is higher for more stable sulfides. In

Figure 4.2, this concept is visualized by plotting the sulfur addition energy as a

function of the degree of sulfur removal. The coordinatively saturated phases

(MoS2, RuS2, Rh2S3 and PdS) are located at the right hand side. The sulfur

addition energy of the respective sulfides is taken to be proportional to the bulk

metal–sulfur bond strengths. The curves in Figure 4.2 schematically represent

the resulting general trend of sulfur addition energy of the various TMS as a

function of sulfur coordination. The sulfur coordination of the stable phases are
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chosen arbitrary. The inset shows the sulfur addition energy for Ni3Sx clusters

calculated using Density Functional Theory [35].

Figure 4.2: Sulfur addition energy as a function of sulfur coordination. The dashed line
represents a volcano–type plot of the sulfur addition energy of the various TMS. The
arrow indicates the sulfur coordination of the stable TMS phases. The inset shows the
sulfur addition energy for Ni3Sx clusters calculated using Density Function Theory [35].

The sulfur coordination at the TMS surface is lower than in the bulk and

this leads to an increase of the sulfur addition energy with decreasing sulfur

coordination. The increase is largest for the TMS with the highest bulk metal–

sulfur bond energy. The pivotal point is the lower sulfur coordination of the

surface metal atoms of the TMS at the right hand side of the periodic table

compared to the ones at the left hand side. This is due to the weaker metal–sulfur

bond energies at the right side of the periodic table. The dashed line in Figure

4.2 tallies with a situation in which these sulfur addition energy changes will

result in a volcano–type behavior of the HDS reaction rate as a function of the

periodic position. This represents our proposed conjecture on the relation
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between HDS activity and sulfur addition energy. A similar relation, but then

with the metal–oxygen bond energy has been presented by Sachtler and co–

workers [36] for the partial oxidation of benzaldehyde over transition metal

oxides. It was found that the selectivity is maximum for the catalyst with the

highest differential increase of metal–oxide bond strength as a function of degree

of reduction.

When this sulfur addition energy concept is applied to our set of 4d TMS,

the starting point is that MoS2 forms the most stable sulfide phase with the

highest bulk metal–sulfur bond energy. The interaction with H2S or organic

sulfides is weak due to the low energy gained upon addition of an extra sulfur

atom. This results in relatively high thiophene and less negative H2S reaction

orders. The decrease in bulk metal–sulfur bond energy going to RuS2 and Rh2S3

leads to a higher degree of coordinative unsaturation. The sulfur addition energy

at the TMS surface of Rh2S3 is higher than that of MoS2, although the metal–

sulfur bond strength for bulk Rh2S3 is lower than for bulk MoS2 [6, 29]. This is

reflected by lower thiophene and H2S reaction orders. The metal–sulfur bond

energy for Pd/C has become so low that in spite of the high sulfur deficiency the

interaction energy with thiophene is lower than that for Rh/C. This forms the

explanation for the higher thiophene reaction order of Pd/C and the lower HDS

activity. This only leaves the H2S reaction order in need of an explanation. It

does not vary significantly with temperature and remains close to –1, indicating

a strong interaction between the TMS and H2S. Alternatively, this value may

reflect that different Pd sulfide phases are present at the various applied H2S

partial pressures. The HDS activity of these phases may be very distinct. A close

inspection of the phase diagram of the Pd–S system [37] reveals that Pd sulfide

can be present in different sulfide phases in the range of the H2S/H2 ratios

applied in the present study (Figure 4.3): Pd metal (at a H2S/H2 ratio below

0.008), Pd4S (at H2S/H2 ratios between 0.008 and 0.025), and PdS at higher
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ratios. The Pd ions in Pd4S are coordinated by only two sulfide ions, but also by

ten nearby Pd ions, in distance ranging from 277 pm to 312 pm; the Pd–Pd

separation in Pd metal is 275 pm [38]. The applied H2S partial pressures are too

low for the formation of PdS2. In addition to Pd4S, also phases such as Pd3S and

Pd16S7 may be formed for which no thermodynamic data are available. In

conclusion, the strongly poisoning effect of H2S on Pd/C can be substantiated by

the notion that different sulfide phases and most probably a metallic phase at the

lowest H2S partial pressures with different intrinsic activities are present.

The large change in H2 reaction order for Pd/C can now be rationalized

by the presence of different Pd sulfide phases present as a function of the H2S

partial pressure. As can be seen from Table 4.2, Rh/C also shows such a large

change in H2 reaction order, while this parameter is nearly constant for Mo/C

and Ru/C. Alternative to the suggestion of different H2S and H2 adsorption sites

for these catalysts, this may indicate that also different Rh sulfide phases are

present as a function of H2S partial pressure for Rh/C (e.g., the transition Rh2S3

to RhS0.9 as suggested in Table 4.7), whereas Mo/C and Ru/C retain the same

stable sulfide phase under the applied conditions.

The activities and thiophene and H2 reaction orders of sulfided Pd/C and

reduced Pd/C were determined both in the presence of H2S (1 kPa) and in the

absence of H2S (Table 4.3). The lower reaction orders at 0 kPa H2S inlet

pressure compared to those at 1 kPa H2S inlet pressure are indicative for the

stronger adsorption of thiophene and H2 on the metallic Pd phase. The average

H2S/H2 ratio over the catalyst bed resulting from thiophene decomposition is

approximately 8.10-4, resulting in the presence of metallic Pd particles according

to thermodynamics (Figure 4.3). It follows that the applied H2S/H2 ratio under

reaction conditions is a more important factor on the sulfur coordination in Pd

sulfide than the applied H2S/H2 ratio during sulfidation.
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Also the H2-D2 equilibration experiments at 573K, that were sulfided at

different H2S/H2 ratios in the final step, are instructive in this (Table 4.6). The

activity changes between the different experiments become larger for the TMS at

the right hand side of the periodic table. In line with the expected large variations

in sulfur coordination for Pd/C, the activity differences between the various

experiments for Pd/C are largest. The absence of the formation of Pd–hydrides

and Pd–deuterides suggests that after sulfidation at a H2S/H2 ratio of 0.001 no

metallic Pd is formed, which is consistent with the thermodynamic data [37].

When Pd/C is reduced, the initial equilibration activity is highest, but the gas–

phase concentrations of hydrogen species quickly decrease due to Pd–hydride

and Pd–deuteride formation. In conclusion, the H2-D2 equilibration activity

results at 573K are consistent with a picture of a decreasing sulfur coordination

going to the less stable TMS.

Figure 4.3: Phase diagram of the Pd–S system in the relevant regime of the applied
reaction conditions.
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The apparent activation energies based on the reaction rate measurements

in two temperature trajectories, i.e. 553–593K and 603–643K are given in Table

4.4. The pre–exponential factors have been calculated at 573K and 623K using

the reaction orders in thiophene, H2S and H2. In accordance with previous results

[25], Rh/C shows a clear infliction point in the Arrhenius plot. It is suggested

that this originates from a phase transition between Rh2S3 at temperatures below

583K and Rh17S15 at higher temperatures. Previously, a change in rate limiting

step was put forward as explanation for the different apparent activation energies

of these two phases [25]. Alternatively, the present analysis provides a more

subtle explanation. The sulfur coordination in the sulfur deficient Rh sulfide

phase (Rh17S15) is lower leading to a higher bulk metal–sulfur bond energy. In

addition to the effect of thiophene surface coverage, these changes in sulfur

coordination may also influence the apparent activation energy. This can be

interpreted as an alternative explanation for the lower apparent activation energy

of the high temperature phase.

While this transition in apparent activation energy is clear for Rh/C and

has been extensively discussed for CoMo/C [25], it appears that the other 4d

TMS show a slowly decreasing apparent activation energy with increasing

temperature. In Figure 4.4, an Arrhenius plot for Mo/C clearly shows this effect.

At high temperatures (T>703K), the activity of Mo/C decreases due to

irreversible deactivation, most probably caused by sintering of the active phase.

Irreversible sulfur removal is an alternative explanation for this loss of activity.

While the apparent activation energy for Mo/C amounts 66 kJ/mol at

573K, the activation energy drops to 50 kJ/mol at 673K. The values for the

apparent activation energies in two different temperature trajectories show this

behavior (Table 4.4). This decrease in apparent activation energy with increasing

temperature can be understood in terms of surface coverages of reactants and

products.
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When a simplified Langmuir–Hinshelwood type mechanism is assumed

for the thiophene HDS reaction at the TMS surface [21, 25], we find for the

reaction rate

r k T= .Θ (equation 4.2),

r k
K P

K P K P
T T

T T S S
=

+ +1
(equation 4.3)

with: Θ ΘT S( ) : surface coverage of thiophene (H2S)

K (K )T S :adsorption constant of thiophene (H2S)

P (P )T S : partial pressure of thiophene (H2S).

When the reaction rate constant k has an Arrhenius type behavior and can be

considered independent of surface coverage, one can derive the exact result

E R
r

T
E H Hact

app
g act

rls
ads
T

S ads
S= − = + − −−

∂
∂

ln
( ). .1 1 Θ ∆ Θ ∆ (equation 4.4)

with Eact
app: apparent activation energy

Eapp
rls : true activation energy of the rate limiting step

∆ ∆* *
CFU

6

CFU

5

 � : heat of adsorption of thiophene (H2S).

This expression for the apparent activation energy is an extension of the one

described by Hensen et al. [21, 25] and by Van Santen and Niemantsverdriet

[39]. The surface coverage of both thiophene and H2S decrease with increasing

temperature resulting in a lower apparent activation energy (equation 4.4). This

effect is more pronounced for catalysts with a high heat of adsorption of sulfur

containing molecules. The changes in apparent activation energy are in line with

this interpretation. Moreover, the largest decrease in apparent activation energy

for Rh/C and CoMo/C fully complies with the proposal of the highest sulfur

addition energy for these catalysts.
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Figure 4.4: Arrhenius plot for Mo/C (indicated: apparent activation energies).
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to such a strong interaction between the TMS and thiophene. It is instructive to

relate the present conjecture relating metal–sulfur bond strength at the TMS

surface to HDS activity to previous ones that refer to bulk metal–sulfur bond

strengths. The direct correlation between bulk metal–sulfur bond energies and

intrinsic chemistry at the TMS surface may be more complicated. For instance,

the proposed weakening of the Co–S–Mo lattice bond strength in ‘Co–Mo–S’

[19, 40] can lead to a higher electron density in the coordination sphere of Co

(BOC principle), resulting in a stronger reactant interaction. It appears

paramount to calculate the metal–sulfur bond energies at the TMS surface and

verify them experimentally at in situ conditions.

4.5 Conclusions

It has been found that the thiophene HDS kinetics for a set of 4d TMS

cannot be accounted for by the prevailing theories that relate HDS activities to

bulk metal–sulfur bond strengths. From the present study, it follows that high

HDS activities are found for those catalysts having a low thiophene reaction

order and a high apparent activation energy. A high HDS activity is linked to a

strong thiophene–TMS interaction. This is fortified by large changes in

thiophene and H2S surface coverage and apparent activation energies as a

function of temperature for the most active catalysts. It is suggested that due to

the decreasing bulk metal–sulfur bond strength going from the left to right in the

periodic table the metal–sulfur bond strength at the TMS surface (sulfur addition

energy), that is relevant to catalysis, shows a volcano–type behavior. This sulfur

addition energy is low for the most stable sulfide (MoS2) due to complete sulfur

coordination of Mo. The decrease in bulk metal–sulfur bond strength results in

more coordinative unsaturation for the sulfides to the right hand side of the

periodic table. Hence, the sulfur coordination of the TMS surface is decreased,

leading to a higher sulfur addition energy and concomitant stronger activation of
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thiophene. It is proposed that the bulk Pd–S bond strength is so low that the

sulfur addition energy decreases at the right hand side of the periodic table. This

low bulk metal–sulfur bond strength results in the formation of Pd sulfide phases

with a lower sulfur coordination and possibly Pd metal depending on the applied

H2S/H2 ratio. H2–D2 equilibration experiments show that the equilibration

activity increases with a decreasing H2S/H2 ratio during sulfidation to be

explained by a higher degree of coordinative unsaturation. This effect becomes

larger for the least stable sulfides in agreement with our proposal. The kinetics

for CoMo/C show that a high sulfur addition energy is important in explaining

the high HDS activity of the promoted catalyst.
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chapter 5
Hydrogen–deuterium equilibration over carbon–

supported transition metal sulfides:
On the synergetic effect in CoMo catalysts.

Abstract

H2–D2 equilibration was used to study the synergetic effect between Co

and Mo in carbon–supported CoMo sulfide catalysts. The reaction was carried

out in a recirculation apparatus with continuous on–line analysis of all gas–phase

components by a mass spectrometer. The low reaction temperature (423K)

allowed for the first time a comparison in catalytic activity between Co sulfide

particles in low temperature sulfided (373K) carbon–supported Co and those in

standard sulfided (673K) carbon–supported CoMo which have similar 57Co MES

parameters. On the basis of the much higher activity of the bimetallic catalyst

than of the monometallic catalysts (Co and Mo sulfide) it is concluded that the

origin of the high activity in ‘Co–Mo–S’–type catalysts is related neither to the

effect of the high dispersion of the Co sulfide nor seemingly to spillover effects

as put forward by the remote control model. The results indicate that the sulfur

atoms that bridge between Co2+ and Mo4+ play a crucial role during the catalytic

cycle.

published as: E.J.M. Hensen, G.M.H.J. Lardinois, V.H.J. de Beer, J.A.R. van Veen, and

R.A. van Santen, J. Catal. 187, 95 (1999).
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5.1 Introduction

Whereas the use of Co(Ni)Mo sulfide catalysts to desulfurize oil fractions

has been well established and has gone on now for close to a century, the

molecular basis of the synergetic effect between Co and Mo is still a subject of

intense debate. It is generally accepted that in the active phase small cobalt

sulfide species are located at the MoS2 edges [1]. From combined Mössbauer

emission spectroscopy (MES) and thiophene hydrodesulfurization (HDS)

activity measurements [2, 3] it was proposed that Co is present in a unique

phase, designated the ‘Co–Mo–S’ phase. More detailed MES measurements

showed that a unique ‘Co–Mo–S’ phase as such does not exist: the Co sulfide

species located at the MoS2 edges may differ locally in size and ordening [4], a

fact that was confirmed by EXAFS measurements  [5].

Vissers et al. [6] concluded that the intrinsic HDS activity of carbon–

supported Co (Co/C) sulfided at 673K approaches the activity of CoMo/C. From

MES studies [7, 8], it was established that the local environment of Co in Co/C

sulfided at 373K is equal to that of Co in sulfided CoMo/C. Furthermore, it

appeared that during sulfidation at higher temperatures the very small cobalt

sulfide species initially present in Co/C sinter, resulting in a Co9S8–type phase

after sulfidation at 673K. Later, EXAFS measurements [9] showed that the local

environment of Co in Co/C sulfided at 373K and in CoMo/C sulfided at 673K

are very similar. These findings were taken as a strong indication that the high

activity of CoMo/C is related to a highly dispersed Co sulfide species stabilized

at the edge surface of MoS2 rather than to a mixed CoMo sulfide species.

The remote control model by Delmon [10–12] and the vacancy model by

Nørskov, Clausen and Topsøe [13, 14] are alternative explanations for the high

activity of CoMo–based catalysts. The remote control model describes the

synergetic effect in these catalysts in terms of spillover hydrogen being produced

on Co9S8 particles and creating vacancies on the active component, i.e. MoS2.
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According to the vacancy model the sulfur bond energy is decreased in ‘Co–Mo–

S’ compared to MoS2 thus leading to an increase in the number of vacancies. It is

this parameter which controls the activity of transition metal sulfides (TMS).

Indeed, recent first principle calculations [14] find a weakening of the Mo–S–Co

bonds and easy creation of surface vacancies.

To test the hypothesis that Co sulfide is the active component in

hydrotreating catalysts and that MoS2 only acts as a secondary support to hinder

CoSx sintering, catalytic activity measurements are necessary. The most

frequently applied test reactions (e.g., thiophene HDS) are carried out at high

temperatures (typically 523K or higher) in order to activate carbon–heteroatom

bonds. At these high temperatures Co sulfide species obtained after low

temperature sulfidation are not stable and transform into Co9S8–type species.

Since activation of hydrogen over MoS2 catalysts occurs readily at

ambient temperature at the edge surface [15, 16], the equilibration reaction

between hydrogen and deuterium was used to clarify this issue. Based on the

above–mentioned studies [7–9] Co/C and (Co)Mo/C catalysts were selected.

CoNaY was also included in this study, because it was shown that inside zeolite

micropores highly dispersed cobalt sulfide particles can be formed [17–19].

The aim of the present study is to determine the role of Co and Mo in

sulfided CoMo catalysts, i.e. MoS2 being a secondary support for active CoSx

clusters or being constitutive of the active phase itself.

5.2 Experimental

5.2.1 Catalyst  preparation

Carbon–supported Mo–containing catalysts (Mo/C; CoMo/C) were

prepared by pore volume impregnation with ammoniacal  solutions of

(NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O (Merck, >99.9%) and Co(NO3)2.6H2O (Merck, p.a.). In the

case of CoMo/C nitrilo triacetic acid (NTA) was used as a complexing agent
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according to the procedure described by Van Veen et al. [20]. A suite of six Co–

containing catalysts (Co/C) was prepared by pore volume impregnation with

aqueous Co(NO3)2.6H2O solutions of appropriate concentration. A 125–250µm

sieve fraction of an activated carbon (NORIT RX3–extra) having a surface area

of 1197 m2/g and a pore volume of 1.0 ml/g was used as carrier material. After

impregnation, the catalysts were dried in static air at room temperature for 1h

and subsequently at 383K for 12h. Ion–exchanged CoNaY (3.9 wt% Co) was

obtained by exchanging NaY (Akzo, Na55(AlO2)55(SiO2)137, containing 25 wt%

physisorbed water) with a solution of CoCl2 of appropriate concentration

followed by washing until Cl– free and drying in air at 383K for 16h.

The metal contents of the different catalysts were determined by atomic

absorption spectroscopy and are listed in Table 5.1. Co/C containing 5.9 wt% Co

was taken as the standard carbon–supported Co catalyst. Prior to reaction, the

carbon–supported samples were sulfided in situ in a flow (60 Nml/min) of 10%

H2S in H2 (Hoekloos,>99.5%). The catalysts were heated to the final sulfidation

temperature at a heating rate of 6K/min (in the case of CoMo/C: 2K/min). The

sample was then kept at this temperature for 2h.

Table 5.1: Metal contents of the prepared catalysts.

Catalyst Metal salts Metal loading (wt%)

MoS2 powder (Janssen Chimica, 99+%)

Mo/C (NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O (Merck) 7.6

Co/C Co(NO3)2.6H2O (Merck) 0.04; 0.25; 0.44; 0.96;3.2;

5.9; 7.0

CoMo/C (NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O 6.0

Co(NO3)2.6H2O 1.3

N(C3H7O)3 (ACROS, >97%) 1.2 mol NTA/mol Mo

CoNaY CoCl2 (Merck) 3.9
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Prior to sulfidation, CoNaY was dehydrated by heating the catalyst in

flowing argon (flow rate: 60 Nml/min) at a rate of 6K/min to 673K. After

cooling to 573K in Ar, the catalyst was sulfided in 10% H2S/H2 for 2h. MoS2

powder (Janssen Chimica, 99+%, B.E.T. surface area 3.9 m2/g) was heated to

673K at a rate of 6K/min in the sulfidation mixture and kept there for 2h.

Catalysts will be denoted as follows: TM/S(T) where TM stands for the

transition metal(s), S for the support, and T the sulfidation temperature. Cobalt–

exchanged NaY is denoted as CoNaY(573K), while the MoS2 powder is denoted

as MoS2(673K).

5.2.2 Thiophene HDS reaction

Activity measurements were carried out in an atmospheric single–pass

microflow reactor with an internal diameter of 4 mm. Gasified thiophene (Acros,

>99%) was obtained by passing hydrogen (Hoekloos, purity 99.95% additionally led

through a gas–clean filter system to remove traces of oxygen, water and

hydrocarbons) through the liquid in a saturator equipped with a cooler that was kept

at a constant temperature of 280K. The required thiophene concentration was

obtained by diluting this flow with pure hydrogen. The reactor packing consisted of

an amount of catalyst diluted with inert carbon (125–250µm) to achieve plug flow

conditions. The thiophene HDS reaction temperature was 673K. Samples were

analyzed by a gas chromatograph (Hewlett Packard 5890 series II equipped with a

Chrompack CP–SIL 5 CB column). For the calculation of the rate constant (kHDS)

first–order kinetics in thiophene were assumed [21]. For a series of six Co/C

catalysts with varying Co loading the activity was measured under differential

conditions allowing the calculation of quasi turn–over frequencies.
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5.2.3 H2–D2 equilibration apparatus

The H2–D2 equilibration activities were measured using a recirculation

reactor set–up schematically shown in Figure 5.1. A membrane pump (pump

flow rate: 1L/min at 1 bar) is used to recirculate gases in the recirculation loop.

In order to achieve a flow rate of 50 Nml/min the pump inlet and outlet were

short–circuited with a restriction valve. Initially, the primary recirculation loop

(Vloop=213 ml) is filled with Ar (Hoekloos, purity 99.99% additionally led over a

BTS catalyst at 398K in order to remove traces of oxygen). By switching the

six–way valves 1 and 2, samples (10 ml) of H2 (Hoekloos, purity 99.95%), D2

(Praxair, purity 99.8%), or H2S (Praxair, purity 99.8%) can be introduced into

this primary loop. During this sampling, catalyst pretreatment takes place in the

secondary loop. After the final pretreatment step the reactor (Vreactor=17 ml) is

evacuated by a turbo molecular drag pump (vacuum better than 10-6 bar). The

reaction is started by switching six–way valve 3: the gas present in the primary

loop is quickly distributed over the evacuated secondary loop. The initial

primary loop pressure is 1.11.102 kPa. When the reaction has been started the

total system pressure is 1.07.102 kPa.

Continuous on–line analysis of all gas–phase components was performed

by a quadropole mass spectrometer (Balzers QMG 200M system) equipped with

a secondary electron multiplier operating at 1200 V. During a typical experiment

the gas flow rate into the mass spectrometer was so low that the decrease in

system pressure was less than 1%. Mass spectra were collected every 0.5 min.

Gas–phase concentrations of H2, D2, HD, and H2S were calculated after

calibration with the individual pure gases. The deuterium distribution in H2S was

determined by deconvolution of the peaks in the range m/e = 32–38.
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5.2.4 H2–D2 equilibration reaction

The primary loop is filled with 6.5 kPa H2 and 6.5 kPa D2. In some

experiments H2 was left out or (partially) replaced by H2S. After sulfidation of

the catalyst, the H2S/H2 flow was replaced by Ar (flow rate 60 Nml/min). The

catalyst was cooled or heated to the equilibration reaction temperature (423K)

and kept there for 1h. The reaction was started after the reactor was evacuated.

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Thiophene hydrodesulfurization

In Table 5.2 the initial thiophene HDS activities of the different catalysts

are shown both on a per kilogram of catalyst basis as well as on a per mol of Co

basis. CoMo/C(673K) is about six times more active than the unpromoted

Mo/C(673K), a promoter effect often encountered in the literature [22]. The

activities of Co/C(673K) and CoNaY(573K) are quite comparable, while the

activity per mol of Co of CoMo/C(673K) is much higher than that of

Co/C(673K) and CoNaY(573K). As expected, the low–surface–area

MoS2(673K) has a very low thiophene HDS activity.

Table 5.2: Initial first–order thiophene HDS rate constants (T=673K).

Catalyst activity (10-3 m3/kgcat .s) activity (l/mol Co.s)

MoS2 powder 0.4 –

Mo/C 11.8 –

Co/C(673K) 24.7 21.3

CoNaY(573K) 17 25

CoMo/C 74 362

5.3.2 H2–D2 equilibration

Figure 5.2 shows the results of a typical H2–D2 equilibration experiment

over CoMo/C(673K). The gas–phase fractions of H2, D2, and HD are plotted
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against the reaction time. The initial gas pressures of hydrogen and deuterium

were both 6.5 kPa. The reaction was performed at 423K. It is important to note

that Mo/C(673K) shows qualitatively the same behavior. Initially, the fraction of

HD increases at the expense of H2 and D2. However, after a reaction time of 100

min an increase in the H2 fraction is observed, while an equilibrium state is

reached after approximately 2400 min. The fact that in this equilibrium state the

H2 fraction exceeds the D2 fraction indicates that initially exchangeable

hydrogen species were present in our closed system. Apparently, these hydrogen

species are present on the catalyst.

Figure 5.2: H2–D2 equilibration: gas–phase H2, D2 and HD fraction as a function of
reaction time over CoMo/C(673K).
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amount of exchangeable hydrogen species initially present on the catalyst (H0)

can be calculated from the final hydrogen to deuterium ratio in the gas phase
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where the subscript g stands for the molar amount in the gas phase and the

subscripts 0 stands for the molar amount on the catalyst. In this case one

calculates the number of exchangeable hydrogen atoms, H0, to be 7.0.10-3 mol

H/g catalyst. There are two possible sources of hydrogen: (i) hydrogen

associated with the sulfided phase and (ii) hydrogen present at the support

surface. Several studies have been devoted to the behavior of H2 over sulfide

catalysts, mostly dealing with hydrogen sorption on unsupported MoS2 and

supported MoS2 [23–28]. For instance, Komatsu and Hall [27] found that

hydrogen sorbs both on unsupported MoS2 (H/Mo=0.045) and on alumina–

supported MoS2 (H/Mo=0.47). The nature of this sorbed hydrogen is unknown,

although there seems to be general agreement that at least a part is present as SH-

groups at the MoS2 edges [23, 27, 29]. Molecular orbital calculations on small

model clusters for MoS2 by Anderson et al. [30] have shown that hydrogen can

dissociate heterolytically to form a hydride group and an edge SH group. There

is a small barrier for migration of H atoms from edge S atoms to basal plane S

atoms, which was already proposed by Wright et al. [23]. A maximum amount

of H atoms associated with basal plane sulfur was calculated to be H6/7MoS2.

Badger et al. proposed the intercalation of H2 into the chalcogenide sheets of

MoS2 [31].

In consequence, it seems fair to conclude that the high value for H0

(which amounts to H0/Mo=11 on a per mol Mo basis) cannot be attributed solely

to H atoms associated with the sulfided phase. Moreover, the pretreatment

procedure, viz. Ar purging and evacuation probably results in the desorption of

most of the sorbed hydrogen. Based on the above–mentioned considerations, we
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believe that at least the larger part of this excess of H atoms cannot originate

from the sulfided phase. Apparently, these H atoms are associated with the

carbon support surface. The surface of activated carbon contains different kinds

of oxygen–containing functionalities such as hydroxyl and carboxyl groups as

well as CH2 and CH3 groups [32, 33]. The fact that H0 is of the same magnitude

for all carbon–supported catalysts (Table 5.3) supports this proposition.

MoS2(673K) contains only a small amount of hydrogen (H0/Mo = 0.21), which

might be attributed to intercalated hydrogen or hydrogen adsorbed on the basal

planes. This result indicates that the contribution of H atoms originating from the

sulfide phase is small compared to the number of exchangeable H atoms of the

support. The same findings were reported previously for alumina–supported

(Ni)Mo sulfide catalysts by Thomas et al. [34, 35]. Apparently, the exchange

between H atoms of the support via the sulfide phase is a general phenomenon

for supported sulfide catalysts.

Table 5.3: Number of exchangeable support H atoms (H0).

Catalyst H0 (mol H/g)  H atoms/cm2 support

Mo/C(673K) 6.3.10-3 3.2.1014

Co/C(373K) 8.2.10-3 4.2.1014

CoMo/C(673K) 7.0.10-3 3.5.1014

The H0 value found for alumina–supported NiMo sulfide [34], i.e. 5.1014 mol

H/cm2 support, is on the same magnitude as the values found for our carbon–

support. Also, the H/Mo value for bulk MoS2 reported in that paper

(H/Mo=0.24) agrees very well with our value (H/Mo=0.21), stressing the

reliability of the method. The carbon support itself was inert in the H2–D2

equilibration reaction, which means that the sulfide phase plays an essential role

in the exchange of H atoms originating from the support surface. This process is

generally referred to as spillover [10–12, 25, 26, 28]. Summarizing, it appears
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that H2 and D2 dissociatively adsorb on the sulfide phase and that concomitant

HD desorption takes place. Furthermore, there appears to be an exchange of D

atoms adsorbed on the sulfide phase (Dsulf) with H atoms at the support surface

(Hsupp) via spillover.

Table 5.4: Activity in H2–D2 equilibration reaction.

Catalyst Initial rate of HD formation (mol/mol.h)

MoS2(673K) 0.0031

Mo/C(673K) 2.81

CoMo/C(673K) 9.11; 30.32

Co/C(373K) 0.152

Co/C(373K, H2) 0.192

Co/C(673K) 0.022

CoNaY(573K) 0.112

1 per mol Mo
2 per mol Co

As a measure for the activity of the various catalysts, the initial rate of

HD formation was calculated (see Table 5.4). It is clear that CoMo/C(673K) has

the highest activity while the catalysts containing only Co have very poor

activity. The activity of the MoS2(673K) is lowest, in line with its very low

surface area. CoMo/C(673K) is about three times more active than Mo/C(673K).

While the plot of fractions against reaction time for Mo/C(673K) is qualitatively

similar to the experiment with CoMo/C(673K), the plot for Co/C(373K) (Figure

5.3) is clearly different. Evidently, the initial rate of HD formation on this

catalyst is low but after a short time the reaction accelerates and becomes

accompanied by a release of hydrogen sulfide species into the gas phase due to

the partial reduction of cobalt sulfide. Approximately one S atom per cobalt

atom is removed by this reduction. In Figure 5.4 the evolution of hydrogen

(deuterium) sulfide species (H2S, HDS, and D2S) can be found. Clearly, the

initial rate of D2S formation is much lower than that of H2S. This can be
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attributed to an initially lower Dsulf compared to Hsulf, since the dissociation rate

constant for D2 is approximately 15 times lower than that for H2 under the

conditions applied. The two determining factors for this difference are the shift

in zero point energy (ν(H2)=4159 cm-1; ν(D2)=2149 cm-1) and the difference in

rotational moment.

Figure 5.3: H2–D2 equilibration over Co/C(373K): gas–phase H2, D2, HD and
hydrogendisulfide species fractions.
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Co/C(373K) was measured. This catalyst [Co/C(373K, H2)] was obtained by

purging Co/C(373K) for 1h in flowing Ar after a regular experiment. In this way,

one sulfur atom per Co was removed as H2S. Subsequently, a new H2–D2

experiment was carried out [Table 5.4; Co/C(373K, H2)]. Indeed, the activity is

approximately 30% higher than that of Co/C(373K), while little hydrogen sulfide

production was observed.

Figure 5.4: H2–D2 equilibration over Co/C(373K): amount of H2S, D2S and HDS
produced as a function of reaction time.
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H2 under the conditions applied. The sixth S atom coordinating Co in

CoMo/C(673K) is absent, because it is less stable or possibly removed as H2S

during the pretreatment steps. In addition, it is found that CoNaY(573K) shows

no significant release of hydrogen sulfide during H2–D2 equilibration, which is

in line with a Co–S coordination number of 5 for this catalyst [19].

Quadrupole splitting (QS) values of the ‘Co–sulfide’ doublet for catalysts

equivalent to ours are summarized in Table 5.5. It can be concluded that the

thiophene HDS activity of the catalysts containing only Co increases with

increasing QS value. It is important to note that a high QS value is related to

highly dispersed and/or disordered Co sulfide particles. For these monometallic

sulfides, we find a clear–cut relation between the H2–D2 equilibration activity

and the QS value. It is tempting to interpret the QS value as a measure for the

dispersion. However, EXAFS measurements [19] have shown that there is no

Co–Co coordination in CoNaY(573K), suggesting the presence of CoSx species

with one Co atom. It follows that in addition to effects of particle size and

ordering of the sulfide phase changes in the local electronic structure, exerted by

e.g. the choice of support, influence QS As pointed out by Vissenberg [36], one

important role of the acidic protons in sulfided CoNaY(573K) is to keep the very

small CoSx clusters in a dispersed form inside the zeolite micropores. This may

involve a direct bonding of the CoSx species to the acidic protons.

The comparable QS value for Co/C sulfided at 373K and for sulfided

CoMo/C points to similar small CoSx clusters in both systems. This was taken as

support for the idea that the high activity of CoMo/C is due to the high

dispersion of Co [7]. A direct evaluation of the thiophene HDS activity of

Co/C(373K) is not possible, since the small CoSx clusters convert to a bulky

Co9S8–type phase at typical hydrotreating reaction temperatures. However, the

H2–D2 equilibration activities measured at 423K permit a direct comparison

between Co/C(373K) and CoMo/C(673K). Despite the above–mentioned
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structural similarities, it is clear that Co/C(373K) is much less active than

CoMo/C(673K). Therefore, we conclude that the synergy observed for

CoMo/C(673K) in H2–D2 equilibration cannot be explained by the high

dispersion of Co. The results indicate that the high activity of CoMo/C(673K) is

related to the chemical properties of both Co and Mo.

Table 5.5: QS values in mm/s (±0.03 mm/s) of the ‘Co–sulfide’ doublet.

Catalyst Sulfidation temperature QS (mm/s)

Co/C 373K 1.081

Co/C 673K 0.391

CoMo/C 673K 0.881

CoNaY 573K 0.632

1
 The spectral contribution of the ‘Co–sulfide’ doublet is 100%; loading:

Co(4.3)/C and Co(2.25)Mo(6.84)/C; data are from Crajé et al. [4].
2 The spectral contribution of the ‘Co–sulfide’ doublet is 69%; data are
from De Bont et al. [19].

Moreover, the low activity of catalysts containing only the Co component

can be taken as a strong argument against the remote control model: under the

conditions applied, the sulfide phase present in Co/C(373K) and Co/C(673K)

generate very little spillover H atoms, while a clear synergetic effect is observed

in CoMo/C(673K). This clearly contradicts the importance of Co sulfide (donor)

to the creation of vacancies on MoS2 (acceptor) as suggested by Delmon [10–

12]. In conclusion, the high activity in CoMo/C(673K) must be related to a close

contact between Co and Mo in line with the proposals for a ‘Co–Mo–S’–type

phase.

In Table 5.6 the quasi–turn over frequency (QTOF) for thiophene HDS,

defined as the number of moles of thiophene converted per mol of total Co per

hour, of a series of six Co/C catalysts is summarized. Extrapolation of 1/QTOF

versus the loading to zero loading (Figure 5.5) as previously described by
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Vissers et al. [6] leads to an intrinsic activity of 165 mol thiophene/mol Co.h,

which is substantially lower than the value found for CoMo/C (436 mol

thiophene/mol Co.h).

Table 5.6: Thiophene HDS quasi turnover frequency for Co/C catalysts.

Co–loading (wt%) QTOF (mol thiophene/mol Co.h)

0.04 159

0.25 136

0.44 123

0.96 99

3.2 51

7.0 27

This result is essentially different from that obtained by Vissers et al. [6]. They

concluded that the intrinsic activity of Co sulfide in Co/C is equivalent to the

activity of Co sulfide in CoMo/C. The reason for this difference lies in the

differential conditions applied in the present study which allow a proper

calculation of QTOF, while Vissers et al. [6] calculated QTOF values on the

basis of first–order kinetics. Furthermore, Bouwens et al. [37] have shown that

the preparation method used by Vissers et al. [6] -sequential impregnation of Mo

and Co- leads to a CoMo catalyst with Co present in different phases, i.e., in

both a ‘Co–Mo–S’–type phase as well as in a Co9S8–type phase. The mono–

atomically dispersed CoSx particles in CoNaY(573K) have a lower activity than

the small CoSx particles in Co/C with low Co–loadings. This strongly suggests

that there exists an optimal size of CoSx particles for the hydrodesulfurization of

thiophene.

In conclusion, the thiophene HDS acitivity per mol of Co in

CoMo/C(673K) is much higher than that in the catalysts containing only Co,

stressing again the importance of the presence of a unique phase containing both

Co and Mo.
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Figure 5.5:1/QTOF versus the Co–loading of the various Co/C catalysts.
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atoms that bridge between the Mo4+ and the Co2+ ions compared to the bridging

sulfur atoms between two Mo4+ ions in MoS2. This is in line with the higher

reactivity of CoMo/C(673K) than that of Mo/C(673K): the lower oxidation state

of Co2+, which can be thought to replace a Mo4+, leads to a less stable and thus

more reactive bridging S atom. The work of Byskov et al. [14] agrees well with

this model, while both experimental work [39] and theoretical work [13, 40]

underline the crucial role of these S atoms in the catalytic cycle. Interestingly,

recent work of Curtis and Druker [41] has demonstrated that carbonyl and

cyclopentadienyl ligand stabilized ‘Co2Mo2S3’ clusters can activate C–S bonds.

An initially three–fold coordinated bridging sulfur atom becomes two–fold

coordinated upon adsorption of thiophene on the cluster. The concept of latent

vacancies was introduced, which may also be applicable to a ‘Co–Mo–S’–type

site. All things considered, we tentatively conclude that the generation of a

unique ‘Co–Mo–S’–type phase is the basis for the synergetic effect not only in

the H2–D2 equilibration but also in many types of hydrotreating  reactions.

Table 5.7: Activity data for D2 exchange experiments.

Catalyst Initial rate of formation Exchangeable H atoms

(mol/mol Mo.h) (mol H/g )

HD H2

Mo(673K)/C 0.22 0.00 7.3.10-3

CoMo(673K)/C 0.29 0.00 7.5.10-3

5.3.3 D2 exchange

In Figure 5.6 the results are shown after exposure of CoMo/C(673K) to

D2 (initial D2 partial pressure: 6.5kPa). The initial rate of HD formation is much

lower than encountered in the H2–D2 equilibration experiments. This shows that

the exchange process between Dsulf and Hsupp is slow compared to the rates for

adsorption and desorption. While HD is formed as an initial product, H2 is
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formed as a secondary product. In Table 5.7, the rates for the D2 exchange

experiments over Mo/C(673K) and CoMo/C(673K) are presented. Most striking

is the small difference in initial HD formation rate between the two catalysts,

which suggests that there is no large promoter effect for the exchange process for

the exchange process with the support hydrogen atoms (Hsupp). The H0 values for

these experiments correspond well with the values obtained from the H2–D2

equilibration experiments. The low initial HD formation rate in the D2 exchange

experiments compared to the H2–D2 equilibration experiments indicates that the

rate in the D2 exchange experiments is controlled by the exchange of Dsulf and

Hsupp. From the much higher activity measured in the H2–D2 experiments one

concludes that the adsorption/desorption rates on the sulfide phase are fast

compared to the exchange rate with support hydrogen atoms (Hsupp).

Figure 5.6: D2 exchange: gas–phase fractions as a function of reaction time over
CoMo/C(673K).
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5.3.4 Effect of H2 and D2 partial pressure

In Table 5.8 the activities of Mo/C(673K) and CoMo/C(673K) are shown

as a function of the H2 and D2 partial pressures. From the observed dependence

of the initial HD formation rate for CoMo/C(673K) as a function of H2 and D2

partial pressure, one concludes that the rate is proportional to the coverages of H

and D atoms on the sulfide phase. In this case, the rate–limiting step must be a

surface reaction that is either the migration of H and D species or the

recombinative desorption of HD. On the contrary, the rate for Mo/C(673K) is

clearly first order in H2 and D2 partial pressure. Apparently, the rate–limiting

step is now the adsorption of H2 and D2. This may indicate that in addition to

atomic H and D atoms, molecularly adsorbed H2 (or D2) is present in

Mo/C(673K). It follows that CoMo/C(673K) is a more efficient catalyst for

activating H2 than Mo/C(673K) under the conditions applied, which may relate

to the unique sulfur reactivity as discussed above.

Table 5.8:  Activity data for Mo/C(673K) and CoMo(673K) as a function of

H2 and D2 partial pressure.

Catalyst p(H2) p(D2) Initial rate of HD formation

(kPa) (kPa) (mol/mol Mo.h )

Mo/C(673K) 3.25 3.25 0.7

6.5 6.5 2.7

CoMo/C(673K) 3.25 3.25 4.4

6.5 6.5 9.1

5.3.5 H2S–D2 exchange

To shed light on the catalytic behavior of H2S for hydrotreating catalysis

over CoMo/C(673K), the isotopic exchange between H2S and D2 was studied.

The fractions of H2, HD, and D2 for CoMo/C(673K) (Figure 5.7) and the

deuterium distribution in H2S (Figure 5.8) are plotted against reaction time. Note

that the exchange between equimolar amounts of H2S and D2 was studied and
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that the total gas–phase fraction of the H2S, D2S, and HDS as well as H2, D2, and

HD is taken as unity. The activity data are presented in Table 5.9, experiment

IV.

Figure 5.7: H2S–D2 exchange over CoMo/C(673K): gas–phase H2, D2 and HD
fractions as a function of reaction time.
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accelerated by the presence of H2S. Indeed, from Figure 5.7 it follows that total

equilibration is already reached after 500 min, while in earlier experiments

(Figure 5.2) this process took longer than 2000 min. One possible explanation is

the migration of D atoms via HDS and D2S from the sulfide surface to the

support surface via the gas phase as proposed by Thomas et al. [35]. However,

the number of D atoms involved in HDS and D2S formation amounts to 2.3 mol

D/mol.h which is substantially lower than the rate at which D atoms are initially

incorporated into the support surface. This was also outlined by Bianchi et al.

[42] describing the effect of H2O in the case of spillover phenomena over

Pt/Al2O3 and silica, while Stumbo et al. [43] suggested that the increase in

spillover rate by H2S over CoMo/SiO2 can be explained by the creation of new

sites and a new pathway for spillover. Nakamura et al. [44] proposed that upon

adsorption of H2S an SH group and one spillover H atom are formed.

Figure 5.8: H2S–D2 exchange over CoMo/C(673K): gas–phase H2S, D2S and HDS
fractions as a function of reaction time.
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Another possible pathway is derived from the work by Topsøe and

Topsøe [45]. They showed that hydrogen bonding between SH groups on the

sulfide phase and surface alumina hydroxyl groups led to a new IR band

assigned to more acidic surface hydroxyl groups. It was proposed that these SH

species are generated by dissociative H2S adsorption. This may be a facile

pathway for the spillover process of Dsulf. The rate of exchange is proportional to

the number of these species and thus related to the H2S partial pressure.

Moreover, this can explain the smallness of the difference in activity for

Mo/C(673K) and CoMo/C(673K) in the D2 exchange experiment (see Table

5.7), since the type of metal on which these terminal SH groups are bonded may

not be very important.

Table 5.9: Activity data for experiments using feeds of H2, D2 and H2S.

Catalyst: CoMo(673K)/C Temperature: 423K

Exp. Partial pressures (kPa) Initial rate of formation (mol/mol Mo.h )

H2 D2 H2S H2 HD D2S HDS

I 6.5 6.5 0 – 9.1 – –

II 3.25 6.5 0 – 6.0 – –

III 3.25 6.5 3.25 – 5.3 0.05 0.36

IV 0 6.5 6.5 2.4 4.1 0.2 1.9

V* 6.5 6.5 0 – 7.5 – –
* cooled to reaction temperature in sulfidation mixture

In Table 5.9 an overview of the relevant experiments regarding the effect

of H2S is presented. In experiment II the H2 partial pressure is lowered compared

to experiment I, resulting in a lower initial HD formation rate. Again, the rate is

proportional to the square root of the H2 partial pressure and thus proportional to

Hsulf (vide supra). Experiment III essentially differs from experiment II by the

admixture of H2S, while the partial pressures of both H2 and D2 are kept

constant. The lower initial HD formation rate points to competitive adsorption of
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H2S and H2 (or D2). Since it is generally accepted that H2S adsorbs on sulfur

vacancies as originally proposed by Lipsch and Schuit [46], i.e. coordinatively

unsaturated sites, we conclude that dissociative H2 adsorption leads to the

formation of at least one metal hydride and most probably an SH group.

These results are in good agreement with the conjecture put forward by

Thomas et al. [35]. This heterolytic dissociation of H2 on sulfide surfaces was

proposed previously [31, 47], whereas experimental indications for hydride

formation are scarce [48]. Goodenough [49] proposed the homolytic dissociation

of H2 on an 5�
��  centre, which appears to be in contrast with our experimental

results. The initial HDS formation rate in experiment IV is a factor 5 higher than

that in to experiment III: the absence of H2 results in a higher Dsulf leading to an

increased exchange between H atoms of H2S and D atoms. Although we cannot

determine the mode of adsorption of H2S, the widely accepted heterolytic

dissociation of H2S [50] can explain the observed exchange processes. As

already indicated by Thomas et al. [34], it appears that there exists a common

mode for dissociation of H2 and H2S, i.e. heterolytic dissociation.

Figure 5.9: Schematic representation of catalytic H2–D2 equilibration over a ‘Co–Mo–
S’–type site.
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From the low rate of exchange between Dsulf and Hsupp in the absence of

H2S, we conclude that SH groups formed via heterolytic H2 dissociation are

inactive in promoting the spillover process. This means that they are different

from the SH groups formed by heterolytic H2S dissociation. Accordingly, we

propose that H2 dissociates heterolytically to form a Co–hydride and a bridging

SH group as depicted in Figure 5.9. After heterolytically dissociative D2,

adsorption HD desorption can take place. In this model the exchange takes place

after dissociation of H2 and D2 at a single Co centre. However, the dissociation

might also take place at discrete centres concomitant with migration of H(D)

atoms on the sulfide surface [34].

When no H2S is present in the gas phase the number of terminal SH

groups is low, leading to a low rate of exchange with the H atoms at the support

surface. However, when H2S is present the spillover process will accelerate due

to an increase in the number of terminal SH groups. H2S competitively adsorbs

on coordinatively unsaturated sites with H2 and D2, thus lowering Hsulf and Dsulf.

Consequently, this leads to a lower initial HD formation rate. The hydrogen

bonding between terminal SH groups and surface functional groups and the

subsequent exchange is visualized in Figure 5.10. It is important to note that the

heterolytic dissociation of H2S leads to two SH groups: one SH group bound

between Co and Mo, which is believed to be more strongly bound [39] than the

second SH group, which is terminally bound to the Co centre.

The low activity encountered in the D2 exchange experiment can now

easily be explained by the small number of terminal SH groups resulting in a low

spillover rate. In experiment V (Table 5.9) the catalyst was cooled to reaction

temperature in the sulfidation mixture instead of Ar. It appears that the resulting

initial rate of HD formation is lower than in experiment I, showing that the lower

purge temperature results in a lower coordinative unsaturation. Furthermore, the
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time to reach the equilibrium state was found to be somewhat shorter, which is

in line with the increase of terminal SH groups on the sulfide surface.

Figure 5.10: Schematic representation of catalytic H2S–D2 exchange and spillover over
a carbon–supported ‘Co–Mo–S’–type site.

5.4 Conclusions

By using of the H2–D2 equilibration reaction at 423K the catalytic activity

of structurally analogous CoSx particles, i.e., in Co/C(373K) and in

CoMo/C(673K), could be meaningfully compared for the first time. From the

much higher activity in the bimetallic catalyst, it is concluded that this increased
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suggested by the dispersion model. The starting point for this model was the
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further emphasized by kinetic measurements comparing Mo/C(673K) and

CoMo/C(673K), which demonstrate that in the former catalyst the activation of

H2(D2) is rate limiting while in the latter a surface reaction determines the

catalytic activity.

It is observed that D atoms, after being adsorbed on the sulfide phase,

exchange with H atoms originating from functional groups of the support

surface. The rate of this spillover process is much lower that the rate of

adsorption and desorption on the sulfide phase but significantly increases by the

admixture of H2S to the gas phase. The results indicate a new pathway for

spillover consisting of terminal SH groups in interaction with support functional

groups via hydrogen bonding. The lower initial HD formation rate in the

presence of H2S points to competitive adsorption of H2S and H2. It is also

concluded that H2 heterolytically dissociates to form a bridging SH group and a

metal hydride group while dissociative H2S adsorption on coordinatively

unsaturated sites leads to one bridging SH group and one terminal SH group.
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chapter 6
Structure–activity relationships

in supported MoS2 particles

Abstract

A set of sulfided alumina–, carbon–, silica–, and amorphous silica–

alumina (ASA)–supported Mo catalysts was structurally characterized by means

of HRTEM, DOC, and EXAFS. The catalysts show the well–known MoS2 slab

structures, having a multi–layered morphology in the case of Mo/SiO2 and

Mo/ASA. The MoS2 edge dispersion was determined from the TEM

micrographs. The average stacking degree was the parameter chosen to describe

the layered morphology. Sulfidation of Mo/Al2O3 results in a highly dispersed

mostly single–layered MoS2 phase, whereas the decreased metal–support

interaction upon NTA addition leads to a higher stacking degree concomitant

with a loss in edge dispersion. The low metal–support interaction in Mo/SiO2

results in a poorly dispersed MoS2 phase with the highest stacking degree. The

MoS2 phase on the ASA support is also stacked, but has a higher dispersion.

Although hardly any MoS2 slabs were observed for the carbon–supported

catalyst -seemingly due to the fringe–like structure of the carbon support-, DOC

clearly reveals that this catalyst has the highest MoS2 dispersion. The Mo K–

edge EXAFS results indicate that the local ordering in the MoS2 phase strongly

varies. This hampers a direct dispersion comparison with the TEM analyses.

Kinetic experiments allowed the determination of first–order intrinsic

(i.e., corrected for MoS2 dispersion) rate constants for gas–phase

hydrodesulfurization (HDS) and hydrogenation of thiophene (1 bar) and
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dibenzothiophene (30 bar) as well as gas–phase toluene hydrogenation activities

(30 bar). All reactions were carried out in the gas phase. The results for the

alumina– and silica–supported catalysts reveal that hydrogenation rates increase

with increasing stacking degree to be attributed to a less hampered flatwise

adsorption geometry of reactants for multi–layered MoS2. Whereas the HDS

reaction rate constant of the small thiophene molecule is not a strong function of

the stacking degree, the DBT HDS rate constant clearly is. From this, it is

concluded that perpendicular adsorption is favored for desulfurization of

thiophene, while in the DBT case a flatwise adsorption geometry is preferred.

Carbon is the preferred support for the hydrogenation of thiophene and toluene.

This is explained by the large fraction of corner sites having a high degree of

coordinative unsaturation. However, the intrinsic DBT HDS activity is low for

this catalyst due to steric hindrance of the support in a flatwise DBT adsorption.

A real support effect is also found for Mo/ASA, that exhibits a low intrinsic

HDS activity which is compensated by a very high hydrogenation activity.

The present results indicate that the selectivities for hydrodesulfurization

and hydrogenation can be fine-tuned by the morphology of the MoS2 phase and

the choice of support. Moreover, it was established that these selectivities

strongly depend on the size of the reacting molecule.

6.1 Introduction

Molybdenum based hydrotreating catalysts make up the larger part of the

materials used for hydrotreating of oil feedstock. Detailed structural information

concerning these catalysts, which mostly include alumina–supported Co(Ni)

promoted MoS2, is difficult to obtain due to their structural complexity. Both the

highly dispersed nature of the active sulfide species and the diversity of species

(e.g., ‘Co–Mo–S’, MoS2, Co9S8, and CoAl2O4 structures in alumina–supported

CoMo sulfide) are complicating factors. The study of supported MoS2 particles
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provides some reduction of this complexity. In the sulfided state, alumina–

supported Mo catalysts exhibit MoS2 slabs building a layered structure [1].

There are indications for at least two types of (Co)MoS2 phases [2, 3]. In type I

phases, MoS2 has a highly dispersed monolayer structure and is not fully

sulfided, because some Mo–O–Al linkages are still present. A more active type II

phase is essentially fully sulfided and mostly characterized by a lower dispersion

and a higher stacking degree. The full Mo sulfidation resulting in a weak Van–

der–Waals interaction with the subjacent support. The lateral size of the MoS2

structures is regarded an important parameter for these catalysts. EXAFS

analyses show typical lengths of the MoS2 structures of 1.0–1.5 nm both in

supported MoS2 and in its promoted counterparts [4, 5]. In contrast herewith,

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) data show larger lateral sizes [6–8].

Whereas the first technique underestimates this parameter due to the absence of

long–range ordering [1, 9], the smallest MoS2 particles may be too small to be

seen by TEM [7]. However, the resolution of the newest electron microscopes is

high enough to visualize the smallest MoS2 slabs. The morphology of the MoS2

particles has gained attention in literature. While there is some controversy on

the way MoS2 binds to oxide supports, being either edge–bonded  [10–12] or

with its basal planes parallel to the oxide surface [1, 13], amongst others

hexagonal [7, 14] and truncated edge [14, 15] structures have been suggested for

the MoS2 crystal structure. Also, the formation of three–dimensional structures,

containing several parallel layers of MoS2, may be observed in unsupported [16,

17] and in supported MoS2 [7, 8]. In their rim–edge model, Daage and Chianelli

[17] were able to show that the MoS2 edge planes of these multi–layered slabs

also show anisotropy: the top and bottom layer are supposed to contain rim sites

active in both hydrodesulfurization (HDS) and hydrogenation, whereas the layers

in between accommodate the edge sites responsible for HDS only.
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Of particular importance is the study of different support materials, since

this enables to study the influence of the Mo–support interaction strength on the

catalytic activities [1, 18]. The high activity of carbon–supported Mo sulfide

catalysts has in part been attributed to the weak metal–carbon interaction [19], in

part to an as–yet–not–understood support effect [3]. While silica provides a

support with an intermediate metal–support interaction, the use of amorphous

silica–alumina (ASA) allows to study the influence of the support acidity [18].

In the present study, the influence of the size and morphology of MoS2

particles on the hydrodesulfurization (thiophene and DBT HDS) and

hydrogenation (thiophene, DBT, and toluene hydrogenation) is studied.

Alumina–, carbon–, silica–, and ASA–supported Mo sulfide catalysts are

characterized by HRTEM, Dynamic Oxygen Chemisorption (DOC), and

EXAFS.

6.2 Experimental

6.2.1 Catalyst preparation

Important properties of the support materials are listed in Table 6.1. Sieve

fraction of 125–250 µm were used for catalyst preparation. The supports were

calcined at 573K for 2h and dried overnight at 383K before impregnation with

the exception of the carbon support that was only dried. A series of six catalysts

was prepared by pore volume impregnation with an appropriate amount of an

ammoniumheptamolybdate (Merck, >97%) solution in ammonia (Table 6.2). In

the case of Mo–NTA/Al and Mo–NTA/C, nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) was used

as complexing agent according to the procedure of Van Veen et al. [3]. All

catalysts were dried for 1h at room temperature, subsequently at 383K overnight,

and finally with exception of those prepared with NTA calcined in static air for

2h at 723K after heating in 1h to this temperature. The metal loading of the

catalysts was determined by AAS.
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Table 6.1: Properties of the support materials.

Support Designation Supplier P.V. (ml/g) S.A. (m2/g)

Carbon C Norit RX-3 Extra 1.0 1190

Alumina Al Ketjen CK-300 0.66 263

Silica Si Shell 1.25 210

Amorphous 

  silica-alumina ASA Shell 0.67 455

In order to evaluate the acidity effect in the case of the ASA–supported

catalyst, it was attempted to exchange all protons by Na+ according to the

procedure of Bezman [20]. Two additional catalysts were prepared. One sample

was prepared by impregnating Mo in Na–ASA (Mo/Na–ASA). Na–ASA was

obtained by stirring an amount of ASA with a 2.0 M Na–acetate (NaAc) solution

during 1h. After filtration, the carrier was washed three times with a 4 mM NaAc

solution, before drying in a stove at 383K overnight. Another sample was

prepared by exchanging an amount of sulfided Mo/ASA with NaAc (Mo/ASA–

Na) using the same method as described above. The drying step for this last

sample was performed at 323K in a vacuum oven. The amount of Na+ as

determined with AAS amounted to 5.10-4 mol Na+/g for Mo/Na–ASA and

Mo/ASA–Na, indicating that a complete exchange was achieved.

Table 6.2: Metal loading of the prepared catalysts.

Catalysts Loading (wt.%)

Mo/C 7.6

Mo–NTA/C 7.6

Mo/Al 7.4

Mo–NTA/Al 6.4

Mo/Si 7.5

Mo/ASA 7.7
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6.2.2 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

The catalysts were sulfided quasi–in situ in a mixture of H2S/H2 (Scott, 10%

H2S). The gas flow was kept at 60 ml/min, while heating the catalyst at a rate of

6K/min (in the case of Mo–NTA/Al and Mo–NTA/C: 2K/min) to 673K. The

temperature was then kept at 673K for 2h. Subsequently, the sample was cooled to

room temperature in flowing He. The samples were mounted on a microgrid

carbon polymer supported on a copper grid by placing a few droplets of a

suspension of ground sample in n-hexane on the grid, followed by drying at

ambient conditions in an Ar–flushed glovebox. Samples were transferred to the

microscope in a special vacuum-transfer sample holder under exclusion of air in

order to prevent reoxidation. High Resolution Transmission electron microscopy

(HRTEM) was performed using Philips CM30(S)T electron microscopes with a

field emission gun as the source of electrons at 300 kV. EDX spectra were

acquired using a Philips CM30T electron microscope equipped with a LaB6

filament as the electron source and a LINK EDX system.

6.2.3 Analysis of TEM micrographs

At least ten representative micrographs were taken for each catalyst in the

high–resolution mode. For a detailed analysis, a dedicated CCD camera was

used to enlarge the micrographs. Typically, the length (L) of at least 150 slabs

was measured for a catalyst. As a measure for the MoS2 dispersion, the average

fraction of Mo atoms at the MoS2 edge surface, denoted as fMo, was calculated

assuming that these MoS2 slabs are present as perfect hexagons. Eijsbouts et al.

[7] pointed out that this assumption does not influence dispersion calculations to

a large extent, since the assumption of the presence of a truncated edge structure

leads to similar dispersion results. Figure 6.1 shows a schematic representation

of a perfect hexagonal MoS2 slab consisting of 19 Mo atoms. Seven of them are

the so–called basal Mo atoms. The remaining twelve Mo atoms are located at the
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periphery of the MoS2 slab, the edge surface, six of them are designated corner

atoms, while the rest are usually called edge atoms.

Figure 6.1: Top view of the Mo atoms in a perfect hexagonal MoS2 slab consisting of
19 Mo atoms. The slab contains basal, edge and corner Mo atoms.

The fraction of Mo atoms at the MoS2 edge surface (corner + edge Mo atoms)

for a certain slab size can be determined by the formulas published by Kasztelan

et al. [14] depending on n, the number of Mo atoms along one side of a MoS2

slab. For instance, the slab in Figure 6.1 has n=3. Figure 6.2 shows that this

fraction decreases with increasing slab length. Moreover, it shows the fraction of

corner Mo atoms as a function of the slab size. Whereas for the smallest MoS2

hexagon (seven Mo atoms) all Mo atoms at the edge surface are corner atoms,

this fraction decreases steeply with increasing slab size. The MoS2 dispersion

(fMo) is statistically evaluated by dividing the total number of Mo atoms at the

edge surface by the total number of Mo atoms using the slab sizes determined

from the TEM micrographs
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with ni being the number of Mo atoms along one side of a MoS2 slab determined

from its length (L=3.2(2ni-1) [Å]) [14], and t being the total number of slabs

shown by the TEM micrographs.
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Figure 6.2: The fraction of edge + corner Mo atoms at the MoS2 edge surface (�) and
the fraction of Mo corner atoms as a part of the total Mo atoms present at the edge
surface. (
).

Furthermore, the number of slabs per stack was determined, resulting in an

average stacking degree (N) calculated by
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with ni the number of stacks with Ni layers. It was assumed that the layers in

each crystallite have the same dimensions [8], which is roughly correct.

It is worthwhile noting that the applied magnifications should in principle

allow one to observe the smallest MoS2 slabs. In this way, the slab size

distributions and the derived fMo can be regarded as representative for the

catalyst. However, as noted by Eijsbouts et al. [7] the manual evaluation of the

TEM micrographs is subjective.
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6.2.4 Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS)

Samples were presulfided according to the procedure described in section

6.2.2 and transported in ampuls under vacuum. The preparation of the samples

was carried out in an Ar–flushed glovebox to prevent oxidation of the sulfided

catalysts. Self–supporting wafers giving an absorption µx of about 2.5 were

pressed using Lonza HSAG–16 expanded graphite. Subsequently, the wafers

were mounted in vacuum–tight sample holders, that were placed in a liquid N2

cryostat.

Measurements were performed at the ESRF (France) at the Mo K–edge.

A gold–coated mirror was used for harmonics rejection. Si(111) was used as

monochromator. The storage ring was operated at 6.0 GeV, while the ring

current was in the range of 60–90 mA. Spectra were acquired at liquid N2

temperature. The same data manipulation was employed as described by De

Bont et al. [21, 22]. The EXAFS results were produced by fitting in r–space until

a satisfactory fit was obtained for the k1 and k3 weighted FT–functions. The

fitting procedures were executed with the XDAP programme version 2.1.5 [23].

6.2.5 Thiophene hydrodesulfurization

Gas–phase thiophene hydrodesulfurization experiments were carried out

in an atmospheric quartz single–pass microflow reactor with an internal diameter

of 4 mm. Gasified thiophene (Janssen Chimica, >99%) was obtained by passing

hydrogen through the liquid in a saturator equipped with a cooler. The required

thiophene concentration was obtained by diluting this flow with pure hydrogen

(Hoekloos, purity 99.95%, additionally led through a gas-clean filter system to

remove traces of oxygen, water, and hydrocarbons). Additional flows of H2S/H2

(Scott, 10% H2S) and He (Hoekloos, purity 99.95%, additionally led through a gas–

clean filter system to remove traces of oxygen, water, and hydrocarbons) could be

added.
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Prior to testing the catalysts were sulfided in situ in a mixture of H2S/H2 (Scott, 10%

H2S). The gas flow was kept at 60 ml/min, while heating the catalyst at a rate of

6K/min (in the case of Mo–NTA/Al and Mo–NTA/C: 2K/min) to 673K. The

temperature was then kept at 673K for 2h. After sulfidation, the catalyst was

exposed to a mixture of 6.103 Pa thiophene and 1.103 Pa H2S in hydrogen at 673K.

The total gas flow was increased to 100 Nml/min. Kinetic measurements were

started after a stabilization period of 13h. The reaction product mixture was sampled

every 20 min and analyzed by gas chromatography (UNICAM 610 Series equipped

with a Chrompack CP-SIL 5 CB column).

In order to estimate first–order rate constants for hydrodesulfurization and

hydrogenation, space velocity variation experiments were carried out by varying

the total flow between 50 Nml/min and 150 Nml/min. Both total thiophene

conversion and selectivities to desulfurized and hydrothiophene products were

determined for the present set of catalysts. As the selectivities of 2,3– and 2,5–

dihydrothiophene were much lower than that of tetrahydrothiophene, these

partially hydrogenated thiophenes were lumped into the tetrahydrothiophene

selectivity.

6.2.6 Dibenzothiophene hydrodesulfurization and toluene hydrogenation

Gas–phase dibenzothiophene (DBT) hydrodesulfurization and toluene

hydrogenation experiments were carried out in a stainless steel medium–pressure

single–pass microflow reactor. The reactor has an inner diameter of 18 mm and

is heated in a three–zone oven. Prior to testing, an amount of catalyst was

sulfided in situ in a mixture of H2S/H2 (Scott, 10% H2S) at atmospheric pressure.

The gas flow was kept at 200 Nml/min, while heating the catalyst at a rate of

6K/min (in the case of Mo–NTA/Al: 2 K/min) to 673K. The temperature was

kept at 673K for 2h, before cooling to 573K in the sulfidation gas mixture.

Subsequently, the gas feed was switched to the reactant mixture. This mixture
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consisted of 200 ppm DBT in hydrogen (DBT HDS) or 1000 ppm toluene in

hydrogen (toluene hydrogenation). The hydrogen gas flow was kept at 500

Nml/min by a mass flow controller (Brooks Instruments). The total pressure was

then raised to 30 bar. The DBT containing feed was obtained by dissolving an

appropriate amount of DBT (Merck, >98%) in n-decane (Merck, >99%), while

the toluene containing feed was obtained by mixing an appropriate amount of

toluene (ACROS, >99.5%) with n-decane.

The reaction product mixture was analyzed by gas chromatography (Hewlett

Packard 5890 series II equipped with a Chrompack CP-SIL 5 CB column). The main

products found in DBT HDS were biphenyl (BP), cyclohexylbenzene (CHB) and

tetrahydrodibenzothiophene (4H-DBT). No dicyclohexyl was detected under the

applied conditions. For toluene hydrogenation, the main product was

methylcyclohexane (MCH). In the presence of acid sites (e.g., Mo/ASA), small

amounts of ethylcyclopentane, the isomerization product of MCH, and ring–opening

products (2–methylhexane, 3–methylhexane) were observed, while C4–, C5– and

C6– products were detected in very small amounts.

6.2.7 Dynamic Oxygen Chemisorption

Dynamic Oxygen Chemisorption (DOC) was used to determine the

relative dispersion of the different catalysts. For this purpose, an amount of

catalyst was sulfided in situ following the same procedure as for the activity

measurements. The catalyst was then cooled to the oxygen chemisorption

temperature (333K) and flushed with He for 1h. Pulses of 5% O2 in He were

injected in the helium carrier gas flow and passed over the catalyst and a thermal

conductivity detector. When the effluent peaks had increased to a constant size

(less than 1% difference between successive peaks) the total oxygen uptake was

calculated.
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6.3 Results and discussion

6.3.1 Transmission Emission Microscopy, DOC, and EXAFS

The TEM micrographs clearly show the edge planes of MoS2 slabs

oriented in line with or slightly tilted from the electron beam [6]. In Figure 6.3

and 6.4, representative TEM micrographs of Mo/Al and Mo–NTA/Al are

presented. The MoS2 structures are made up of small ordered sections, which are

often bent on a longer scale (see detail in Figure 6.3), thus maximizing the

interaction with the surface [1]. Moreover, some MoS2 structures are observed

lying parallel to the support at the edges of  the alumina particles, giving

substance to the thought that MoS2 indeed lies flat on the support [1, 13]. For

Mo/Al, quite a lot of slabs were observed, that were homogeneously distributed

over the surface.

Figure 6.3: TEM image of sulfided Mo/Al. The inset shows a magnification of a bent
MoS2 along a alumina particle.
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Figure 6.4: TEM image of sulfided Mo–NTA/Al.

On the other hand, Mo–NTA/Al is less homogeneous, the slab length are

somewhat larger, and the stacking degree also appears to be higher. Mo/Si is

rather inhomogeneous, i.e., next to areas containing multi–layered long slabs and

nest–like structures, also areas with a very low slab density are present. Figure

6.5 shows a representative TEM micrograph of sulfided Mo/ASA. This sample is

also rather inhomogeneous and shows quite some stacking. Also nest–like

structures consisting of up to seven slabs per stacks can be found (inset of Figure

6.5). Preliminary EDX analysis has shown that the sulfide phase is preferentially

situated on the alumina part of the ASA support in line with the results of an Mo

equilibrium adsorption study comparing alumina and ASA supports [24]. Next to

the MoS2 phase, also nanometer–sized entities were observed in the present set

of catalysts. These entities are thought to be partially sulfided Mo–containing

species similar to the ones observed for tungsten–based catalysts [25].
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Figure 6.5: TEM image of Mo/ASA. The inset shows a magnification of a nest
consisting of several multi–layered MoS2 stacks.

In the tungsten case, it was shown that the contribution of such species to the

catalytic activity is significant. From the TEM micrographs, it is deduced that the

number of these entities is low for Mo–based catalysts. This most probably

relates to the ease of sulfidation of Mo compared to that of W [26]. The

composition of these species will be the subject of a separate study [27]. The

TEM micrographs of Mo/C show strange fringe–like patterns with a very

irregular structure. By comparison with the sulfided native carbon support, it was

found that this is an intrinsic phenomenon of the carbon support. It appeared

impossible to accurately determine MoS2 slab lengths from these TEM

micrographs. The MoS2 slabs, that were found at positions where they extend

into the vacuum with no other carbon material between the electron beam and

the detection section, exhibited the same d–spacing (3.03 Å) as the slabs in

Mo/Al. EXAFS on carbon–supported Mo sulfide catalysts by Bouwens et al. [5]
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has shown the presence of a phase with structural parameters close to MoS2. It

was concluded that six Mo atoms per MoS2 particle are present at a given S/Mo

ratio of 2, which is close to the number of seven atoms in the smallest perfect

hexagonal slab. However, structural disorder in the MoS2 particles was not taken

into account in these calculations [9]. It appears that visualization of these very

small particles is difficult due to the small difference in contrast between MoS2

and the carbon support.

In an effort to quantify the differences in MoS2 dispersion, the slab length

and number of slabs per stack were determined for the sulfided catalysts (except

for Mo/C). As an example, the slab length distribution for Mo/Al and Mo–

NTA/Al are shown in Figure 6.6. Mo/Al clearly shows more smaller sized slabs

than Mo–NTA/Al, and its slab length distribution is also narrower. As a measure

for the dispersion, average slab lengths are often calculated from these

distributions [8, 28]. A more detailed comparison can be made by calculating the

total amount of Mo atoms available for reaction as outlined in section 6.2.3. It is

well accepted that the majority of hydrotreating reactions takes place at the MoS2

edge surface [1, 29]. An inherent approximation in this calculation (and those in

the mentioned literature, for that matter) is that the catalytic activity is equivalent

for all Mo atoms at the MoS2 edge surface. This may not be the case, since there

is abundant evidence of an activity difference between corner and edge sites

[29].

Table 6.3: Fraction available Mo (fMo) and

average stacking degree (N).

Catalyst fMo N

Mo/Al 0.49 1.4

Mo–NTA/Al 0.34 1.7

Mo/Si 0.23 2.7

Mo/ASA 0.30 2.5
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Figure 6.6: Slab length distribution (black: Mo/Al; gray: Mo–NTA/Al; length–axis
indicates average of length interval, e.g., 13 Å means 12–14 Å).

Both fMo and the average stacking degree (N) for the various catalysts are

listed in Table 6.3. In order to demonstrate that the use of simply the average

slab lengths can lead to erroneous results, these parameters for Mo/Al (L=19.8Å)

and Mo/ASA (L=28.9Å) are converted into a value for the MoS2 edge dispersion,

yielding fMo=0.54 and fMo=0.39, respectively. Especially the value for Mo/ASA is

different from the one determined by the present method. Comparing Mo/Al and

its NTA–promoted counterpart, it can be concluded that the use of NTA indeed

reduces the interaction between Mo and the support [3], leading to a more

stacked MoS2 phase. The strong metal–support interaction in Mo/Al hinders

sintering of the MoS2 slabs [1, 13], resulting in a dispersed MoS2 phase. The

stacking degree in Mo/Si is much higher than in the alumina–supported samples.

This is due to the lower metal–support interaction for the silica support, which

leads to a type II MoS2 phase [13]. The long slab lengths of sulfided Mo/Si

results from the low dispersion in the oxide precursor [30, 31].
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Whereas the alumina–supported catalysts show mostly single–layer slabs

and small amounts of three–dimensional structures having two or three layers,

Mo/Si and Mo/ASA mostly show multi–layered slabs with up to seven MoS2

layers. The dispersion of Mo/ASA is in between that of the alumina– and silica–

supported catalysts. From the slab length distribution, depicted in Figure 6.7, it

can be seen that this catalyst exhibits a broad slab length distribution. This most

probably relates to the texture of the support, consisting of small alumina islands

in an ASA matrix. MoS2 is preferentially situated on this alumina part and forms

slabs with sizes depending on the size of the alumina islands. Consequently,

these slabs are highly stacked due to the small alumina surface area.

Figure 6.7: Slab length distribution for sulfided Mo/ASA.

The present results agree well with data obtained by Mauchausse et al.

[28], who also observed a higher average slab length and a higher stacking

degree for silica–supported MoS2 than for alumina–supported MoS2. Payen et al.

[8] concluded that for a set of alumina–supported Mo sulfide catalysts with

different loading the stacking degree is between 1.4–2.7 layers, depending on the
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use of promoters and additives. This is in excellent agreement with the present

results. However, the average slab length for Mo/Al in the present study

(L=19.8Å) is lower than the one observed by Payen and co–workers [8] for a

comparable catalyst (L=32Å). Relevant experimental differences with the present

study are a lower sulfidation temperature (623K), air exposure during the

preparation of the TEM samples, and a lower magnification in their study.

Whilst still subject to the same differences, Da Silva et al. [32] determined an

average slab length of 25Å with an average stacking degree of 1.2 for a catalyst

similar to the present Mo/Al. Summarizing, the use of high resolution TEM

together with in situ preparation of the catalysts leads us to believe that

essentially all Mo sulfide species are observable. However, the difficulty

remains that the visibility of larger particles is higher than that of smaller ones,

and this may still lead to the overestimation of the slab size. A quantitative

measurement of the slab density as performed by Eijsbouts et al. [7] could

elucidate on this.

In order to obtain a measure of the MoS2 dispersion for Mo/C, the oxygen

uptake for the different catalysts was determined. The total oxygen uptake, the

oxygen uptake per mol Mo as well as the intrinsic oxygen uptake are listed in

Table 6.4. The intrinsic oxygen uptake is calculated by correcting the oxygen

uptake per mol Mo for the differences in dispersion. It appears that this intrinsic

oxygen uptake is nearly constant for the catalysts, thus strengthening the surmise

that essentially all of the MoS2 has been taken into account by the TEM

analyses. The smaller uptake for Mo–NTA/Al than that for Mo/Al may be

explained by the higher sticking probability of oxygen on the MoS2 layers

directly attached to the alumina support as suggested by Gosselink et al. [33].

However, the difference between the various catalysts is small. Therefore, the

intrinsic oxygen uptake for these catalysts was averaged (0.30 mol/mol

Moavailable) and assumed to be a constant. This enables one to calculate a value of
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fMo=0.73 for Mo/C. No information on the stacking degree for this catalyst is

available. On the one hand, N is expected to be low due to the very high surface

area of the activated carbon support, on the other the low metal–support

interaction may lead to the formation of three–dimensional MoS2 structures.

Table 6.4: Oxygen uptake for the different catalysts.

Catalyst Uptake Uptake Intrinsic uptake

(µmol/g) (mol O/mol Mo) (mol O/mol Moavail.)

Mo/C 176 0.22 –

Mo/Al 115 0.15 0.31

Mo–NTA/Al 75 0.098 0.29

Mo/Si 54 0.072 0.31

Mo/ASA 65 0.094 0.30

Since there remains a large gap between slab sizes determined from our

TEM analyses and EXAFS results in the literature [4, 5], Mo K–edge EXAFS

were performed on the sulfided catalysts. Classical calculations of MoS2

dispersion from EXAFS data [1, 4, 5] underestimate the MoS2 slab size due to

structural disorder. Shido and Prins [9] showed that the introduction of some

disorder in the position of Mo atoms in a MoS2 slab (depending on the position

of the Mo atom within the slab) can explain the low Mo–Mo coordination

numbers. The EXAFS radial distribution functions of sulfided Mo/C, Mo/Al,

Mo/Si, and Mo/ASA are presented in Figure 6.8. These data could be well

analyzed using one Mo–S coordination at a distance of 2.38Å and one Mo–Mo

coordination at 3.12Å. This clearly indicates the presence of MoS2 crystallites

[4, 5]. The numerical Mo EXAFS results are presented in Table 6.5.

The data for Mo/C are in excellent agreement with the ones obtained by

Bouwens et al. [5], while the present results for Mo/Al show a somewhat lower

Mo–Mo coordination than the one determined by Bouwens et al. [34] to be

attributed to the higher calcination temperature (823K) applied by these authors.
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While the Mo–Mo coordination number for Mo/ASA is only somewhat lower

than for Mo/Al and Mo/C, this coordination number is considerably reduced for

Mo/Si. At first sight, this would suggest that the MoS2 slab size in the catalysts

supported by the refractory oxides is smaller than for the carbon–supported one.

Figure 6.8: Radial distribution function for Mo K–edge EXAFS in sulfided Mo/C,

Mo/Al, Mo/Si, and Mo/ASA.

The model applied by Shido and Prins [9] may provide an explanation for the

very small crystallite sizes calculated from EXAFS data in Mo/C [5], that

contradict the present combined TEM–DOC results. However, the overall trend

in MoS2 dispersion obtained by EXAFS is also opposite to the one obtained by

TEM. Hence, application of the method of Shido and Prins [9] will not bring the

EXAFS results in line with the TEM results.

The present data show a decrease in Mo–Mo and Mo–S coordination

numbers with increasing stacking degree. Walton and Hibble [35] showed that

the W–W and W–S coordination numbers of WS2 prepared by thermal

decomposition of the tetrathiotungstate are significantly reduced from those in
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crystalline WS2. This was attributed to the intermediate formation of a highly

amorphous WS3 phase during decomposition of the thiosalt. The crystallinity of

the supported MoS2 particles can be imagined to be dependent on the sulfidation

mechanism. Amongst others, this will depend on the structure of the oxide

precursor and the degree of support interaction. Due to the very weak Mo–

carbon interaction, Mo sulfidation is essentially completed at 560K [36]. The

higher final sulfidation temperature will result in a well–crystallized MoS2

phase. Mo/Si is known to form bulky MoO3 structures upon calcination [30, 31].

Sulfidation of these structures may be more difficult, leading to a MoS3–MoS2

formation that occurs at higher temperatures than in Mo/C. The resulting MoS2

phase may be less crystalline. However, a strong support interaction as is known

for Mo/Al and Mo/ASA can result in a totally different sulfidation mechanism

and intermediate MoS3 formation may not occur. This yields more crystalline

MoS2 as suggested by the results of Walton and Hibble [35]. The Mo–Mo and

Mo–S coordination numbers appear to be affected by the local ordering of the

MoS2 phase in addition to the effect of the MoS2 slab size. This local ordering

strongly varies between the various catalysts.

Table 6.5: Mo K–edge EXAFS fit parameters for selected catalysts.

Catalyst Backscatter N R (Å) ∆σ2(10-3Å2) ∆E0 (eV)

Mo/C Mo–S 5.1 2.39 1.5 2.4

Mo–Mo 2.8 3.11 2.6 2.1

Mo/Al Mo–S 4.9 2.38 1.2 2.7

Mo–Mo 2.6 3.12 1.7 1.4

Mo/Si Mo–S 3.8 2.38 0.5 3.1

Mo–Mo 2.0 3.13 1.7 0.1

Mo/ASA Mo–S 4.6 2.38 1.4 2.0

Mo–Mo 2.5 3.12 2.2 0.6

Estimated accuracies: N ± 20%, R ± 0.04Å, ∆σ2 ± 20%, ∆E0 ± 10%.

MoS2: NMo–S=6, RMo–S=2.41Å; NMo–Mo=6, RMo–Mo=3.16Å [37].
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6.3.2 Thiophene HDS

The standard thiophene HDS reaction rates (differential conditions, 623K,

6.103 Pa thiophene, 1.103 Pa H2S) for the set of catalysts is shown in Figure 6.9.

Figure 6.9: Standard thiophene HDS reaction rates (black: overall; gray: intrinsic).

The rates are expressed both on a per mol of total Mo present (overall

HDS activity) as well as on a per mol of available Mo (intrinsic HDS activity)

basis.  This last value is obtained by correcting for the dispersion using fMo. The

intrinsic activity thus relates to the activity normalized per mol of Mo present at

the edge surface. Clearly, NTA addition to Mo/C does not influence the HDS

activity. This is not surprising since it may be expected that, due to the absence

of strong metal–carbon interaction [19], sulfidation results in a fully sulfided

type II MoS2 phase. Whereas the overall HDS activity of Mo–NTA/Al is

somewhat higher than that of Mo/Al, the intrinsic activity of Mo–NTA/Al is

much higher than that of Mo/Al, the difference being almost equal to the one

observed for their Co–promoted counterparts [3, 38]. This implies that the
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activity difference in promoted catalysts prepared to give type I or type II ‘Co–

Mo–S’ structures mainly results from a more complete Mo sulfidation.

Mo/Si exhibits the lowest overall activity due to the poor MoS2

dispersion, although it is more active than the alumina–supported ones when the

intrinsic activities are compared. It thus appears that a higher stacking degree is

benificial for a high intrinsic thiophene HDS activity. The strong metal–support

interaction for Mo/Al yields a dispersed MoS2 phase with low stacking degree.

The use of NTA induces a higher stacking degree and a higher intrinsic HDS

activity, albeit that fMo is significantly reduced. The higher intrinsic HDS activity

for Mo/Si is in line with these results. The overall activity of this catalyst is

lower, since the MoS2 dispersion on this support is very poor. Mo/ASA shows

the highest intrinsic thiophene HDS activity of the refractory oxide–supported

catalysts. This coheres with the high intrinsic activity found for Mo/Si having a

similar stacking degree.

To evaluate the effect of the acidity, the two samples treated with NaAc,

Mo/Na–ASA and Mo/ASA–Na, were tested in a standard thiophene HDS

experiment. Both Mo/Na–ASA and Mo/ASA–Na showed slightly lower overall

HDS activities (1.2 mol/mol.h) indicating that the presence of acidity has a small

positive effect. The intrinsic activity of Mo/ASA–Na is equal to the one found

for Mo/Si. This suggests that the major factor in the high intrinsic HDS activity

is the high stacking degree.

In order to determine the hydrodesulfurization and hydrogenation

activities, results of space velocity variation experiments were fitted, assuming

first–order kinetics for the gas–phase HDS of thiophene and tetrahydrothiophene

as well as for the hydrogenation of thiophene to THT similar to the reaction

network proposed by Leglise et al. [39]. In this network, thiophene can either

hydrodesulfurize to C4–products or hydrogenate to tetrahydrothiophene, that can

subsequently desulfurize. The rate constants were fitted using a third–order
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Runga–Kutta method. As an example, the mol fractions versus space velocity are

given for Mo/C in Figure 6.10 together with the fitted mol fractions. It was found

that the first–order HDS rate constant for tetrahydrothiophene is 9.8 times higher

than the one for thiophene. The kinetic parameters for the different catalysts can

be found in Table 6.6.

The highest overall activity for Mo/C stems from both a high intrinsic

thiophene HDS rate constant (kHDS) and a high intrinsic thiophene hydrogenation

rate constant (kHYD). The HDS rate constant for Mo/Al is about half the one for

Mo/C, while kHYD is lowered by about a factor of 10. The desulfurization route

via THT appears to be important for Mo/C, but plays a minor role for Mo/Al.

More complete sulfidation in Mo–NTA/Al leads to increase of both kHDS and

kHYD. However, the hydrogenation/hydrodesulfurization ratio (kHYD/kHDS) is

larger for this catalyst than for Mo/Al.

Figure 6.10: Mol fractions during thiophene HDS (atmospheric pressure, 623K) for
Mo/C as a function of space velocity: (�) thiophene; (�) C4–products; (�) THT
(right axis); the solid lines represent the fit obtained after modelling.
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Mo/Si shows an intrinsic HDS rate constant similar to Mo/Al, but a higher kHYD,

resulting in an even larger kHYD/kHDS. This ratio is exceptionally large for

Mo/ASA, which shows that desulfurization via THT is the preferred route. The

hydrogenation rate constant is even higher than the one calculated for Mo/C.

The data suggest that the support material has a profound influence on the

intrinsic HDS and hydrogenation rate constants of the MoS2 phase. The use of

carbon results in high HDS and hydrogenation rate constants to be attributed to

the absence of a strong metal–support interaction. Moreover, in view of the very

high dispersion for Mo/C one expects that the ratio corner/edge sites is

exceptionally high for this catalyst. For the smallest perfect hexagonal slab with

seven Mo atoms (fMo=0.86), all atoms at the MoS2 edge are in fact corner atoms.

The sulfur atoms associated with these corner Mo atoms are terminal ones [14,

40]. It has been argued that these corner atoms have a higher degree of

coordinative unsaturation than the edge sites [40], which facilitates π–

complexation required for aromatic ring hydrogenation [1]. Hence, it is expected

that the high hydrogenation rate constant for Mo/C relates to the large number of

corner sites. Based on the value of fMo=0.73, the corner site fraction is calculated

to be 0.56. Notably, this fraction is much smaller for the other catalysts and

ranges from 0.29 for Mo/Al to 0.18 for Mo/Si.

Table 6.6: Intrinsic kinetic parameters for thiophene HDS (all parameters in

103/Pa.h).

Mo/C Mo/Al Mo–NTA/Al Mo/Si Mo/ASA

kHDS 1.43 0.75 1.15 0.70 0.10

kHYD 0.25 0.023 0.070 0.11 0.32

kHYD/kHDS 0.17 0.031 0.061 0.16 3.1

While kHDS for the MoS2 phases supported on the refractory oxides is

lower than for Mo/C, kHYD is even more reduced for these catalysts to be
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explained by the much lower corner site contribution to the thiophene HDS

network. Only Mo/ASA shows an exceptionally high kHYD. Interestingly, the

ratio kHYD/kHDS increases with the stacking degree comparing Mo/Al, Mo–

NTA/Al, and Mo/Si. While the number of corner sites decreases, it appears that

the increase of the stacking degree is benificial for thiophene hydrogenation.

These results are to be compared to the ones obtained by Daage and Chianelli

[17]. These authors found that the hydrogenation/hydrodesulfurization ratio

obtained from liquid–phase DBT HDS decreased, when the stacking degree of

unsupported MoS2 particles increased. However, a relevant comparison with the

present data is difficult to make, since the stacking degree of these MoS2

particles was varied between 3 and 1000. The number of slabs per stack for the

supported MoS2 is not uniform and the average stacking degree remains below

three. Hence, the activity of these MoS2 particles cannot be discussed in terms of

rim and edge sites as proposed by Daage and Chianelli [17]. Moreover, one has

to be extremely careful comparing activities obtained under very different

reaction conditions, i.e., in the gas and liquid phase. It was shown that there

exists a remarkable difference in ranking when HDS activities are compared

from experiments carried out in the gas or liquid phase [41]. It was proposed that

the formation of a condensed liquid depending on the choice of solvent plays a

decisive role.

Alternatively, it is proposed that the MoS2 layers not directly attached to

the support are more exposed, which leads to easier π–complexation with

molecules having aromatic rings. The ‘flatwise’ adsorption of thiophene is

proposed to precede hydrogenation of the aromatic ring, while a ‘perpendicular’

adsorption through the S atom leads to desulfurization [1, 42]. The results

obtained for Mo/ASA suggest that the high overall HDS activity for this catalyst

must be attributed to a very high kHYD, resulting in a preferred desulfurization

route via THT. Since the morphology of this catalyst resembles the one of Mo/Si
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and reducing the acidity does not markedly influence the overall activity, it is

tentatively concluded that the support (e.g., by an electronic effect) induces this

peculiar behavior.

6.3.2 Dibenzothiophene HDS

The conversion of DBT as a function of the space velocity for Mo/C is presented

in Figure 6.11. The data at zero space velocity were obtained by an experiment

without catalyst. The yield of 4H-DBT goes through a maximum, showing that

this is an intermediate product in the HDS of DBT in agreement with results by

Daage and Chianelli [17]. These data were modelled by assuming first–order

kinetics according to the reaction scheme depicted in Figure 6.12 proposed by

these authors. DBT is either directly desulfurized to BP or hydrogenated to 4H–

DBT, that yields CHB after sulfur extrusion. A separate experiment with a feed

containing BP besides DBT showed that there was no direct conversion of BP

into CHB.

Figure 6.11: Mol fractions during DBT HDS (30 bar, 573K) for Mo/C as a function of
space velocity: (�) DBT; (�) BP; (�) 4H-DBT; (�) CHB; the solid lines represent
the fit obtained after modelling.
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Although BP hydrogenation readily proceeds over sulfide catalysts [43], the

absence of BP hydrogenation under the applied conditions is explained by the

much higher heat of adsorption of DBT. The rate constants were fitted using a

third–order Runga–Kutta method. The kinetic parameters for the different

catalysts can be found in Table 6.7.

It was found that the HDS rate constant for 4H–DBT (kHDS,4HDBT) was

approximately 13 times higher than the one for DBT (kHDS,DBT). Daage and

Chianelli [17] found a smaller ratio (6.5), but these results are difficult to

compare taking into account the differences in applied reaction conditions. The

overall activity (kov, HDS; first–order HDS rate constant) is highest for Mo/C.

Surprisingly, Mo/Si has a higher overall activity than the alumina–supported

catalyst. Moreover, Mo/ASA is almost as active as Mo/Si. When the dispersion

correction is applied (k’ ov,HDS), the activity increases in the order: Mo/C ≈ Mo/Al

< Mo–NTA/Al < Mo/ASA < Mo/Si. On the basis of the intrinsic rate constants

for desulfurization (kHDS, the rate constant for direct DBT HDS) and

hydrogenation (kHYD, the rate constant for DBT hydrogenation), it is found that

the trends cohere well with the trends found for the intrinsic thiophene HDS rate

constants.

Figure 6.12: Kinetic network for the hydrodesulfurization of DBT [17].
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Both kHDS  and kHYD increase going from Mo/Al via Mo–NTA/Al to

Mo/Si, while Mo/ASA shows an intermediate HDS, but the highest

hydrogenation rate constant. On the other hand, Mo/C now exhibits similar small

intrinsic rate constants as Mo/Al. Moreover, the ratio kHYD/kHDS is relatively

constant except for Mo/ASA. It now appears that a higher stacking degree

improves both the intrinsic HDS and hydrogenation activity. Whereas it was

proposed that a flatwise coordination of thiophene is important for

hydrogenation and a perpendicular one is the precursor for desulfurization, the

DBT HDS results suggest that HDS and hydrogenation of DBT occur via a

common flatwise oriented adsorption mode. Such a DBT adsorption mode can

provide an explanation for the higher intrinsic kHDS and kHYD with increasing

stacking degree.

From organometallic studies, it is indeed known that the usual adsorption

mode of DBT is η6
 through the benzene ring [1, 44, 45], but there is also proof

for η1–S coordination [44]. The low intrinsic activities observed for Mo/C in

DBT HDS can be tentatively explained by steric hindrance of the support in a

flatwise adsorption mode of the large DBT molecule, provided that the stacking

degree is low for Mo/C.

Table 6.7: Intrinsic kinetic parameters for DBT HDS (all parameters in

mol/mol.h).

Mo/C Mo/Al Mo–NTA/Al Mo/Si Mo/ASA

kov,HDS 31 19 22 27 25

k’ov, HDS 42 40 64 109 88

kHDS 33 31 51 96 53

kHYD 5.5 6.5 11 17 33

kHYD/kHDS 0.17 0.21 0.22 0.18 0.62
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6.3.3 Toluene hydrogenation

The overall and intrinsic toluene hydrogenation first–order reaction rate

constants are plotted in Figure 6.13. It can be seen that the overall activities

increase in the following order: Mo/Si ≈ Mo/Al ≈ Mo–NTA/Al < Mo/ASA <

Mo/C. While the overall activities are approximately equal for Mo/Si, Mo/Al

and Mo–NTA/Al, the intrinsic activities show that Mo/Si has the highest activity

followed by Mo–NTA/Al. The intrinsic hydrogenation activity for Mo/ASA is

even higher than the one found for Mo/C. These results are in good agreement

with the intrinsic thiophene hydrogenation rate constants.

Figure 6.13: Toluene hydrogenation first–order reaction rate constants (black: overall;
gray: intrinsic).
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hydrogenation activity of Mo/C again indicates the importance of the corner sites

as sites responsible for hydrogenation. The very high hydrogenation activity of

Mo/ASA seems to be a general phenomenon, since this was also found for

thiophene and DBT hydrogenation. Moreover, recent results by Robinson et al.

[46] indicate that the high activity of (substituted) DBT HDS for promoted

ASA–supported MoS2 is to be attributed to a high hydrogenation activity.

6.4 Conclusions

The present results show that the use of different support materials for

supporting MoS2 induces large differences in dispersion and morphology. These

morphological changes were evaluated by a statistical TEM analysis, yielding

two important parameters, i.e., a fraction of Mo atoms located at the edge

surface of  the MoS2 slabs and an average stacking degree. The EXAFS analyses

show that the local ordering in MoS2 between the catalysts varies strongly, so

that the present comparisons relating intrinsic activity to MoS2 morphology are

only a first approximation.

While the use of NTA leads to a higher stacking degree for alumina–

supported MoS2, the MoS2 dispersion of such a catalyst is considerably lower.

This is explained by a decreased metal–support interaction. Sulfidation of silica–

supported Mo results in a poorly dispersed MoS2 phase with a high degree of

stacking. The use of amorphous silica–alumina enables one to prepare a MoS2

phase with a stacking degree similar to the silica–supported one, but with an

improved MoS2 dispersion. While TEM analysis hardly showed any MoS2

structures on the activated carbon support, a comparison of the oxygen

chemisorption between this catalyst and the ones supported by the refractory

oxides showed that the dispersion of the carbon–supported MoS2 phase is the

highest.
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The catalysts were evaluated for a number of important hydrotreating

model reactions. It was shown that the intrinsic hydrogenation rate constant for

small molecules such as thiophene and toluene increases with increasing degree

of stacking, showing that a flatwise adsorption mode through the aromatic ring is

the one necessary for hydrogenation. While the intrinsic thiophene HDS rate

constant is not a strong function of the stacking degree, this rate constant for

DBT HDS also shows an increase with the stacking degree. Most probably, this

can be explained by a perpendicular adsorption mode through the S atom for

thiophene, and a flatwise one for the larger DBT molecule. Due to the high

MoS2 dispersion on the carbon support, the number of corner sites is

exceptionally high, leading to a high thiophene hydrogenation activity. However,

the intrinsic activity in DBT HDS is comparable to that of alumina–supported

MoS2. This results from a hampered flatwise adsorption of DBT.

The present results seem to contradict the rim–edge model of Daage and

Chianelli [17], but it is questionable whether the MoS2 stacks of these supported

catalysts with a low stacking degree exhibit the different selectivities associated

with rim and edge sites in Daage and Chianelli’s model. The use of ASA as

support material results in a MoS2 phase with a low intrinsic HDS activity, but a

very high intrinsic hydrogenation activity. Preliminary results indicate that the

direct influence of protons of this support is not the main reason for this

behavior. In conclusion, it appears that the morphology of the active MoS2 phase

and the choice of support has a profound influence of the intrinsic

hydrodesulfurization and hydrogenation selectivities, which in turn depends on

the size of the reacting molecule.
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chapter 7
The effect of metal loading on alumina–
and carbon–supported (Co)Mo sulfide

hydrotreating catalysts

Abstract
The influence of the metal loading on the thiophene hydrodesulfurization

(HDS) activity was studied in detail for alumina– and carbon–supported (Co)Mo

sulfide catalysts. The oxidic precursors were characterized by Temperature

Programmed Reduction, while XPS was applied to the sulfided catalysts. This

showed that at low Mo loadings the strong Mo—support interaction for alumina

hampers full sulfidation. The use of a chelating ligand as nitrilotriacetic acid

(NTA) or the use of a more weakly interacting support as activated carbon

results in full Mo sulfidation. It is shown that the HDS activity of conventionally

prepared alumina–supported Mo decreases with increasing loading (up to 4.9

wt%) due to a high intrinsic HDS activity of Mo oxysulfide species in interaction

with alumina, that are present besides the MoS2 phase. However, incorporation

of these Mo–O–Al linkages in MoS2 structures at higher Mo content results in

the well–known negative effect on the HDS activity. A further increase in

loading leads to a higher intrinsic HDS activity as a result of the decreasing

fraction of these linkages in the MoS2 structures. This is also the case for the

catalysts promoted by Co. However, the absence of strong metal–support

interaction induced by the use of NTA or an activated carbon support results in a

decreasing HDS activity with increasing Mo loading, complying with a decrease

in MoS2 dispersion. H2–D2 equilibration is probed as a potential method for

determining the dispersion of these sulfide catalysts.
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7.1 Introduction

The effect of the metal loading, i.e., Mo(W) and Co(Ni), on the structure

and activity of hydrotreating catalysts has been the subject of numerous studies

[1–12]. Although from a commercial point of view the highest activity/selectivity

on a catalyst volume basis is the most important criterium, also the metal

utilization plays a decisive role. Obviously, one goal is the formation of the

maximum possible amount of ‘Co–Mo–S’–type phases without wasting metals in

less active or inactive bulk structures. At the lowest Mo loadings, it is generally

found that Mo is more difficult to sulfide than in high–loading catalysts, as

revealed by chemical analyses [7], XPS [8, 9], EXAFS [10] and TPS studies [4].

This is due to the interaction of Mo with the alumina basic hydroxyl groups in

the oxidic precursor. After sulfidation, MoS2 species remain bonded to the

alumina surface via a few oxygen bonds (Mo–O–Al linkages), decreasing the

HDS activity [13]. It is generally assumed that the MoS2 dispersion is hardly

affected when the loading is below the one of the monolayer absorption capacity

[11], although several studies suggest a small decrease of the lateral size of the

MoS2 slabs [10, 11]. Above the monolayer absorption capacity of the alumina

support, separate MoO3 entities are formed, resulting in bulk–like MoS2 phases

upon sulfidation [14, 15]. The consequence is that the edge/basal plane ratio of

the MoS2 phase is decreased resulting in a lower activity and less edge sites

available to accommodate promoter ions.

Also for this promoter ion there is an optimum loading, that is usually

expressed as promoter/Mo atomic ratio. This optimum value will depend on the

number of MoS2 edge sites as well as the possibility to form the precursor

structures that yield ‘Co–Mo–S’ type phases after sulfidation [13]. Co/Mo ratios

of 0.1–0.5 are generally used. Higher Co/Mo ratios typically lead to the

formation of Co3O4, that results in an inactive Co9S8 phase upon sulfidation [16].

Calcination is applied to ensure decomposition of the metal salts and
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homogeneous spreading of the metal oxide phases. However, the calcination

temperature should be low enough to prevent solid–state reactions between the

support and the metal oxides. This may result in the formation of CoMoO4 and

CoAl2O4 phases, that are known to be difficult to sulfide [5] and will not result

in the desired ‘Co–Mo–S’–type structures.

Extensive research has produced strong indications that in alumina–

supported CoMo sulfide there are at least two different ‘Co–Mo–S’–type phases:

a type I phase, which is not fully sulfided, contains some Mo–O–Al linkages

with the subjacent support, and a type II phase, which is fully sulfided,

exhibiting only a weak Van–der–Waals interaction with the subjacent support

[17]. The use of the organic ligand nitrilotriacetic acid in the preparation

procedure induces full sulfidation as shown for CoMo/Al2O3 [18].

The aim of the present study is to study in more detail the influence of the

Mo loading on the structure and activity of alumina– and carbon–supported

(Co)Mo catalysts. Temperature Programmed Reduction (TPR) is used to study

the oxidic precursors, while X–ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) gives

insight in the sulfidation degree of the sulfided samples. Atmospheric gas–phase

thiophene HDS is used as a model reaction for hydrodesulfurization and H2–D2

equilibration for studying hydrogen activation over the sulfide catalysts and

determining the amount of exchangeable hydrogen atoms of the support [19]. In

addition, this last technique is explored as a method for titrating active sites.

7.2 Experimental

7.2.1 Catalyst preparation

The catalysts and their composition as determined by AAS are listed in

Table 7.1. A suite of eight Mo/Al2O3, eight CoMo/Al2O3, six CoMo–NTA/Al2O3

and six CoMo–NTA/C with varying Mo loading and constant Co/Mo ratio

(Co/Mo=0.3) were prepared. Alumina (Ketjen CK–300, s.a. 263 m2/g; p.v. 0.66
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ml/g) and activated carbon (Norit RX–3 Extra, s.a. 1190 m2/g; p.v. 1.0 ml/g)

were employed (sieve fraction: 125–250 µm). The alumina support was calcined

for 2h at 573K and dried overnight at 383K before impregnation. The carbon

support was only dried overnight at 383K. Transition metals were introduced by

incipient wetness impregnation. Alumina–supported Mo was obtained by

impregnation with an ammoniacal solution of ammoniumheptamolybdate (AHM,

Merck, >99%) of appropriate concentration. In order to prepare alumina–

supported CoMo, an aqueous impregnation solution containing 5% H2O2, AHM,

and Co(NO3)2.6H2O (Merck, >99%) of appropriate concentration was applied.

After impregnation, the catalysts were dried in air for 16h at 383K and calcined

in static air for 2h at 723K after heating in 1h to this temperature. Both alumina–

and carbon–supported CoMo–NTA samples were prepared by impregnation with

an ammoniacal solution containing AHM, Co(NO3)2.6H2O and nitrilotriacetic

acid (NTA, Acros >97%, 1.2 mol NTA/mol Mo) followed by drying in air for

16h at 383K. Additionally, one alumina–supported Mo–NTA sample was

prepared according to the same procedure. Catalysts will be denoted as follows:

[Co]Mo[–NTA](L)/S with Co and NTA being optional, S being the support (C

for carbon and Al for alumina), and L being the Mo loading in wt%. In the case

of NTA catalysts, the calculated metal loading is corrected for the presence of

the NTA.

Two catalysts were prepared by sequential addition of a Co nitrate

solution to Mo(1.2)/Al and Mo(10.3)/Al followed by drying in static air for 16h

at 383K. These catalysts are denoted as Co–Mo(1.2)/Al and Co–Mo(10.3)/Al. A

special sample denoted as Mo(2.9E)/Al was prepared by extracting weakly

bound Mo from 6.7 wt% Mo/Al with 100 ml 0.1 M (NH4)2SO4 for 4h during

continuous shaking [20]. The catalyst was then dried according to the above–

mentioned procedure. The amount of non–extracted Mo was determined by

AAS.
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7.2.2 X–Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

XP spectra were obtained with a VG Escalab 200 spectrometer equipped

with an Al Kα source and a hemispherical analyzer connected to a five channel

detector. Measurements were carried out at 20 eV pass energy. Charging was

corrected for by using the Al 2p peak at 74.4 eV as a reference. Calcined and

sulfided samples were ground and pressed in indium foil which was placed in an

iron stub in a N2–flushed glovebox (H2O and O2 concentrations below 1 ppm).

Subsequently, the samples were transferred to a vessel for transport under N2 to

the XPS apparatus. XP spectra were fitted with XPSPEAK (version 3.1). A

Shirley background subtraction was applied and Gauss–Lorentz curves were

used. S/Mo ratios were calculated using the method of Briggs and Seah [21]. The

mean free path of the electrons was calculated using the formula of Tanuma

[22]: MoS2 was used as most stable phase. Cross–sections were obtained from

Scofield [23].

7.2.3 Temperature Programmed Reduction (TPR)

A quartz tube reactor (internal diameter 4 mm) containing an appropriate

amount of catalyst was placed in a furnace equipped with a temperature

programmed facility. Before TPR, the catalysts were oxidized in a O2/He

mixture (4% O2 in He) by heating at a rate of 5K/min to 723K and keeping this

temperature for 1h. Subsequently, the catalysts were cooled to room temperature

in flowing N2. Temperature Programmed Reduction (TPR) was performed by

heating the sample at a rate of 5K/min to 1073K in a 8 ml/min H2/N2 flow (4%

H2 in N2). The sample was then kept at this temperature for 1h. Hydrogen and

oxygen consumption was monitored during the experiment using thermistor

detectors (Gow Mac Instrument). Water formed during reduction was removed

using a zeolite 4A molsieve before detection of the hydrogen signal.
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TPR spectra of a limited set of samples were recorded at Shell Research

and Technology Centre Amsterdam. The apparatus and procedure were

equivalent to those described above, except for the reduction gas mixture, which

now consisted of 67% H2/Ar and for the final reduction temperature, that was

1273K instead of 1073K.

7.2.4 Thiophene hydrodesulfurization

Kinetic measurements were carried out in an atmospheric single–pass quartz

microflow reactor with an internal diameter of 4 mm. Gasified thiophene (Janssen

Chimica, >99%) was obtained by passing hydrogen (Hoekloos, purity 99.95%

additionally led through a gas–clean filter system to remove traces of oxygen, water

and hydrocarbons) through liquid thiophene in a saturator that was kept at a constant

temperature of 293K. The required thiophene concentration was obtained by diluting

this flow with pure hydrogen. Furthermore, additional flows of He (Hoekloos, purity

99.95% additionally led through a gas–clean filter system to remove traces of

oxygen, water and hydrocarbons) and a H2S/H2 mixture (Hoekloos, 10% H2S)

could be added to the reaction mixture. All gas flows were regulated by Brooks

mass flow controllers, that were controlled by a computer system using D/A

converters. The reactor packing consisted of an amount of catalyst diluted with

carbon of the same sieve fraction to achieve plug flow conditions. The amount of

catalyst was chosen in such a way that during kinetic measurements the reactor was

operated differentially, i.e. at conversions below 10%. The reaction product mixture

was sampled every 20 min and analyzed by gas chromatography (UNICAM 610

Series equipped with a Chrompack CP-SIL 5 CB column).

Prior to reaction, the catalysts were sulfided in situ in a H2S/H2 mixture

(Hoekloos, 10% H2S). The gas flow was kept at 60 Nml/min, while heating the

catalyst at a rate of 6K/min (2K/min in the case of NTA) to 673K. The temperature

was then kept at 673K for 2h. After sulfidation, the catalyst was exposed to a
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mixture of 3.33 kPa thiophene and 1 kPa H2S in hydrogen at a total gas flow rate of

100 Nml/min (standard conditions) at 673K. After a stabilization period of 13h

activity measurements were started at a temperature of 623K.

7.2.5 H2–D2 equilibration

A detailed description of the recirculation apparatus and relevant procedures

can be found elsewhere [19]. Typically, an amount of 200 mg catalyst was sulfided

in situ in a H2S/H2 mixture (Hoekloos, 10% H2S). The gas flow was kept at 60

Nml/min, while heating the sample at a rate of 6K/min (2K/min in the case of NTA)

to 673K. The temperature was then kept at 673K for 2h. After sulfidation, the

H2S/H2 flow was replaced by Ar (flow rate: 60 Nml/min). The catalyst was

cooled to the equilibration reaction temperature (423K) and kept there for 1h.

The reaction was started after the reactor was evacuated.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 X–ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

The Mo 3d XP spectra for calcined Mo(10.3)/Al and sulfided Mo/Al and

CoMo/Al samples are presented in Figure 7.1. Comparing Mo(10.3)/Al in the

calcined and sulfided state, there is a significant change in the binding energy of

the 3d doublet, which is generally associated with a change in oxidation state

from Mo6+ to Mo4+ upon sulfidation [24]. This Mo4+ oxidation state (Mo 3d5/2:

228.8 eV) is then attributed to MoS2 species. The shoulder persistently present at

a binding energy of 226.0 eV is the S 2s line. However, at a Mo loading lower

than 6.7 wt% the spectra do not show just one Mo 3d doublet. In order to fit the

Mo 3d envelopes of these spectra, an additional Mo 3d doublet has to be used.

Sulfate S 2s lines do not have to be included because of the absence of the

sulfate peak in the S 2p region [25].
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Figure 7.1: Mo 3d XP spectra of (Co)Mo/Al samples (sulfided at 673K unless stated
otherwise): (a) calcined Mo(10.3)/Al; (b) Mo(1.2)/Al; (c) Mo(2.6)/Al; (d) Mo(4.9)/Al;
(e) Mo(6.7)/Al; (f) Mo(10.3)/Al; (g) Mo(14)/Al; (h) CoMo(2)/Al; (i) CoMo(4.1)/Al; (j)
CoMo(6.8)/Al; (k) CoMo(11.3)/Al.

The resulting binding energies (Mo 3d5/2: 230.2 for Mo/Al and 230.5–

231.0 for CoMo/Al) are indicative for the presence of Mo5+ species [9, 26]. This

intermediate oxidation state reflects the presence of Mo species in an oxysulfidic

environment, possibly associated with the alumina support. The width of these

peaks (fwhm ≈ 3 eV) is than those of the Mo4+ 3d peaks (fwhm ≈ 2 eV),

indicating that a variety of Mo5+ species is present [20]. The XPS fit parameters

for these catalysts are shown in Table 7.2. The presence of incompletely sulfided

Mo species is corroborated by the plot of the S/Mo ratios as a function of the Mo

loading for Mo/Al (Figure 7.2). At low Mo loadings, the S/Mo ratio is below

two.
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In addition, S/Mo4+ ratios are in excess of two in this regime, which indicates

that the Mo5+ species are present in an oxysulfidic environment. This is in

contrast to the results of Li and Hercules [9], who suggested that oxidic Mo6+

species tetrahedrally coordinated to the alumina cannot be (partially) sulfided.

XP spectra were also recorded for the sulfided Mo(2.9E)/Al sample, but it

proved to be impossible to separate the Mo5+ oxidation state from the S 2s state

due to the presence of sulfate. The CoMo/Al series typically has higher S/Mo

ratios to be attributed to a higher sulfidation degree and the presence of sulfur

associated with the Co atoms.

Figure 7.2: XPS S/Mo ratios for sulfided Mo/Al (�) and CoMo/Al (
).

As a measure for the completeness of sulfidation of Mo, the fraction of

MoS2, i.e., Mo present in the 4+ oxidation state relative to the total amount of

Mo present, was calculated. In Figure 7.3, this fraction is shown as a function of

the Mo loading for (Co)Mo/Al. The presence of the Co promoter results in a

more complete sulfidation at low Mo loadings. Above Mo loadings of 5wt%,

sulfidation appears to be complete for (Co)Mo/Al. Based on the XPS data one
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would expect Mo5+ species to be absent at Mo loadings above 4.9 wt% (Mo/Al)

or 4.1 wt% (CoMo/Al). However, these species may still be present in low

concentrations as found by Li and Hercules [9] using ISS and XPS. Their

relative fraction is probably too low to discriminate them by XPS from the

prevailing MoS2 phase. The Co 2p3/2 binding energies for the sulfided promoted

samples (Table 7.2) are indicative for sulfided Co [24].

Figure 7.3: Fraction of Mo present as MoS2 for sulfided Mo/Al (�) and CoMo/Al
(
).

Both CoMo–NTA/C and CoMo–NTA/Al (Figure 7.4) samples show

complete Mo sulfidation already at the lowest Mo loadings (Table 7.3). It is

noted that the carbon–supported samples also contain some elemental sulfur,

most probably adsorbed on the support. While the carbon support only weakly

interacts with transition metals [27], the use of the chelating ligand NTA, which

essentially prevents a strong interaction between Mo and the alumina support

[18], provides an explanation for the ease of Mo sulfidation.
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Figure 7.4: XP spectra of sulfided CoMo–NTA/Al: (a) CoMo–NTA(1.1)/Al; (b)
CoMo–NTA(2.2)/Al; (c) CoMo–NTA(5.3)/Al.

The Mo 3d/Al 2p XPS intensity ratios for (Co)Mo/Al and CoMo–NTA/Al

are presented in Figure 7.5. The straight lines indicate a homogeneous spreading

of the Mo sulfide species as can be expected at Mo loadings below the

monolayer coverage. There are no large differences in intensity ratio between

these samples.

222226230234238
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Table 7.3: XPS fit parameters for CoMo–NTA/Al and CoMo–NTA/C.

Catalyst Sulfided state

Eb (eV) A (a.u.)

CoMo–NTA(1.1)/Al Mo 3d5/2 228.8 0.14
Co 2p3/2 n.d. n.d.
S 2p3/2 162.1 0.07

CoMo–NTA(2.2)/Al Mo 3d5/2 228.8 0.27
Co 2p3/2 780.2 0.14
S 2p3/2 162.0 0.14

CoMo–NTA(5.3)/Al Mo 3d5/2 228.8 0.58
Co 2p3/2 780.3 0.28
S 2p3./2 162.0 0.30

CoMo–NTA(1.2)/C Mo 3d5/2 229.1 0.07
Co 2p3/2 n.d. n.d.
S 2p3/2 162.1 0.04

CoMo–NTA(6.2)/C Mo 3d5/2 228.9 0.43
Co 2p3/2 779.5 0.23
S 2p3/2 161.9 0.25
S 2p3/2 163.8 0.09

n.d. = not determined

Figure 7.5: IMo/IAl for sulfided Mo/Al (�), CoMo/Al (
), and CoMo–NTA/Al (�).
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7.3.2 Temperature Programmed Reduction (TPR)

Figure 7.6 shows the TPR profiles for Mo/Al and CoMo/Al as a function

of Mo loading. The very small peak between 500K and 600K is to be attributed

to the alumina support. The dominant peak at temperatures above 700K is most

probably associated with the reduction of Mo6+ to Mo4+ in so–called bilayer

structures [28, 29]. At the high temperature end of the spectra, one observes an

increase of the signal which appears to be the onset of a third peak related to the

further reduction of Mo species. Unfortunately, the highest reduction

temperature was 1073K with the current apparatus.

Figure 7.6: TPR spectra of calcined (Co)Mo/Al catalysts.
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For both series of samples, there is a decrease of Tmax (of the main peak)

with increasing Mo loading. Mo/Al shows an almost monotonous decrease in

Tmax (Figure 7.7). On the other hand, at low Mo loadings CoMo/Al shows a

lower Tmax than Mo/Al, while Tmax is constant for loadings above 5wt%. The

decrease in Tmax is generally interpreted in terms of a decreased interaction of the

Mo6+ species with the alumina support [29]. Arnoldy et al. [29] assigned the

peak observable below 800K to bilayer species, having a much weaker

interaction with the support than monolayer species. These authors also found

that this bilayer peak shifted to lower temperatures with increasing loading.

However, for their lowest Mo loading, i.e., 2.1 wt% Mo, they found a Tmax of

750K, which is substantially lower than observed for the present catalysts

Mo(1.2)/Al and Mo(2.6)/Al. One reason for this discrepancy may be the fact that

Arnoldy et al. [29] exposed their catalysts to air prior to recording spectra, while

our catalysts were calcined in situ. They also showed that drying or the reverse,

H2O addition, influences the TPR spectra to a great extent.

Figure 7.7: Tmax for calcined Mo/Al (�) and CoMo/Al (
).
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In order to compare the present result to previous ones, TPR spectra of

Mo(1.2)/Al, Mo(6.7)/Al, and Mo(14.2)/Al were recorded using a TPR facility

capable of heating to 1273K. The resulting spectra are depicted in Figure 7.8.

The positions of the peaks observable in Figure 7.6 are identical to those in the

new experiment, thus ruling out possible complications caused by the H2/N2

reduction mixture such as the formation of Mo nitrides [28]. It can be clearly

seen that Mo(1.2)/Al shows only one peak with two weak shoulders. Increasing

the Mo content leads to the occurrence of two peaks, one at low temperature

corresponding to the predominant peak in Figure 7.6, and one at higher

temperatures in line with the previous observations of Arnoldy et al. [29]. The

presence of a single peak in the Mo(1.2)/Al TPR pattern is in contradiction with

the results of Arnoldy et al. [29], as well as the persistent presence of a growing

high–temperature peak with increasing Mo loading.

Figure 7.8: TPR spectra of calcined (a) Mo(1.2)/Al, (b) Mo(6.7)/Al, and (c)
Mo(14.2)/Al.
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The Mo(1.2)/Al peak at approximately 900K could in principle point to the

presence of MoO3 crystallites [30]. However, the difficult reducibility of these

species most probably points to molybdate species in close contact with the

alumina support as suggested by Van Veen et al. [31]. The reduction

temperature of 850K for Mo(2.6)/Al agrees well with their experiment for a 2

wt% Mo/Al. Apparently, at higher Mo loadings the reduction takes place in two

steps. In addition to the monolayer/bilayer model, it could be that this is related

to the fact that first reduction to Mo4+ takes place at low temperatures, while the

final reduction to Mo metal is completed at high temperatures. In Figure 7.6,

Mo(16.8)/Al shows an additional broad peak around 900K, which most probably

relates to the reduction of MoO3 crystallites [30] in view of the high Mo loading.

From Figure 7.7, it appears that the addition of Co does not influence the

reducibility of Mo species to a great extent at Mo loadings above 10 wt% as

concluded previously by Arnoldy et al. [5]. However, at lower loadings the first

reduction step of Mo takes place at a lower temperature than for the unpromoted

catalysts. The reduction of Co species in the presence of Mo takes place between

800K and 850K and can hardly be observed at the Co/Mo ratios applied [5]. For

CoMo(1.4)/Al and CoMo(2.8)/Al, there appears to be a shoulder around 900K,

that compares well with the reduction temperature of the corresponding

unpromoted samples. It thus appears that the addition of Co to Mo/Al leads to

easier reducibility of the molybdate phase.

7.3.3 Thiophene HDS

The intrinsic HDS reaction rate for Mo/Al as a function of metal loading

is shown in Figure 7.9. The rate decreases up to a loading of 5 wt%, while at

higher loadings the activity increases and levels off between 10 and 14 wt%.

Mo(16.7)/Al which was double impregnated shows a substantial lower activity.
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The activity of Mo(2.9E)/Al and Mo–NTA(7.6)/Al are also shown in this figure

and both exhibit a higher activity than the Mo/Al series.

Figure 7.9: Intrinsic thiophene HDS reaction rates as a function of Mo loading for
sulfided Mo/Al (�), Mo(2.9E)/Al (
), and Mo–NTA(7.6)/Al (�).

The HDS reaction rates for CoMo–NTA/C, CoMo–NTA/Al and CoMo/Al

as a function of Mo loading are depicted in Figure 7.10. As expected, the

carbon–supported catalyst shows the highest activity, while CoMo/Al has the

lowest activity in line with previous results [18]. While the activity of CoMo–

NTA/Al and CoMo–NTA/C decreases with increasing Mo loading, the rate for

CoMo/Al increases up to a loading of approximately 10 wt%.

Table 7.4: Intrinsic HDS activities of some (Co)–Mo/Al catalysts.

Catalyst Intrinsic HDS activity
(mol thiophene/mol Mo.h)

Mo(1.2)/Al 1.04

Co–Mo(1.2)/Al 3.42
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At higher loadings, the activity for CoMo/Al is lower and almost independent of

the metal loading. In Table 7.4, the activities of Co-Mo(1.2)/Al and Co-

Mo(10.3)/Al are compared to their unpromoted counterparts. Strikingly, the

addition of promoter increases the activity of Mo(1.2)/Al by a factor of three,

whilst the promoter effect amounts a factor of seven in the case of Co–

Mo(10.3)/Al.

Figure 7.10: Intrinsic thiophene HDS reaction rates as a function of Mo loading for
sulfided CoMo/Al (�), CoMo–NTA/Al (
), and CoMo–NTA/C (�).

7.3.4 H2–D2 equilibration

In Figure 7.11, a typical plot of the gas phase H2, D2 and HD fractions

during H2–D2 equilibration is presented. Similar to previous experiments over

carbon–supported transition metal sulfides [19], two processes play an important

role in this reaction: (i) dissociation and association of hydrogen species at the

sulfide surface; (ii) an exchange between H and/or D atoms adsorbed on the

sulfide surface and H atoms on the support surface. This was already extensively

outlined for alumina–supported NiMo sulfide catalysts by Thomas et al. [32–
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34]. The reaction rate is taken to be the initial rate of HD formation (rHD)

expressed per mol of total Mo present [19].

Figure 7.11: Typical plot of gas–phase fractions of H2, D2 and HD during H2–D2

equilibration over sulfided CoMo(9.8)/Al (initial H2 and D2 partial pressures: 6.5 kPa;
reaction temperature: 423K).

From the equilibrium composition of the gas phase, one calculates the

number of moles of H atoms initially present on the catalyst (H0). Thomas et al.

[33] pointed out that besides H atoms associated with the alumina support also H

atoms originating from adsorbed H2S both on the sulfide surface as well as on

the alumina support contribute to H0. The difference in pretreatment procedure

(viz., cooling in Ar to room temperature in the present study as opposed to

cooling in the sulfidation mixture) leads us to believe that the H0 values

determined in the present study exclusively represent H atoms associated with

the OH groups of the alumina support. As previously shown for carbon–
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assumption for alumina–supported catalysts, some selected samples were

compared with regard to their reaction rate for H2–D2 equilibration and for D2

exchange (Table 7.5).

Table 7.5: rHD (mol HD/mol Mo.h) for selected catalysts at 423K (initial D2

pressure for D2 exchange experiment: 6.5 kPa).

Catalyst H2–D2 equilibration D2 exchange

CoMo–NTA(6.2)/C 10.9 0.3

CoMo-NTA(5.3)/Al 11.2 0.6

CoMo(9.8)/Al 5.1 0.5

Mo(10.3)/Al 2.7 0.5

Mo(2.9E)/Al 9.3 –

The activity in the latter reaction is much lower in all cases, indicating that the

exchange of D atoms adsorbed on the sulfide surface with support hydrogen

atoms is relatively slow. Moreover, it appears that the D2–exchange activities for

the alumina–supported samples are higher than for the carbon–supported sample.

This can be rationalized by easier spillover on the more acidic alumina support.

The H2–D2 equilibration activities for (Co)Mo/Al, CoMo–NTA/Al and

CoMo–NTA/C as a function of the Mo loading are presented in Figure 7.12.

There appears to be a general trend of decreasing rHD with increasing Mo

loading. The order in activity is: CoMo–NTA/C ≈ CoMo–NTA/Al > CoMo/Al >

Mo/Al, while the differences tend to decrease with increasing Mo loading.

Mo(2.9E)/Al showed the highest activity of the unpromoted catalysts (Table

7.5). For reasons of comparison, the activity of sulfided Co(2)/Al (0.02 mol

HD/mol Co.h) was measured. In line with previous work [19], the activity of the

Co sulfide is very low. In Figure 7.13, the H0 values of selected samples are

presented. One notices a sharp decrease of this value for Mo/Al and CoMo/Al,

which is more pronounced for the latter catalysts. The CoMo–NTA/Al samples

show a rather constant H0 value, that is higher compared to those of (Co)Mo/Al.
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Figure 7.12: Intrinsic H2–D2 equilibration reaction rates as a function of Mo loading for
sulfided CoMo/Al (�), CoMo–NTA/Al (
), CoMo–NTA/C (�), and Mo/Al (�).

7.4 Discussion

The intrinsic thiophene HDS activity for Mo/Al shows a peculiar trend as

a function of the Mo loading. A decrease in intrinsic activity is observed with

increasing loading up to 5 wt% Mo. Increasing the Mo content leads to an

increase of the activity, that levels off between 10 and 14 wt%. The activity of

Mo(16.8)/Al, the catalyst prepared by double impregnation, is again lower. From

the XPS measurements, it follows that at the lowest loadings significant amounts

of Mo5+ species in an oxysulfidic environment are present next to MoS2. These

species become more dominant with decreasing Mo content at the expense of the

amount of MoS2. This more difficult sulfidability is corroborated by the increase

in reduction temperature with decreasing loading as found by TPR. It is

important to note that the reason for the difficult sulfidability lies in the strong

support interaction of oxidic Mo6+
 species in the calcined precursor, that are

tetrahedrally coordinated to the alumina support [9]. These strongly adsorbed
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species originate from the condensation reaction between heptamolybdate and

the alumina support basic hydroxyl groups according to

8 Als–OH + Mo7O24
6-  → 4 (Als)2MoO4 + 3 MoO4

2- + 4 H2O,

as extensively discussed by Van Veen et al. [31, 35, 36]. Increasing the Mo

content above the adsorption capacity of these basic hydroxyl groups leads to the

interaction of molybdate with coordinatively unsaturated Al3+ sites [31]. Li and

Hercules [9] also advanced that at low Mo concentrations sulfidation of

tetrahedrally coordinated Mo mostly leads to Mo5+, that essentially remains

oxidic, and only small amounts of MoS2. The present results indicate that the

S/Mo4+ ratio exceeds two for the lowest Mo concentrations, suggesting that

besides reduction to Mo5+ also some sulfidation of these ions takes place. A

relevant difference between the present study and the one by Li and Hercules [9]

is the lower sulfidation temperature (623K) applied by them, which may result in

a lower degree of sulfidation. Their result of the formation of an increasing

amount of MoS2 with increasing loading is well reproduced by the present XPS

measurements. The results for H0 derived from the H2–D2 equilibration

experiments are in agreement with the proposal of the reaction of molybdate

with functional groups of the alumina support. The support used in the present

study contains 2.2.1014 basic hydroxyl groups/cm2 support. The point at which

all these hydroxyl groups have reacted with MoO4
2- corresponds to a Mo loading

of 4.6 wt%. The values obtained for H0 are in agreement with this, since this

parameter decreases up to a Mo loading of 4.9 wt% and remains constant for

higher loadings. Moreover, the total decrease of H0 (the H content of the alumina

support was determined by extrapolating H0 to zero loading from Figure 7.13)

amounts to approximately 2.8.1014 H atoms/cm2 support. This value is close to

the number of basic hydroxyl groups.
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Figure 7.13: H0 values as a function of loading for sulfided CoMo/Al (�), CoMo–
NTA/Al (
), and Mo/Al (�).

It appears that the decrease in intrinsic activity with increasing Mo

content is to be attributed to a decreasing amount of Mo5+ oxysulfide species in

interaction with the alumina support and a concomitant increasing amount of

MoS2. Hence, these Mo5+ species are attributed a high intrinsic HDS activity,

which is counter to the general notion that Mo–O–Al linkages have a negative

effect on the HDS activity of Mo–based hydrotreating catalysts [13, 14]. This

was clearly shown upon comparison between alumina–supported CoMo sulfide

catalysts present in phase I and phase II type ‘Co–Mo–S’. Phase I is

characterized by the presence of residual Mo–O–Al linkages in the MoS2 phase.

This results in a lower HDS performance compared to phase II ‘Co–Mo–S’, that

is fully sulfided, contains no Mo–O–Al linkages and exhibits a somewhat higher

stacking degree [20, 37]. The essential difference is of course the fact that in

these cases the Mo–O–Al linkages are incorporated into the MoS2 phase, thus

decreasing its HDS activity. On the contrary, the low Mo concentrations applied
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in the present study result in the presence of isolated Mo species in interaction

with alumina, that appear to have a substantial HDS activity. In this respect, it is

instructive to compare the HDS activity of Mo(2.9E)/Al with the conventionally

prepared Mo/Al catalysts (Figure 7.10). The treatment of this catalyst with

Na2SO4 results in the removal of weakly bound Mo species on coordinatively

unsaturated sites as discussed by Vissenberg [20]. The resulting loading is below

the loading at which all basic hydroxyl groups have reacted. The intrinsic HDS

rate of this catalyst is almost twice that of Mo(2.6)/Al. This can be partly

ascribed to a higher fraction of monomeric Mo oxysulfide species, although it

cannot be confirmed by the XPS measurements due to interference of adsorbed

sulfate. On the other hand, the presence of SO4
2- may have induced some acidity,

which can also positively influence the thiophene HDS activity.

At loadings above 4.9 wt%, the intrinsic activity of Mo/Al increases. This

behavior can be explained by an increasing amount of MoS2, that results from

easier Mo sulfidation of more loosely bound polymolybdate in line with the TPR

experiments. It can be envisaged that with increasing Mo content the isolated

Mo5+ species end up being constitutive of the MoS2 structures, that is to say the

well–known Mo–O–Al linkages. The mechanism of this incorporation is not

very clear, but Li and Hercules [9] already proposed that the occurrence of

dimeric tetrahedral Mo species may include oxygen atoms more weakly bound to

the alumina support. Monomeric and dimeric tetrahedrally coordinated Mo

species have been proposed by Zingg et al.[38] and are shown in Figure 7.14.

The oxygen atom linking two monomeric Mo atoms is only indirectly bound to

Al and is therefore more susceptible to sulfur attack. Such a mechanism could

lead to the formation of MoS2 with tetrahedral Mo species being part of the

MoS2 phase. With increasing MoS2 content the fraction of these Mo–O–Al

linkages will decrease. This translates into the observed increase in intrinsic
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HDS activity for loadings higher than 4.9 wt% and is schematically represented

in Figure 7.14.

The activities of the Mo/Al series are to be compared to the one of Mo–

NTA(6.4)/Al. This catalyst contains a fully sulfided MoS2 phase and exhibits a

higher intrinsic HDS activity than Mo/Al in line with the difference between

CoMo–NTA/Al and CoMo/Al [18]. From this, one concludes that for the Mo/Al

series there remains an interaction between the MoS2 phase and the support even

at the highest metal loadings, resulting in a lower activity than that of fully

sulfided MoS2. The H2–D2 equilibration activities show that the activity

decreases strongly up to loadings of 4.9 wt%, while there is only a slight

decrease at higher loadings.

Figure 7.14: Schematic representations of monomeric (a) and dimeric (b) tetrahedral
Mo6+ species and two MoS2 slabs one having a large fraction of Mo–O–Al linkages (c)
and one a small fraction (d).
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this. Moreover, a preliminary experiment with Mo(1.2)/Al in the oxidic state

showed a much higher activity (39 mol HD/mol Mo.h) than that of the sulfided

ones. It could well be that the strong decrease at low Mo contents relates to the

disappearance of isolated tetrahedral Mo species. The much smaller decrease at

loadings exceeding 4.9 wt% corresponds to a small decrease in MoS2 particle

size. It is indeed known that in this regime the dispersion of MoS2 is hardly

affected by the Mo content [11, 39].

Let us now turn to the promoted samples: the XPS measurements show

that also for these systems sulfidation is not complete for the lowest Mo content,

albeit that the sulfidation degree is higher. Comparing the intrinsic HDS activity

data for Mo/Al (Figure 7.9) and CoMo/Al (Figure 7.10), the most striking

difference is the continuous increase in activity with increasing Mo loading for

the latter one. The explanation for the absence of the increase in activity towards

lower Mo content may be threefold. First, at low metal loadings Co may end up

in inactive Co structures, that are known to be difficult to sulfide [5]. However,

Scheffer et al. [40] concluded that essentially all Co atoms in alumina–supported

CoMo are sulfidable when the calcination temperatures does not exceed 785K,

while Candia et al. [41] showed that the percentage of inactive Co species

remains below 10% with the applied pretreatment procedure. Second, it may

well be that the isolated monomeric tetrahedral Mo species are more difficult to

be promoted by Co. Since the intrinsic HDS activity of the Mo5+ oxysulfide

species is much lower than that of ‘Co–Mo–S’ structures, it does not contribute

significantly to the overall rate. Thirdly, TPR shows that the presence of Co

increases the reducibility of the Mo species, resulting in easier Mo sulfidation as

evidenced by the XPS measurements. A decreased number of isolated molybdate

species in the presence of Co provides an explanation for this. This is

corroborated by the study of Medema et al. [1], who showed that cobalt addition

to Mo/Al2O3 increases the polymeric molybdate content.
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To investigate this, the catalysts Co–Mo(1.2)/Al and Co–Mo(10.3)/Al

were prepared and tested in thiophene HDS, after being only dried (for 1h at

room temperature and at 383K overnight in static air). In both cases, there is a

positive effect of the addition of Co (note that the activity of these sequentially

impregnated catalysts is lower than those of the co–impregnated ones), but the

effect for Mo(10.3)/Al is much larger. This result indicates that promotion of the

isolated Mo5+ oxysulfide species by Co is more difficult than that of MoS2

structures. On the other hand, it can also be envisaged that it is more difficult for

Co sulfide particles to find MoS2 edge positions, particularly at low metal

loadings.

The increase of the intrinsic HDS activity for CoMo/Al with increasing

metal loading is due to a decreasing influence of the Mo–O–Al linkages. Figure

7.10 shows that CoMo–NTA/Al has a higher activity compared to CoMo/Al in

line with the results for the unpromoted catalysts and literature [18]. This again

stresses the importance of the influence of the metal–support interaction on the

HDS activity. The H0 values for CoMo/Al (Figure 7.13) show a decrease similar

to the one for Mo/Al, although H0 is higher at the lowest loadings. One

suggestion for an explanation of this last observation would be that the presence

of Co influences the adsorption of molybdate species, although this is counter to

the adsorption study of Van Veen et al. [31]. The lower reduction temperature

for the CoMo/Al series compared to their unpromoted counterparts can thus be

explained by the formation of a more loosely adsorbed molybdate phase and/or

the assistance of Co in molybdate reduction. The decrease in activity at Mo

loadings above 10 wt% probably stems from the formation of α–CoMo4, that is

more difficult to sulfide [13]. This was shown for similar CoMo catalysts by

Mössbauer Emission Spectroscopy (MES) and X-ray diffraction by Van Veen et

al. [42].
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Figure 7.12 shows that the H2–D2 equilibration activity of CoMo/Al is

higher than that of Mo/Al. This promoter effect was previously observed for

carbon–supported (Co)Mo sulfide catalysts [19]. The trend for CoMo/Al is the

same as the one for Mo/Al, suggesting that rHD is influenced by the sulfidation

degree in a similar fashion as for Mo/Al, although the decrease at higher

loadings is more pronounced.

The addition of NTA to the precursor results in higher intrinsic HDS

activities. Van Veen et al. [18] found that the first–order thiophene HDS rate

constant of CoMo–NTA/Al was about twice that of CoMo/Al. Here, it is shown

that this difference strongly depends on the Mo loading. In contrast to

(Co)Mo/Al, CoMo–NTA/Al shows a monotonously decreasing HDS activity.

The XPS results (Table 7.3) show that these catalysts are already fully sulfided

at the lowest Mo loadings. Moreover, the trend in H0 values for CoMo–NTA/Al

(Figure 7.13) suggests that only a part of the alumina basic hydroxyl groups have

reacted with molybdate, thus stressing the absence of strong metal–support

interactions. CoMo–NTA/C qualitatively shows the same behavior, while the

activity of these samples is about twice that of CoMo–NTA/Al in line with

previous results [18]. This difference was interpreted in terms of a support effect,

activated carbon having a much weaker metal–support interaction than alumina.

The H2–D2 equilibration activity trend for CoMo–NTA/Al and CoMo–

NTA/C can be interpreted in terms of a decreasing MoS2 dispersion with

increasing loading. Although not convincing, one observes that the decrease in

H2–D2 equilibration activity for these catalysts is more monotonous than for

(Co)Mo/Al. This tallies with the absence of Mo oxysulfide species after full Mo

sulfidation. The difference in rHD between the carbon– and the alumina–

supported CoMo–NTA samples is small. Taking into account the higher HDS

activity of CoMo–NTA/C, it appears that hydrogen activation is not the rate–

limiting step for thiophene HDS as was previously concluded [19, 43]. While the
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heterogeneity of the sulfided (Co)Mo/Al samples hampers a direct interpretation

of the H2–D2 equilibration activities in terms of MoS2 dispersion, it is interesting

to relate the decreasing thiophene HDS activities of CoMo–NTA/Al and CoMo–

NTA/C to the decreasing rHD. While MES measurements show that all Co atoms

end up in ‘Co–Mo–S’ structures when NTA is used in the preparation [18], one

has to take into account that the edge surface area of MoS2 may be only partially

decorated by Co sulfide. This depends on the Co/Mo ratio applied, but also on

the MoS2 slab size. In an attempt to elucidate this point, the H2–D2 equilibration

activity of a number of CoMo–NTA/C (used as received from Shell Research

and Technology Centre Amsterdam) having a Mo loading of 8 wt% Mo and a

varying Co/Mo ratio was determined. The activity results as a function of the

Co/Mo ratio are presented in Figure 7.15 and show that there is an optimum at a

Co/Mo ratio of approximately 0.3. The use of a higher Co/Mo ratio does not

markedly influence rHD. This can be interpreted in terms of segregation of Co

sulfide species from the fully decorated MoS2 edges. The H2–D2 equilibration

activity of such a monometallic Co sulfide phase has been shown to be

negligible compared to the one of (promoted) MoS2 [19]. From this, one

tentatively concludes that the MoS2 edges of the CoMo–NTA/C series

(Co/Mo=0.33) are fully decorated by Co sulfide at least up to a Mo loading of 8

wt%. These results indicate that the H2–D2 equilibration activity is a measure for

the number of ‘Co–Mo–S’ sites in CoMo–NTA/C. Moreover, the fraction of

edge decoration at lower Co/Mo ratios can be easily computed and is also

depicted in Figure 7.15. For instance, CoMo–NTA/C with a Co/Mo ratio of 0.2

contains 24% undecorated and 76% Co sulfide decorated MoS2 edges. Since the

average MoS2 slab size in CoMo–NTA/Al is larger than that of CoMo–NTA/C

[37] and similar Co/Mo ratios are applied, it is evident that the MoS2 edges in

these catalysts must also be fully decorated. In this case, the low rHD for

Co(2)/Al shows that also alumina–supported Co sulfide has a negligible activity.
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Figure 7.15: Intrinsic H2–D2 equilibration reaction rate and fraction of edge decoration
for a series of sulfided CoMo–NTA/C: equilibration reaction rate (�) and calculated
fraction of MoS2 edge decoration (
).

Hence, the H2–D2 equilibration activities for CoMo–NTA/Al are also a measure

for the number of ‘Co–Mo–S’ sites. Although promising, this method cannot be

considered to be of absolute value, since the number of ‘Co–Mo–S’ sites in

CoMo–NTA/Al is probably lower than in CoMo–NTA/C in view of the lower

MoS2 dispersion of the first one. In line with previous results of Van Veen et al.

[18], the larger difference in thiophene HDS activity is thus related to a real

support effect between activated carbon and alumina.

7.5 Conclusions
A large set of (Co)Mo catalysts supported on alumina and carbon with

different Mo content have been characterized both in the oxidic and sulfidic state

by TPR and XPS. Alumina– and carbon–supported CoMo prepared with

nitrilotriacetic acid show a fully sulfided MoS2 phase upon sulfidation. On the

contrary, Mo in alumina–supported Mo and CoMo catalysts is only partially
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sulfided at low Mo concentrations. This is explained by the strong interaction of

tetrahedral Mo species with the alumina support in the oxidic precursor.

Sulfidation of these species results in Mo5+ oxysulfide species next to a MoS2

phase. The relative fraction of MoS2 increases with increasing Mo loading at the

expense of the oxysulfide species. When Co is present, a more complete Mo

sulfidation is achieved at the lowest Mo contents. Intrinsic thiophene HDS

activity measurements for Mo/Al show that the Mo5+ oxysulfide species exhibit a

considerable HDS activity. Increasing the metal loading results in a decrease of

the activity up to a loading of 4.9 wt%, which is explained by the lower activity

of the MoS2 phase in strong interaction with the alumina support. It is proposed

that the Mo5+ oxysulfide species eventually form the Mo–O–Al linkages between

the alumina support and the MoS2 phase. A further increase of the loading

results in a decreasing fraction of these linkages in the MoS2 phase. This more

complete sulfidation leads to an increase in intrinsic HDS activity. However, the

metal–support interaction remains significant as shown by the higher activity of

Mo–NTA/Al. The Mo oxysulfide species are difficult to be promoted by Co.

This results in a more simple behavior of the HDS activity as a function of Mo

loading. The activity increases up to loadings of 9.8 wt% Mo and then decreases

due to the formation of α–CoMo4 in the oxidic precursor, that is difficult to

sulfide.

The fully sulfided CoMo catalysts on alumina and carbon (induced by the

presence of NTA) exhibit a decreasing intrinsic thiophene HDS activity with

increasing Mo content. From this behavior and the absence of a strong

interaction with the support, it is concluded that the decreasing activity can be

explained by a decrease in MoS2 dispersion. This is corroborated by a

monotonous decrease in the H2–D2 equilibration activity. It is concluded that this

equilibration activity is proportional to the number of ‘Co–Mo–S’ sites, although

there appears to be an effect of the support. The H2–D2 equilibration activity
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trends for the conventionally (Co)Mo catalysts also decreases with increasing

loading. However, this decrease is strongest at the lowest Mo concentrations to

be explained by the higher equilibration activity of Mo oxysulfide species.

It appears that the classification of ‘Co–Mo–S’ phases in type I and type

II ‘Co–Mo–S’ sites is not sufficient. Type II ‘Co–Mo–S’ sites are associated with

a fully sulfided MoS2 phase, whereas the essential characteristic of type I ‘Co–

Mo–S’ sites indeed is the stronger support interaction of the MoS2 phase through

Mo–O–Al linkages. However, the present study shows that the extent of this

interaction has a profound influence on the intrinsic activity of these ‘Co–Mo–S’

sites in type I ‘Co–Mo–S’ phases.
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chapter 8
Toluene hydrogenation, thiophene

hydrodesulfurization, and H2–D2 equilibration over
supported Ni(Co)Mo sulfide catalysts

Abstract
Atmospheric gas–phase thiophene hydrodesulfurization (HDS), H2–D2

equilibration and medium–pressure gas–phase toluene hydrogenation are applied

to a set of alumina–, carbon–, titania–, and amorphous silica–alumina (ASA)–

supported MeMoS (Me=Co, Ni) catalysts. The results show that the use of the

carbon support yields the most active catalysts, CoMoS being the most active

HDS catalyst, while NiMoS is the preferred material for hydrogenation purposes.

Alumina–supported type II ‘Me–Mo–S’ is more active than its type I counterpart

in thiophene HDS and in toluene hydrogenation. However, the difference is

much larger for the hydrogenation reaction, showing that the fully sulfided phase

is especially suited for hydrogenation purposes. The thiophene HDS activity test

is not suitable to distinguish between titania–supported NiMo prepared with or

without NTA addition. The low HDS activity of type II ‘Ni–Mo–S’ on titania is

due to extensive sintering of the MoS2 phase that is most probably caused by

sulfidation of the support. However, at low H2S partial pressures there is a

distinct toluene hydrogenation activity difference between the two titania–

supported catalysts. The use of ASA as support material leads to a stacked type

II ‘Ni–Mo–S’ phase irrespective of NTA addition, having approximately the

same thiophene HDS activity as alumina–supported type II ‘Ni–Mo–S’, but a

much higher toluene HYD activity. The effect of the H2S partial pressure was
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studied for both reactions. It appears that the use of support materials with a

higher Brønsted acidity results in a higher H2S resistance of the metal sulfide

phase. Moreover, this H2S resistance is higher when a strong metal–support

interaction is present.

Toluene hydrogenation kinetic measurements show that there is a distinct

difference between CoMoS and NiMoS catalysts. Generally, the CoMoS

catalysts show lower toluene reaction orders explained by a higher toluene

surface coverage. Hence, the higher activity of the Ni–promoted catalysts is not

related to a difference in toluene surface coverage with the CoMo catalysts. At

the lowest H2S partial pressures, the H2S surface coverage for CoMo sulfide is

low, leading to a constant toluene reaction order and a constant apparent

activation energy as a function of the H2S partial pressure. At higher partial

pressures, NiMo and CoMo sulfide show the same behavior, i.e., a decreasing

toluene surface coverage with increasing H2S partial pressure concomitant with

an increasing apparent activation energy that is caused by a relatively high H2S

heat of adsorption compared to that of toluene.

8.1 Introduction

Hydrotreating is one of the key operations in oil refining industry,

compromising hetero–atom removal and hydrogenation of aromatic compounds.

This last operation is gaining increasing attention over the last years, mainly

driven by the need to reduce the aromatic content of motor fuels. The underlying

incentive is the need to decrease particulate emissions from diesel fuels. While

especially the level of polyaromatic hydrocarbons has been assigned as the

primary fuel property affecting particulate emissions, monoaromatics  generally

show the lowest reactivity amongst aromatic compounds [1]. Since these

hydrogenation processes are generally performed under fouling conditions, the

use of ‘Me–Mo–S’–type sulfide catalysts (Me=Ni, Co) has been shown to be
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advantageous [2], although in some instances noble metal catalysts may provide

an alternative [3]. In contrast to olefins, hydrogenation of aromatics requires a

high hydrogen pressure to effect saturation due to the low reactivity of the

aromatic structure [4] and due to thermodynamic equilibrium constraints [1].

Many different compounds have been used in model studies such as the

monoaromatics benzene [5–7], toluene [8–10], ethylbenzene [7], and

propylbenzene [11], compounds having fused rings like naphtalene [6], but also

biphenyl [6, 7] as a product of dibenzothiophene hydrodesulfurization (HDS)

has been extensively studied. Reviews by Girgis and Gates [2], Moreau and

Geneste [12], and Stanislaus and Cooper [13] are available.

Almost all of the available results in literature relate to studies over

alumina–supported CoMo and NiMo sulfide catalysts, the last one having a

somewhat higher hydrogenation activity. This is not surprising, since alumina is

by far the most common support used for hydrotreating applications [14]. The

use of other supports can be instructive, because new insights into the influence

of the extent of the metal–support interaction on the functioning of the active

phase can be acquired. Carbon has been much studied as a potential commercial

support material, since it allows easy metal recovery. From a fundamental point

of view, the absence of strong metal–support interactions in carbon–supported

catalysts, resulting in the formation of type II ‘Me–Mo–S’ phases [15–17], is

interesting. On the contrary, titania–based catalysts exhibit a strong Mo–support

interaction [14]. These catalysts are interesting, since titania–supported Mo

sulfide has high HDS activities, but is difficult to promote [18, 19]. Amorphous

silica–aluminas (ASA) are of interest due to their acidity, improving the HDN

activity [20], although HDS activities are generally low [18, 20]. This last

observation is mostly explained by a low MoS2 dispersion [14, 18].

The objective of the present study is twofold: (i) to systematically study

the hydrodesulfurization (atmospheric gas–phase thiophene HDS) and
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hydrogenation (gas–phase toluene hydrogenation at 30 bar) activities as well as

the H2–D2 equilibration activities of a set of ‘Me–Mo–S’–type catalysts

supported on carbon, alumina, titania and ASA, and (ii) to acquire more insight

into the fundamental differences between CoMo and NiMo sulfide catalysts.

Throughout this study, special attention will be paid to the influence of the H2S

partial pressure on the different activities.

8.2 Experimental

8.2.1 Catalyst preparation

The catalysts and their composition as determined by AAS are listed in

Table 8.1. Sieve fractions (125–250 µm) of alumina (Ketjen CK300, pore

volume 0.66 ml/g, surface area 263 m2/g), activated carbon (Norit RX3-extra,

pore volume 1.0 ml/g, surface area 1190 m2/g), titania (Degussa P25, pore

volume 0.32 ml/g, surface area 50 m2/g, anatase:rutile=75:25), and amorphous

silica–alumina (Shell, pore volume 0.67 ml/g, surface area 455 m2/g, containing

45 wt% silica) were used as support materials. The supports were calcined at

573K for 2h and dried overnight at 383K before impregnation, with the

exception of the carbon support that was only dried before further use.

Table 8.1: Metal loading of catalysts.

Catalyst Mo (wt%) Co (wt%) Me/Mo

CoMo–NTA/C 6.0 1.1 0.30

NiMo–NTA/C 6.2 1.2 0.31

CoMo/Al 10.9 2.0 0.30

NiMo/Al 9.6 1.4 0.25

CoMo–NTA/Al 6.7 1.1 0.26

NiMo–NTA/Al 6.2 1.1 0.28

NiMo/Ti 3.9 0.9 0.38

NiMo–NTA/Ti 3.9 0.9 0.36

NiMo/ASA 8.0 1.5 0.30

NiMo–NTA/ASA 8.0 1.5 0.30
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All catalysts were prepared by co–impregnation with an ammoniacal

solution containing ammoniumheptamolybdate (Merck, >97%) and cobalt

(nickel) nitrate (Merck, p.a.). For some catalysts, the impregnation solution

contained the complexing agent nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) as described by Van

Veen et al. [15]. After impregnation, the catalysts were dried in air for 16h at

383K and with exception of those prepared with NTA calcined in static air for

2h at 723K after heating in 1h to this temperature. Catalysts will be denoted as

follows: MeMo[–NTA]/S with Me the promoter ion, [NTA] being optional, and

S being the support (C for carbon, Al for alumina, Ti for titania, and ASA for

amorphous silica–alumina).

8.2.2 Thiophene HDS

Kinetic measurements were carried out in an atmospheric single-pass quartz

microflow reactor with an internal diameter of 4 mm. Gasified thiophene (Janssen

Chimica, >99%) was obtained by passing hydrogen (Hoekloos, purity 99.95%,

additionally led through a gas-clean filter system to remove traces of oxygen, water,

and hydrocarbons) through the liquid in a saturator, that was kept at a constant

temperature of 293K. The required thiophene concentration was obtained by diluting

this flow with pure hydrogen. Furthermore, additional flows of He (Hoekloos, purity

99.95%, additionally led through a gas-clean filter system to remove traces of

oxygen, water, and hydrocarbons) and a H2S/H2 mixture (Hoekloos, 10% H2S)

could be added to the reaction mixture. All gas flows were regulated by Brooks

mass flow controllers which were driven by a computer system using D/A

converters. The reactor packing consisted of an amount of catalyst diluted with inert

carbon of the same sieve fraction to achieve plug flow conditions. The amount of

catalyst was chosen in such a way that during kinetic measurements the reactor was

operated differentially, i.e. at conversions below 10%. The reaction product mixture
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was sampled every 20 min and analyzed by gas chromatography (UNICAM 610

Series equipped with a Chrompack CP-SIL 5 CB column).

Prior to reaction, catalysts were sulfided in situ in a H2S/H2 mixture

(Hoekloos, 10% H2S). The gas flow was kept at 60 Nml/min, while heating the

catalyst at a rate of 6K/min to 673K (when NTA is used: 2K/min). The temperature

was then kept at 673K for 2h. Subsequently, the catalyst was exposed to a mixture of

3.33 kPa thiophene and 1 kPa H2S in hydrogen at a total gas flow rate of 100

Nml/min (standard conditions) at 673K. After a stabilization period of 13h, kinetic

measurements were started.

8.2.3 H2–D2 equilibration

The recirculation apparatus and applied procedures are described in detail

elsewhere [21]. Typically, an amount of 200 mg catalyst was sulfided in situ in a

H2S/H2 mixture (Hoekloos, 10% H2S). The same sulfidation procedure as described

for thiophene HDS was applied. After sulfidation of the catalyst, the H2S/H2 flow

was replaced by Ar (flow rate: 60 Nml/min). The catalyst was cooled to the

equilibration reaction temperature (423K) and kept there for 1h. The reaction

was started after the reactor was evacuated.

8.2.4 Toluene hydrogenation

A medium–pressure stainless steel microflow reactor system was used to

test catalysts for gas–phase hydrogenation of toluene. The reactor has an inner

diameter of 18 mm and is heated in a three–zone oven. A thermocouple is placed

inside the reactor to measure the catalyst bed temperature. H2 (Hoekloos, purity

99.95%), H2S/H2 (Hoekloos, 10% H2S), and He (Hoekloos, purity 99.95%)

flows are controlled by Brooks mass flow controllers. The liquid flow is

controlled by a Beckman 114M Solvent delivery pump. The mass flow
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controllers, the pump and the Eurotherm controllers were controlled by a

computer system using in–house developed software.

Prior to reaction the catalysts were sulfided in situ in a 10% H2S/H2

mixture at a pressure of 15 bar. During sulfidation, the total gas–flow rate was

kept at 200 Nml/min, while heating the catalyst bed at a rate of 6K/min (2K/min

in the case of NTA catalysts) to 673K. The temperature was kept isothermal for

2h. After this pretreatment procedure, the catalyst was cooled to the desired

reaction temperature in the sulfiding mixture.

The reaction was started by replacing the H2S/H2 flow with the reaction

mixture consisting of 1000 ppm toluene, 1000 ppm H2S in hydrogen at a total

pressure of 30 bar (standard conditions). In order to obtain this, a mixture of

liquid toluene (Across, >99%) and n-decane (Merck, >99%) was evaporated

(pump flow rate: 0.05 ml/min) into a H2S–containing H2 stream (500 Nml/min).

The resulting reactant concentration in the gas phase was about 1000 ppm and

could be varied by adjusting the pump flow rate. At regular intervals, gas

samples were taken at the reactor exit and analysed on–line with a Hewlett

Packard 5890 gas chromatograph equipped with a FID detector and a CPSIL-

5CB capillary column. The gas chromatograph was linked via an interface to a

computer using ATI Unicam 4880 integration software. Kinetic measurements

were started after a stabilization period of 10h at standard reaction conditions.

Reaction orders of the different components were determined by reaction

rate measurements as a function of the component partial pressure (for toluene:

700–3000 ppm, for H2S: 200–20000 ppm). Apparent activation energies were

calculated by measuring the reaction rate as a function of temperature (543K–

653K). The apparent activation energy was also measured as a function of the

H2S concentration, that was varied between 200 and 10000 ppm.
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8.3 Results and discussion

8.3.1 Thiophene HDS

The intrinsic thiophene HDS activities are shown in Figure 8.1 and 8.2 for

the NiMo and CoMo catalysts, respectively. These activities are expressed on a

per mol of total Mo basis and are not corrected. It is clear that the carbon–

supported catalysts show the highest activities. The activity differences between

the CoMo–NTA/C and the alumina–supported CoMo catalysts prepared with or

without NTA cohere well with the differences found by Van Veen et al. [15] and

Hensen [22]. The activity trends for the NiMo analogues are similar and in

agreement with the results of Van Veen et al. [16]. The use of NTA in the case

of the alumina–supported catalysts results essentially in a fully sulfided type II

‘Me–Mo–S’ phase with higher activities than the catalysts prepared by the

conventional co–impregnation method, which mainly results in a type I ‘Me–

Mo–S’ phase with residual Mo–O–Al linkages. This support interaction results

in a lower thiophene HDS activity [22, 23]. While the addition of NTA has a

positive influence on the HDS activity for the alumina–supported catalysts, there

is hardly any effect for titania– and ASA–supported NiMo sulfide. In the present

study, it is found that the titania–supported catalysts are somewhat more active

on a per mol of Mo basis than NiMo–NTA/Al. This last difference disappears

when the rate is expressed on a per mol of Ni basis, since the used titania–

supported catalysts have a somewhat higher Ni/Mo ratio. Strikingly, there is only

a small NTA effect for the titania–supported catalysts as already described by

Vissenberg [19]. This is also the case for the ASA–supported NiMo catalysts.

A preliminary TEM investigation has shown that NiMo/ASA and NiMo–

NTA/ASA exhibit stacked MoS2 phases, although the stacking appears to be

somewhat higher for the latter catalyst. This high stacking degree was also found

for ASA–supported unpromoted MoS2 [23]. Furthermore, it followed from an

adsorption study [24] that molybdate preferentially adsorbs on the alumina
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patches in the ASA surface making up only a small part of the total ASA surface

area. These results indicate that sulfidation of ASA–supported (Me)Mo leads to a

stacked type II MoS2 phase due to the specific nature of the ASA support.

Figure 8.1: Intrinsic thiophene HDS activities for supported NiMo sulfide catalysts
(3.33.103 Pa thiophene, 1.103 Pa H2S, T=623K).

Comparing the alumina– and titania–supported NiMo catalysts, the

activity differences deviate from those obtained by Vissenberg [19], who found

that the same NiMo–NTA/Ti and NiMo/Ti catalysts had similar activities as

NiMo/Al and approximately half the activity of NiMo–NTA/Al in gas–phase

thiophene and DBT HDS. Pophal et al. [25] reported lower activities for titania–

supported NiMo in gas–phase DBT HDS than for alumina–supported NiMo,

while Olguin et al. [26] found the reverse to be true for gas–phase thiophene and

DBT HDS. This last result may relate to the preparation of a special TiO2

support by Olguin et al. [26] instead of the use of Degussa P–25 titania. In
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activities obtained from gas–phase and liquid–phase reactions as extensively

discussed by Reinhoudt et al. [27]. Nevertheless, a comparison between the

results obtained by Vissenberg [19] and the ones in the present study is

advantageous, since the very same set of catalysts has been used, thus excluding

differences in preparation. This strongly suggests that the activity differences

may be explained in terms of differences in reaction conditions, that are (i) the

use of H2S at the reactor inlet in the present study, (ii) differential instead of

integral use of the reactor, and (iii) a lower reaction temperature (623K versus

673K). Difference (i) and (ii) lead to a uniform H2S partial pressure along the

reactor axis in contrast to the method applied by Vissenberg [19]. Furthermore,

the use of differential conversions enables the calculation of reaction rates which

is preferred over the first–order kinetics assumption [28, 29]. Furthermore, the

specific realization of the thiophene HDS experiments can also lead to activity

differences.

Figure 8.2: Intrinsic thiophene HDS activities for supported CoMo sulfide catalysts
(3.33.103 Pa thiophene, 1.103 Pa H2S, T=623K).
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Figure 8.3: Thiophene conversion as a function of reaction time for titania–supported
NiMo catalysts (using the same amount of catalyst on a per mol of Mo basis),
immediately after sulfidation (3.33.103 Pa thiophene, 1.103 Pa H2S, T=673K).

Temperature Programmed Sulfidation (TPS) has shown that Mo sulfidation of

titania–supported (Co)Mo catalysts proceeds more slowly than in their alumina–

supported counterparts [19, 30]. In addition, it appears that the surface of the

titania support is (partially) sulfided. In the work of Vissenberg [19], HDS

activities are calculated on the basis of the thiophene conversion after a reaction

time of 2.5h at 673K. In the present study, the catalyst is exposed to the reaction

mixture at 673K for 13h. The reaction rates are based on the steady–state

conversion obtained after cooling to 623K. In Figure 8.3, the thiophene

conversion during the deactivation process at 673K as a function of reaction time

is plotted. It can be seen that initially the HDS conversion for NiMo–NTA/Ti is

much higher than that for NiMo/Ti, but that this difference decreases with

reaction time. It follows that the use of NTA does have some effect on titania–

supported NiMo. While NiMo/Ti shows a stable activity after a decrease during

the first 2.5h -a well–known, but hardly understood process for MoS2 based
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catalysts [19, 31]-, the activity decrease for NiMo–NTA/Ti is larger and takes

over 10h. Sulfidation of NiMo/Ti results in a well–dispersed MoS2 phase

strongly anchored to the support [19, 30]. The strong decrease in thiophene HDS

activity as found for NiMo–NTA/Ti was already observed for NiW/TiO2 [19]. It

was argued that this activity decline is due to WS2 sintering caused by the

weaker tungstate–titania interaction than that of molybdate–titania as shown by

equilibrium adsorption measurements. This is taken as an indication that also for

NiMo–NTA/Ti the activity decrease can be explained by a strong sintering of the

MoS2 phase. The occurrence of this MoS2 sintering possibly relates to the

sulfidation of the titania support, inducing mobility of MoS2 particles. In short,

the results indicate that sulfidation of NiMo/Ti results in a well–dispersed type I

‘Ni–Mo–S’ phase, while sintering of the well–sulfided MoS2 phase in NiMo–

NTA/Ti leads to a lower dispersed ‘Ni–Mo–S’ phase. Although not conclusive,

the almost equal activities of both titania–supported catalysts is regarded as

coincidental.

In order to determine the influence of H2S on the reaction rate, intrinsic

HDS activities were measured as a function of the H2S partial pressure at the

reactor inlet. Since the measurements were performed under differential

conditions, conversions and consequently the amount of H2S produced by the

decomposition of thiophene were so low that the H2S pressure in the reactor can

be regarded uniform and equal to the inlet pressure. Figure 8.4 shows the effect

of the addition of H2S on the HDS activity of some NiMo sulfide catalysts. The

H2S resistance (ρ) is defined as the ratio of the reaction rates at 2.0 kPa and 0.1

kPa H2S. The values of this parameter for the various catalysts are listed in Table

8.2. It follows that ρ depends on the choice of the support and the addition of

NTA in the catalyst preparation. Clearly, the carbon–supported catalysts is most

prone to H2S poisoning, while catalysts supported on the refractory oxides retain

much more of their activity in H2S–rich conditions.
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Figure 8.4: Thiophene HDS reaction rates as a function of inlet H2S partial pressure:
(�) NiMo–NTA/C; (
) NiMo–NTA/Al; (�) NiMo/Ti; (�) NiMo/Al; (�)
NiMo/ASA.

The sulfur resistance appears to be a function of the support acidity, that

increases in the order: C < Al2O3 < TiO2 < ASA. Moreover, it is observed that

the use of NTA leads to a lower ρ to be explained by a decreased influence of

the support. NiMo–NTA/Ti shows a lower ρ than NiMo/Ti in accordance with

the difference between NiMo–NTA/Al and NiMo/Al.

Table 8.2: H2S resistance (ρ) for NiMo catalysts.

Catalyst ρ
NiMo–NTA/C 0.34

NiMo–NTA/Al 0.36

NiMo/Al 0.39

NiMo–NTA/Ti 0.41

NiMo/Ti 0.45

NiMo/ASA 0.48

NiMo–NTA/ASA 0.48
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This finding gives substance to the thought of different ‘Ni–Mo–S’ phases being

present in NiMo–NTA/Ti and NiMo/Ti. On the contrary, there appears to be no

effect of NTA addition on ρ for the ASA–supported catalysts. This agrees well

with the notion that a type II ‘Ni–Mo–S’ phase is formed on this support. In

conclusion, the use of supports with a high Brønsted acidity and a strong metal–

support interaction results in catalysts less prone to H2S poisoning in thiophene

HDS. This was already noted by Robinson et al. [32] for (substituted) DBT

HDS. Different explanations may be put forward. First, the interaction of the

support with the MoS2 phase may indirectly influence the electronic state of the

promoter ions, thus affecting the intrinsic activity. This MoS2 phase is strongly

bound to the support by Mo–O–Al linkages in the case of MeMo/Al2O3, whereas

it is proposed that only a weak Van der Waals interaction with the support

remains when NTA is used [15, 16, 22]. This does not tally with the observation

that there remains a strong support effect on ρ for the NTA–prepared catalysts.

On the other hand, the very fact that there is a support effect observed for these

NTA catalysts may indicate that the support interaction is stronger than that of a

pure Van der Waals–type. Second, a direct interaction between the support

acidic groups and sulfur atoms located near the active sites can influence the

electronic state of these sites. Thirdly, the acidity of the support can serve as

anchoring centers for reactants leading to an increased local reactant

concentration and enhanced activities. These last two suggestions appear to be

conflicting with the observation that removal of the acidity of ASA hardly

influences the HDS activity of Mo/ASA [23]. The specific stacked morphology

of MoS2 on the ASA support has been advanced as an important parameter in

explaining its high activity in toluene and thiophene hydrogenation [23]. An

increased hydrogenation rate may lead to increase thiophene HDS activities [28].

To this end, the described support effects appear to be of an electronic nature,

although the background remains unclear.
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As Figure 8.5 shows, there is also a large difference between CoMo and

NiMo catalysts with regard to the effect of H2S. The decrease in HDS activity

with increasing H2S partial pressure is more pronounced for NiMo catalysts than

for CoMo catalysts. While at H2S partial pressure above 0.5 kPa, the CoMo

combination shows the highest activity, the situation is totally different under

H2S–lean conditions, making NiMo sulfide the preferred catalytic material. This

behavior was reported previously for benzothiophene and DBT HDS by

Kasahara et al. [33] and for (substituted) DBT by Robinson et al. [32]. A higher

Ni–S interaction energy provides a tentative explanation for this behavior.

Figure 8.5: Thiophene HDS reaction rates as a function of inlet H2S partial pressure:
(�) NiMo–NTA/Al; (
) NiMo /Al; (�) CoMo–NTA/Al; (�) CoMo/Al.

8.3.2 Toluene hydrogenation product analysis

In order to determine the products obtained from the toluene

hydrogenation experiments, a sample of the reactor outlet (condensed at 273K)

was analyzed by GC–MS. In agreement with literature [2, 8], the main products

were methylcyclohexane (MCH) and ethylcyclopentane (ECP). Most probably,
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ECP is formed by isomerization of MCH over acidic sites. Minor amounts of

other isomerized, ring–opening, and cracked products were found such as C4–

(butenes and n–butane), C5– (2–methylbutane, 1–pentene, and n–pentane), C6–

(2–methylpentane, 3–methylpentane, 1–hexene, and traces of benzene), and C7–

hydrocarbons (2–methylhexane, 1,1–dimethylcyclopentaan, 3–methylhexane, 1–

heptene, and n–heptane). The yield of these hydrocarbons increased with

increasing temperature and increasing acidity of the support. This is shown in

Figure 8.6 for NiMo sulfide on various supports. It is clear that with increasing

acidity of the support both the amount of the isomerized product ECP as well as

the amount of cracking products from the hydrogenated products increase.

The results for NiMo/ASA at temperatures exceeding 613K are not

included, since it followed from carbon balance considerations that n–decane is

cracked into smaller hydrocarbons on the more acidic ASA support under the

applied conditions. Additionally, it was found that the amount of ECP formed

increased with increasing H2S partial pressure. This most probably relates to a

higher acidity induced by SH- groups present after heterolytic dissociation of

H2S.

From thermochemical data [34], it was calculated that the equilibrium

conversion of toluene is nearly 100% under the applied conditions. Both carbon–

supported catalysts were exposed to a feed containing 1000 ppm MCH (the main

product) and 1000 ppm H2S. Only at temperatures exceeding 613K, a small

conversion of MCH into toluene was found. These results implicate that the

reversed reaction of MCH to toluene has not to be taken into account under the

selected reaction conditions.

8.3.3 Toluene hydrogenation activities

The optimal Ni/Mo ratio for alumina–supported NiMo catalysts (NTA) in

toluene hydrogenation was determined. The intrinsic toluene hydrogenation
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reaction rates are shown in Figure 8.7. It appears that the optimal Ni/Mo ratio is

close to 0.3 in line with results obtained from thiophene HDS [1] and

dibenzothiophene HDS [32] experiments.

In another experiment, where the most active catalyst of the ones

presented in Figure 8.7 was exposed to a H2S–free toluene feed, it was noticed

that the activity initially increases with reaction time, but eventually strongly

decreases. MoS2/Al 2O3 catalyst did not show such a deactivation during

exposure to a H2S–free feed. Most probably, this deactivation relates to a

reduction of nickel sulfide species, that is benificial at low reduction levels

(creation of vacancies), but finally leads to a decrease of the activity due to

segregation of Ni species from the active NiMo sulfide. Therefore, it was

decided to perform all further measurements in the presence of H2S in order to

keep the active phase stabilized.

Figure 8.6: Yield of MCH, ECP and cracked species (1000 ppm toluene, 1000 ppm
H2S, and p=30 bar) for sulfided NiMo on three different support materials measured at
various temperatures.
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Figure 8.7: Intrinsic toluene hydrogenation rates at standard conditions (1000 ppm
toluene, 1000 ppm H2S, p=30 bar, and T=573K), measured for NiMo–NTA/Al catalysts
with varying Ni/Mo ratios.

The standard intrinsic activities (1000 ppm toluene at a total pressure of

30 bar and a temperature of 573K) at two different H2S partial pressures are

depicted in Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.9 for the NiMo and CoMo catalysts,

respectively. NiMo–NTA/C is the most active NiMo catalyst. For the alumina–

supported catalysts there is a clear effect of NTA in agreement with the type I/II

classification [16]. While there is hardly any effect of NTA on the hydrogenation

activity of the ASA–supported catalysts, a positive effect is observed for the

TiO2–supported catalysts in contrast to the results for thiophene HDS. This is a

further indication that there is a distinct difference between the ‘Ni–Mo–S’

phases in NiMo/Ti and NiMo–NTA/Ti.

Comparing NiMo–NTA/Al and NiMo/Al, it is found that the toluene

hydrogenation activity is almost three times higher for NiMo–NTA/Al, while
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this catalyst performed only 1.5 times better than NiMo/Al in thiophene HDS.

This suggests that type II ‘Ni–Mo–S’ is preferable for hydrogenation purposes.

Figure 8.8: Intrinsic toluene hydrogenation rates of supported NiMo sulfide catalysts at

two different H2S partial pressures (1000 ppm toluene, p=30 bar, and T=573K).

In view of previous results [23], this can be explained by the necessity to form a

π–complex between the catalyst surface and the aromatic ring of the reactant.

This becomes easier with increasing stacking degree of the MoS2 phase. In the

case of thiophene HDS, easier π–complex formation leads to an increased rate of

(partially) hydrogenated thiophene formation, thus also increasing the overall

rate. However, direct HDS of thiophene is most probably the prime route, which

explains the smaller difference between type I and II phases in thiophene HDS.

The activities at high H2S partial pressure (10000 ppm) are decreased due

to the well–known inhibiting effect of H2S in toluene hydrogenation [9], that was

also observed in propylbenzene hydrogenation [11], and in biphenyl

hydrogenation [6], although a positive effect of H2S was found for o–xylene

hydrogenation [8]. Note that the experiments in these studies were all carried out
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in the gas phase. Moreover, it can be observed that the sulfur sensitivity is not

equal for all catalysts.

Figure 8.9: Intrinsic toluene hydrogenation activities of supported CoMo sulfide
catalysts at two different H2S partial pressures (1000 ppm toluene, 1000 ppm H2S, p=30
bar, and T=573K).

Especially, the ASA–supported catalysts retain a high activity almost equal to

the one obtained for NiMo–NTA/C under these fouling conditions. Also, the

effect of H2S addition is larger for NiMo–NTA/Al than for NiMo/Al similar to

the situation in thiophene HDS. The large activity difference between the

titania–supported catalysts is absent at high H2S partial pressure, which most

probably relates to the higher sulfur sensitivity of NiMo–NTA/Ti. The titania–

supported catalysts exhibit a peculiar activity behavior as a function of the H2S

partial pressure, whereas the other ones show decreasing activities with
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6000 ppm indicate that this phenomenon is reversible. Unfortunately, the nature

of this intriguing behavior is not yet understood.

The carbon– and alumina–supported CoMo sulfide catalysts show similar

activity trends as found for the NiMo sulfide ones. The carbon–supported

catalyst has a superior activity over its alumina–supported counterparts and there

is a clear effect of NTA addition on the hydrogenation activity of CoMo/Al.

Again, the activity differences in toluene hydrogenation are larger than those

observed in thiophene HDS, resulting in a more general notion that type II ‘Me–

Mo–S’ phases are well–suited for toluene hydrogenation.

Figure 8.10: Intrinsic toluene hydrogenation rates for sulfided NiMo–NTA/Al, NiMo–
NTA/Ti, and NiMo/Ti at different H2S partial pressures (1000 ppm toluene, p=30 bar,
T=573K).
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HDS. To gain more fundamental insight into the differences between CoMo and

NiMo sulfide in hydrogenation, kinetic parameters (toluene, H2S, and H2

reaction orders, and apparent activation energies) are determined for some

interesting catalysts (see section 8.3.5).

8.3.4 H2–D2 equilibration

The H2–D2 equilibration activities of the present set of catalysts can be

found in Figure 8.11 (NiMo) and Figure 8.12 (CoMo). Interestingly, the activity

trends for the catalysts supported by the oxide carriers cohere well with the

thiophene HDS trends. However, the activity differences for H2–D2 equilibration

are smaller than those observed in thiophene HDS. This complies with the notion

[21, 29] that hydrogen activation is not the rate–limiting step in the HDS

process. It was suggested that the equilibration activity may be a tool for probing

the number of ‘Me–Mo–S’ structures [22].

Figure 8.11: H2–D2 equilibration activities of supported NiMo sulfide catalysts (initial
H2 and D2 partial pressures: 6.5 kPa; reaction temperature: 423K).
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However, it also appeared that the sulfidation degree has some influence on this

activity. Moreover, it was observed that although the H2–D2 equilibration

activities for CoMo–NTA/C and CoMo–NTA/Al were similar, there was a large

HDS activity difference that is to be attributed to a support effect. The results for

the Ni–promoted catalysts show a similar behavior. NiMo–NTA/C and NiMo–

NTA/Al have similar H2–D2 equilibration activities, while the first one is much

more active in thiophene HDS. The H2–D2 equilibration activities of the two

ASA–supported catalysts are equal and they lag behind as a result of their MoS2

dispersion [23]. The titania–supported catalysts are more active, which is

explained by the higher Ni/Mo ratio than for the alumina–supported ones. The

lower activity of NiMo–NTA/Ti compared to NiMo/Ti is in line with the above–

mentioned suggestion of a lower MoS2 dispersion of the type II ‘Ni–Mo–S’

phase on titania. The data for the CoMo catalysts are in agreement with previous

results [22]. The activity increase upon NTA addition is larger for the CoMo

catalysts than for their NiMo counterparts. The nature of the smaller promoter

effect of Ni, that has been reported previously by Thomas et al. [35], is not clear.

Figure 8.12: H2–D2 equilibration activities of supported CoMo sulfide catalysts (initial
H2 and D2 partial pressures: 6.5 kPa; reaction temperature: 423K).
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8.3.5 Kinetic parameters for toluene hydrogenation

The toluene reaction orders for a limited set of catalysts at standard

conditions are listed in Table 8.3. Fractional toluene reaction orders have been

calculated for the catalysts in contrast to the often–assumed first–order toluene

concentration dependency [1, 9]. Linero and Jacquin [36] showed that inhibition

of toluene has to be included, but that adsorption of the hydrogenated cyclic

products is relatively weak. The CoMo catalysts have lower toluene reaction

orders than their Ni–promoted counterparts. Furthermore, it is noted that the

carbon–supported catalysts show a lower toluene reaction order than the

alumina–supported ones, suggesting a stronger interaction between the sulfide

phase and toluene. Based on the structure and electronic properties of reacting

molecules, Nag [4] proposed that formation of a strong π−complex with the

metal is benificial for a high hydrogenation activity, since it weakens the double

bonds in the aromatic compound. This was also advanced by Moreau and

Geneste [7, 12]. The large activity difference between CoMo and NiMo sulfide

appears not to be due a stronger toluene activation in view of the lower toluene

reaction orders for the least active one (CoMo sulfide).

Table 8.3: Toluene reaction orders for selected catalysts

(700–3000 ppm toluene, 1000 ppm H2S, p=30 bar, T=573K).

Catalyst Reaction order

NiMo–NTA/C 0.50

NiMo/Al 0.60

NiMo–NTA/Al 0.66

CoMo–NTA/C 0.40

CoMo/Al 0.45

CoMo–NTA/Al 0.50

In order to investigate the influence of the H2S partial pressure in more detail,

the toluene reaction orders for three catalysts, i.e., CoMo–NTA/C, CoMo–
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NTA/Al, and NiMo–NTA/Al, were determined as a function of the H2S partial

pressure. Figure 8.13 shows that the reaction order for NiMo/Al gradually

increases with increasing H2S partial pressure. Competitive adsorption between

toluene and H2S provides an explanation for this. The increase in H2S partial

pressure leads to an increase of the H2S surface coverage and as a result of that,

a decrease of the toluene surface coverage.

The CoMo catalysts show a more complex behavior. Toluene reaction

orders are constant up to approximately 1000 ppm H2S. At higher H2S partial

pressures, this parameter also increases. The H2S reaction orders are collected in

Table 8.4. These reaction orders have a constant value over the whole H2S

partial pressure trajectory for the NiMo catalysts. However, the CoMo catalysts

show a value close to zero at low H2S partial pressures (typically 200-3000 ppm

H2S), while the reaction orders decrease at higher partial pressures. There is a

transition regime between 2000 and 5000 ppm H2S.

Figure 8.13: Toluene reaction orders as a function of inlet H2S partial pressure: (�)
CoMo–NTA/C; (
) CoMo–NTA/Al; (�) NiMo–NTA/Al; (p=30 bar, T=573K).
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The small inhibiting effect of H2S at low H2S partial pressures suggests a

low H2S surface coverage. This also explains the nearly constant toluene

reaction in this regime. Although the present data suggest that such a transition

regime exclusively occurs for CoMo catalysts, the data of Marchal et al. [10]

indicate that such a regime also exists for NiMo/Al2O3. These authors found a

H2S reaction order close to zero at H2S partial pressures below 100 Pa, while it

decreased at higher H2S partial pressures. Apparently, the H2S levels applied in

the present study are too high to show a transition behavior for NiMo catalysts.

This is in line with a higher Ni–S bond energy compared to the Co–S bond

energy as proposed above. The H2S reaction orders were also determined as a

function of temperature for two catalysts, i.e., CoMo–NTA/Al and NiMo–

NTA/Al (Figure 8.14). It is found that CoMo–NTA/Al has a constant H2S

reaction order at low H2S partial pressure, largely independent of temperature.

This tallies with the proposal of nearly zero H2S surface coverage in this regime.

However, for larger H2S partial pressures the reaction order is quite negative and

increases with temperature, obviously due to a decreasing H2S surface coverage

with increasing temperature. NiMo–NTA/Al shows an increase in this reaction

order with temperature, although the gradient is smaller than for CoMo–NTA/Al.

Table 8.4: H2S reaction orders for selected catalysts.

Catalyst H2S partial pressure range Reaction order

NiMo–NTA/C 200–10000 ppm -0.61

NiMo/Al 200–10000 ppm -0.58

NiMo–NTA/Al 200–10000 ppm -0.48

CoMo–NTA/C 200–2000 ppm -0.31

5000–10000 ppm -0.58

CoMo/Al 200-3400 ppm -0.24

7400–20000 ppm -0.62

CoMo–NTA/Al 200-3400 ppm -0.16

5000-20000 ppm -0.60
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In short, it is concluded that the H2S surface coverage at low H2S partial

pressure is low and nearly constant for CoMo catalysts. This is in agreement

with a lower toluene reaction order for the CoMo based systems than for the

NiMo based ones. Hence, the higher hydrogenation activity of NiMo catalysts is

not due to a higher toluene surface coverage. Generally, these catalysts have a

lower reactant surface coverage than the CoMo catalysts, which stems from a

higher Ni–S bond energy.

Figure 8.14: H2S reaction order as a function of inlet H2S partial pressure: (�) CoMo–
NTA/Al (200-1000 ppm H2S) ; (
) CoMo–NTA/Al (2000-10000 ppm H2S); (�)
NiMo–NTA/Al (200-10000 ppm H2S).

Finally, the apparent activation energies as a function of the inlet H2S partial

pressure were determined (Figure 8.15). While the apparent activation energies

for the CoMo catalysts are constant up to 1000 ppm H2S and increase at higher

H2S levels, NiMo–NTA/Al shows a gradual increase in apparent activation

energy. The apparent activation energy at 1000 ppm H2S for NiMo/Al are

somewhat lower than that of NiMo–NTA/Al. As discussed by Hensen et al. [28,

29], the apparent activation energy includes the activation energy of the rate–
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limiting step as well as the heats of adsorption of reactant and product

molecules. The increase in apparent activation energy with increasing H2S partial

pressure can thus be explained by a higher H2S adsorption energy than that of

toluene [29]. This fully agrees with the above–mentioned observations of an

increasing H2S surface coverage and concomitant decreasing toluene surface

coverage at higher H2S partial pressures. Moreover, the relative constant

apparent activation energy for the CoMo catalysts agrees with the constant low

H2S surface coverage and constant toluene surface coverage for low H2S partial

pressures.

Figure 8.15: Apparent activation energy as a function of the inlet H2S partial pressure:
(�) CoMo–NTA/C; (
) CoMo–NTA/Al; (�) NiMo–NTA/Al; (�) NiMo/Al.

In addition, the higher toluene surface coverage for CoMo–NTA/C as evidenced

by the lower toluene reaction order than that of CoMo–NTA/Al leads to a higher

apparent activation energy for the first catalyst. A similar difference in apparent

activation energies can be observed between NiMo–NTA/Al and NiMo/Al at

1000 ppm H2S.
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Summarizing, the kinetic data show that the higher toluene hydrogenation

activity of the NiMo–based catalysts is not related to a stronger interaction

between the active phase and toluene or a higher toluene surface coverage. The

kinetic data are interpreted in terms of a higher toluene surface coverage for the

CoMo catalysts, which stems from the lower Co–S bond strength resulting in

less competitive adsorption between toluene and H2S. This is concluded from a

variety of kinetic measurements, most notably from the nearly constant and low

H2S surface coverage under H2S–lean conditions.

8.4 Conclusions

In the present study a set of Ni(Co)Mo sulfide catalysts supported on

carbon, alumina, titania, and amorphous silica–alumina and prepared in the

presence and absence of NTA have been tested for three gas–phase reactions,

thiophene HDS, H2–D2 equilibration and toluene hydrogenation. Ni(Co)Mo–

NTA/C show the highest HDS and hydrogenation activities. The results indicate

that CoMo is the preferred combination for HDS purposes, although at the

lowest H2S partial pressures NiMo is more active. NiMo sulfide appears to be

much more active than CoMo sulfide for toluene hydrogenation, but this

difference disappears at very high H2S partial pressures. Kinetic thiophene HDS

measurements suggest that the Ni–S bond energy is higher than the Co–S bond

energy.

The use of NTA, that yields type II ‘Me–Mo–S’ phase after sulfidation,

leads to higher thiophene HDS and toluene hydrogenation activities than type I

phases. The difference in HDS performance between these phases is smaller than

the difference in hydrogenation activity to be attributed to the stacked

morphology for type II ‘Me–Mo–S’ phases. For titania–supported NiMo, there is

also a distinct influence of the use of NTA. The strong decrease of the initially

high thiophene HDS activity of the type II ‘Ni–Mo–S’ phase on titania indicates
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that the sulfide phase strongly sinters in contrast to the MoS2 phase in NiMo/Ti,

that remains strongly bound to the titania support. The steady state HDS

activities of these two catalysts are almost equal. Interestingly, the hydrogenation

activity of NiMo–NTA/Ti is higher than that of NiMo/Ti. The specific nature of

the ASA support results in a highly stacked MoS2 phase. This is evidenced by

the similar activities of NiMo–NTA/ASA and NiMo/ASA.

With regard to the effect of H2S, it has been shown that the sulfur

sensitivity for both HDS and hydrogenation increases in the following order:

ASA < TiO2 < Al2O3 < C. It appears that this sensitivity is influenced by the

Brønsted acidity of the support. The exact nature of this phenomenon remains a

moot point. Additionally, it follows that the use of NTA also increases the sulfur

sensitivity to be explained by a decreased support influence.

Toluene hydrogenation kinetics show that there is a distinct difference

between CoMo and NiMo catalysts. Generally, CoMo catalysts show lower

toluene reaction orders and a complicated behavior with regard to the effect of

H2S. At low H2S partial pressure, the reaction rate is nearly constant, whereas

the H2S reaction order is negative at higher partial pressures. This contrasts to

the situation for NiMo sulfide, that shows a constant H2S reaction order. This

difference is ascribed to a higher Ni–S bond energy. The resulting higher H2S

surface coverage results in a lower toluene surface coverage. It appears that the

activity difference between NiMo and CoMo cannot be explained by differences

in toluene surface coverage.
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Summary

The increasing attention for a cleaner environment continues to lead to

more stringent motor fuel specifications. Especially, the sulfur and aromatics

level of these fuels is to be reduced. This requires a larger duty for the widely

used hydrotreating catalysts that typically consist of Co(Ni)Mo sulfide supported

on γ–alumina. Although extensive research has led to a fair understanding of the

structure of these catalyst systems, a number of issues with regard to their

working mechanism remains elusive. Amongst others, this concerns matters of

fundamental nature such as the high activity of these bimetallic catalysts in

relation to the activity trends of monometallic transition metal sulfides (TMS)

across the periodic table and an explanation for the synergetic effect between

Co(Ni) and Mo sulfide itself. Moreover, it appears that the transition metal

sulfide combination (NiMo or CoMo), its structure and morphology, and the

type of support have a profound influence on the resulting catalytic performance.

In order to design better catalysts, it is imperative to obtain a better insight into

these parameters.

This thesis focuses on the relation between the working state of the

catalyst and its catalytic properties. Catalysts were prepared via a number of

methods. Carbon–supported TMS catalysts (Mo, Ru, Rh, Pd, Co) were typically

prepared by pore–volume impregnation with aqueous solutions of the transition

metal salts. Co(Ni)Mo sulfide catalysts were prepared by pore–volume

impregnation of several supports (carbon, γ–alumina, titania, and amorphous

silica–alumina) in the presence or in the absence of the complexing agent

nitrilotriacetic acid. Catalysts were characterized by Atomic Absorption

Spectroscopy (AAS), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Dynamic

Oxygen Chemisorption (DOC), Temperature Programmed Reduction (TPR),

Extended X–ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS), and X-ray Photoelectron
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Spectroscopy (XPS). In the case of characterization of sulfided catalysts, special

attention was paid to prevent reoxidation of the sulfide phase. All activity

measurements were carried out in the gas phase. Activity test included thiophene

hydrodesulfurization (1 bar), H2–D2 equilibration (1 bar), dibenzothiophene

HDS (30 bar) and toluene hydrogenation (30 bar).

The relative inertness of an activated carbon support towards transition

metals enables the determination of catalytic activities unperturbed by the

support. Thiophene hydrodesulfurization (HDS) is one of the most widely used

hydrotreating model reactions. In order to gain a better understanding of the

origin of the synergetic effect in CoMo sulfide catalysts, kinetic parameters for

this reaction, i.e., thiophene reaction order and apparent activation energy of a

set of carbon–supported Co, Mo, CoMo, and Rh sulfide were measured.

Mössbauer Emission Spectroscopy (MES) measurements have indicated that the

CoSx species present at the MoS2 edges in CoMo sulfide catalysts are

structurally equivalent to CoSx species in carbon–supported Co sulfided at

temperatures below 473K (‘Co–only’ model). The kinetic results indicate that

the high activity of the CoMo sulfide catalyst cannot be simply attributed to Co

sulfide nor to Mo sulfide. The discrepancy between kinetic results for CoMo/C

and Co/C are not surprising in view of the difference between the small CoSx

species located on the MoS2 edges in the case of CoMo/C and the bulky Co9S8–

type species in Co/C. The high sulfidation temperature (673K) is the reason for

the formation of bulky Co sulfide species in Co/C and thus hampers a direct

interpretation in terms of the ‘Co–only’ model. The low thiophene reaction order

for the very active CoMo catalyst suggest that a high HDS activity is linked to a

strong interaction between the TMS and thiophene.

Notably, this interaction energy has been subject of intense debate in

literature with respect to the activity trends of the monometallic TMS across the

periodic table. The volcano–type plot has been interpreted on the basis of
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Sabatier’s principle. In contrast herewith, it has been proposed that the number

of sulfur vacancies, which is largest for the TMS with the lowest metal–sulfur

bond energy, is the most important factor in explaining the activity differences.

The thiophene HDS kinetics of a set of carbon–supported 4d TMS of Mo, Ru,

Rh, and Pd, as well as those of CoMo/C were measured. The well–known

volcano curve for the monometallic TMS was reproduced with an acitivity

maximum for Rh/C, showing the lowest thiophene reaction order. This stresses

again the importance of a strong interaction between TMS and thiophene.

CoMo/C is slightly more active than Rh/C and the thiophene reaction order is

almost zero suggesting a fully covered surface. This translates into higher

apparent activation energies for CoMo/C and Rh/C in contrast to the TMS with

lower activities and higher thiophene reaction orders. The trends in kinetic

parameters cannot be accounted for by the prevailing theories relating HDS

activities to bulk metal–sulfur bond energies. It is proposed that this discrepancy

emanates from the fact that the metal–sulfur bond energy at the TMS surface

may be totally different from the one in the bulk. The bulk metal–sulfur bond

energy decreases going from the left to the right hand side of the periodic table.

It may thus well be that the sulfides at the left hand, e.g., Mo/C remain in fully

sulfided state under reaction conditions. This leads to a low sulfur addition

energy. Going from MoS2 to Rh sulfide with a higher d–electron occupation, the

bulk metal–sulfur bond energy is reduced and the TMS surface will exhibit more

coordinative unsaturation or form incompletely sulfided transition metals. This

results in an increased sulfur addition energy. Eventually, the sulfur addition

energy decreases at the right hand side of the periodic table, because the metal–

sulfur bond energy is too low. The trend in thiophene reaction orders and

apparent activation energies is in line with such an interpretation. H2–D2

equilibration activities of the 4d TMS pretreated at various H2S/H2 ratios

indicate that there are large changes in sulfur coordination being more
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pronounced for sulfides at the right hand side of the periodic table. All in all, the

results implicate that the sulfur coordination at the TMS surface strongly

depends on the applied H2S/H2 ratio, resulting in different adsorbate interaction

energies.

The basis of the ‘Co–only’ model is the observation of equivalent 57Co

MES parameters in CoMo/C and Co/C providing the last one is sulfided at low

temperature. This low temperature sulfidation impedes the use of classical

hydrotreating model reactions to evaluate the catalytic activity of such species.

To overcome this problem, a recirculation reactor for the evaluation of the

atmospheric H2–D2 reaction over sulfide catalysts has been built. The applied

reaction conditions are a temperature of 423K and initial H2 and D2 pressures of

6.5 kPa. It turns out that the equilibration activity of CoSx species present in

‘Co–Mo–S’ structures is much higher than that of structurally analogous species

present in low temperature sulfided Co/C. Being aware of the very deviant

applied reaction conditions, the results strongly suggest that the ‘Co–only’ model

is not adequate in explaining the observed synergy in hydrotreating reactions.

Moreover, the low activity of Mo–free CoSx species in activating H2 provides a

strong argument against the remote control model. It is tentatively concluded that

the sulfur atoms that are bridging between the Co and Mo atoms must exhibit a

unique reactivity.

It was found that the use of different support materials leads to large

differences in dispersion and morphology of the MoS2 phase. The relevant

dispersion of the MoS2 phase was expressed as the fraction of Mo atoms present

at the edge surface, since this is where the catalytic sites are found. The three–

dimensional morphology of the MoS2 phase was accounted for by the average

stacking degree. These parameters have been evaluated by high resolution

transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) for MoS2 particles formed on γ–

alumina (both in the presence and the absence of NTA), silica, and amorphous
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silica–alumina (ASA). A comparison of DOC data of these catalysts with the one

of MoS2/C shows that the MoS2 dispersion is highest on this activated carbon

support. The MoS2 dispersion increases in the following order silica < ASA <

NTA–γ–alumina < γ–alumina < carbon, whereas the average stacking degree

increases in the order of γ–alumina < NTA–γ–alumina < ASA ≈ silica. These

structural parameters are correlated to gas–phase thiophene and

dibenzothiophene (DBT) HDS and hydrogenation, as well as toluene

hydrogenation activities. The activities are corrected for differences in MoS2

dispersion. It appears that the hydrogenation rate of small adsorbates such as

thiophene and toluene increases with increasing stacking degree in contrast to

the HDS rate. This is explained by a flatwise adsorption preceding

hydrogenation and an end–on perpendicular adsorption for HDS. In the case of

DBT HDS, both the HDS and hydrogenation rate increase with increasing

stacking degree. This stresses the importance of a flatwise coordination of the

larger DBT molecule. Carbon–supported MoS2 appears to be a special case,

since it shows very high HDS and hydrogenation rates for small adsorbates to be

attributed to the large fraction of coordinatively unsaturated corner sites for the

small MoS2 slabs, whereas these rates are low for the DBT reaction. Although

not fully understood, the hydrogenation/HDS ratio is exceptionally high for the

ASA–supported MoS2 phase.

Taking a more close look at the industrially important γ–alumina support,

it is found that the extent of the Mo–support interaction is of great importance on

the catalytic HDS performance. At low Mo contents, oxidic Mo/γ–alumina

typically contains tetrahedral molybdate species strongly bound to the support.

Sulfidation of this phase is difficult and leads to Mo5+ oxysulfide species in

interaction with the support. These species appear to have a considerable

intrinsic HDS activity (on a per mol of total Mo basis), but are difficult to

promote by Co. Increasing the Mo loading results in the formation of a MoS2
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phase that is in strong interaction with the support via Mo–O–Al linkages. These

linkages suppress the HDS activity. It is suggested that the Mo5+ oxysulfide

species end up forming these linkages between MoS2 and the support. At higher

Mo contents, the relative importance of this support interaction is lower,

resulting in an increased HDS activity. These results show that the extent of the

support interaction has a profound influence on the HDS activity. The

classification of MoS2 in interaction with the support as a type I phase has to be

refined in the sense that it stands for a wide range of phases differing in the

extent they interact with the support. The same results have been found for

CoMo/γ–alumina, although the addition of Co leads to more complete Mo

sulfidation. The fully sulfided Mo–NTA/γ–alumina, that has a higher intrinsic

HDS activity, is the paragon of a type II MoS2 phase. Interestingly, γ–alumina–

and carbon–supported CoMo–NTA, that typically result in type II ‘Co–Mo–S’

phases, show a decreasing intrinsic HDS activity with increasing Mo content.

This is the result of a decreasing MoS2 dispersion. It appears that the H2–D2

equilibration activity is a measure for the number of ‘Co–Mo–S’ sites and

provides a potential method for determining the ‘Co–Mo–S’ dispersion, although

the influence of the support is not fully understood.

A large set of NiMo and CoMo sulfide catalysts supported on activated

carbon, alumina, titania and amorphous silica–alumina prepared in the presence

or the absence of NTA was tested in thiophene HDS and toluene hydrogenation.

The alumina–supported type II ‘Me–Mo–S’ phase (Me=Co, Ni) has a higher

HDS and hydrogenation activity than its type I counterpart and the positive

effect of NTA is largest for the hydrogenation reaction. NiMo/ASA and NiMo–

NTA/ASA show similar HDS and hydrogenation activities, that is be related to

the formation of a stacked type II ‘Ni–Mo–S’ phase. There is an initial thiophene

HDS activity effect of NTA on titania–supported NiMo, although the difference

is absent at steady–state conditions. The low HDS activity of the type II phase on
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titania is explained by an extensively sintered MoS2 phase possibly related to

sulfidation of the titania support. In contrast to thiophene HDS, it appears that

the toluene hydrogenation activity of such a type II phase is substantially higher

than that of a type I phase at the lowest H2S partial pressures. The acidity of the

support and the extent of metal–support interaction has a profound influence on

the H2S resistance. A strong interaction between the metals and an acidic support

results in a less poisoning effect of H2S. In this respect, it is worthwhile

mentioning that the H2S resistance of the ASA–supported catalysts is highest.

The poisoning effect of H2S is largest for NiMo sulfide, while toluene

hydrogenation kinetic parameters indicate that generally CoMo sulfide exhibits a

lower H2S surface coverage than NiMo sulfide.

Altogether, the findings described in this thesis provide a deeper

understanding between the structure and chemistry of transition metal sulfide

based hydrotreating catalysts and their catalytic performance.
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Samenvatting

Gezien de noodzaak ons leefmilieu te beschermen tegen verdere

vervuiling worden de eisen ten aanzien van op aardolie gebaseerde brandstoffen

zoals benzine, diesel en kerosine regelmatig aangescherpt. De aandacht gaat

hierbij voornamelijk uit naar het verlagen van het zwavel– en aromaatgehalte.

Een manier om dit doel te bereiken is het verbeteren van de katalysatoren, die op

zeer grote schaal gebruikt worden voor de productie van schone brandstoffen.

Deze zogenaamde hydrotreating katalysatoren bestaan typisch uit een combinatie

van Mo– of W–sulfide met Co– of Ni–sulfide die is aangebracht op het poreuze

en thermostabiele dragermatieraal. De belangrijkste functie van dit type

katalysator is het verwijderen van hetero–atomen zoals zwavel (ontzwaveling),

stikstof (ontstikstoffing) en metalen uit aardoliefracties. Hoewel deze

katalysatoren al tientallen jaren gebruikt worden en uitgebreid onderzoek geleid

heeft tot een redelijk begrip van hun structuur en een sterke verbetering van hun

activiteit, blijven er een aantal zaken gerelateerd aan met name hun katalytisch

gedrag onduidelijk. De actieve fase van ingezwavelde CoMo katalysatoren

bestaat uit MoS2 slabs, waarvan de randen gedecoreerd worden door Co atomen.

Deze specifieke fase wordt veelal aangeduid als ‘Co–Mo–S’ fase. Meer

gedetailleerde kennis op dit vlak biedt goede mogelijkheden voor een verdere

verbetering van dit type katalysatoren.

Er is bijvoorbeeld nog geen goede verklaring voor de hoge

ontzwavelingsactiviteit van de katalysatoren gebaseerd op de combinatie van

Co(Ni) en Mo. Daarnaast zijn er ook enkelvoudige overgangsmetaalsulfides

(OMS) die een hoge ontzwavelingsactiviteit vertonen. De activiteit van deze

sulfides vertoont een interessante trend als functie van de plaats van het

overgangsmetaal in het periodiek systeem. Ook de metaalsulfidecombinatie

(CoMo of NiMo), de structuur en morfologie van de actieve fase en het type
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drager hebben een grote invloed op de katalytische performance. Een beter

begrip van deze parameters kan leiden tot het ontwerp van betere katalysatoren.

Dit proefschrift vestigt de aandacht op de relatie tussen de structuur van

de katalysator en de resulterende katalytische activiteit. De katalysatoren zijn

bereid via een aantal methodes. OMS van molybdeen (Mo), ruthenium (Ru),

rhodium (Rh), palladium (Pd) en cobalt (Co) gedragen op actieve kool werden

bereid via porievolumeimpregnatie met waterige oplossingen van de

overgangsmetaalzouten. Co(Ni)Mo–sulfide–katalysatoren zijn bereid middels

porievolumeimpregnatie van verschillende dragers (actieve kool, γ–alumina,

titania, en amorf silica–alumina) met ammoniakale oplossingen zowel in de aan–

als afwezigheid van het complexerend ligand nitrilotriazijnzuur (NTA). De

aanwezigheid van NTA leidt tot de vorming van een maximale hoeveelheid ‘Co–

Mo–S’ fase. De katalysatoren werden gekarakteriseerd door middel van atomaire

absorptiespectroscopie (AAS), transmissie elektronenmicroscopie (TEM),

dynamische zuurstofchemisorptie (DOC), temperatuurgeprogrammeerde reductie

(TPR), extended x–ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) en x–ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Tijdens de karakterisering van de

katalysatoren in sulfidische toestand is speciale aandacht besteed aan het

voorkomen van reoxidatie. Alle activiteitsmetingen zijn uitgevoerd in de gasfase.

Verschillende modelreacties zijn gebruikt om de katalytische eigenschappen te

bestuderen. Thiofeenontzwaveling (1 bar) is een van de meest gebruikte

hydrotreatingmodelreacties. Daarnaast werden ook H2–D2 uitwisseling (1 bar),

dibenzothiofeenontzwaveling (30 bar) en tolueenhydrogenering (30 bar)

toegepast.

Dankzij het inerte karakter van het actieve kooloppervlak is dit type

drager geschikt om de intrinsieke katalytische eigenschappen van goed

gedispergeerde OMS te bepalen. Om een beter inzicht in de achtergrond van het

synergetisch effect tussen Co– en Mo–sulfide te krijgen werden kinetische
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parameters van thiofeenontzwaveling gemeten voor de koolgedragen sulfides van

Co, Mo, Rh en CoMo. Rh–sulfide is gebruikt omdat het een vergelijkbare

activiteit met CoMo–sulfide vertoont. Uit karakteriseringsstudies van Co(Mo)–

sulfide–katalysatoren met behulp van 57Co Mössbauer emissiespectroscopie

(MES) is bekend dat de Co–sulfidefase aanwezig is als kleine CoSx entiteiten op

de randen van de MoS2 slabs. Voorts is gebleken dat dezelfde MES parameters

gevonden worden voor koolgedragen Co–sulfidedeeltjes mits deze ingezwaveld

zijn bij lage temperaturen. Deze metingen vormen de basis voor het ‘Co–only’

model, waarin de activiteit alleen toegeschreven wordt aan de hoge dispersie van

de actieve Co–sulfidesites. De vergelijking van kinetische parameters voor

thiofeenontzwaveling beschreven in dit proefschrift laat echter zien dat de hoge

activiteit van de bimetallische katalysator niet simpelweg relateert aan Co–

sulfide of Mo–sulfide. CoMo–sulfide blijkt dus op een unieke wijze te kunnen

reageren met zwavelhoudende organische moleculen. De discrepantie tussen de

resultaten voor CoMo/C en Co/C in deze studie is echter niet verrassend

aangezien bij de hoge inzwaveltemperatuur (673K) die toegepast werd de kleine

Co–sulfidedeeltjes initieel aanwezig op Co/C transformeren in bulkachtige Co9S8

deeltjes. Dit verhindert een directe interpretatie in termen van het ‘Co–only’

model. De lage thiofeenreactieordes gemeten voor de meest actieve katalysatoren

(CoMo/C en Rh/C) suggereren dat een sterke interactie tussen het metaalsulfide

en thiofeen belangrijk is voor een hoge ontzwavelingsactiviteit.

Deze metaal–zwavelinteractieenergie speelt een belangrijke rol in de

discussie over de activiteitstrends van overgangsmetaalsulfides als functie van

hun positie in het periodiek systeem. Er bestaan verschillende theoretische

verklaringen voor deze trends. Het Sabatier principe steunt op een optimale

interactie tussen katalysator en reactant en wordt gekarakteriseerd door een

middelmatige bulk metaal–zwavelinteractieenergie voor de meest actieve

katalysator. Een andere theoretische beschouwing leidt tot de conclusie dat het
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de OMS met de laagste bulk metaal–zwavelinteractieenergie zijn die de hoogste

activiteit vertonen. Deze hoge activiteit komt dan voort uit de hoge concentratie

van actieve plaatsen aan het sulfideoppervlak. Om deze beweringen

experimenteel te staven werden kinetische parameters voor de

thiofeenontzwaveling bepaald voor OMS van Mo, Ru, Rh, Pd en CoMo. De

bekende vulkaancurve voor de enkelvoudige OMS met een maximum in

activiteit voor Rh–sulfide werd gevonden. De thiofeenreactieorde voor Rh–

sulfide is het laagst, hetgeen een sterke metaal–zwavelinteractie suggereert. Deze

reactieorde is bijna nul voor CoMo/C. Dit vertaalt zich in hoge schijnbare

activeringsenergieën voor CoMo/C en Rh/C vergeleken met de minder actieve

sulfides. Uit een kinetische interpretatie van de reactieordes en

activeringsenergieën volgt dat de eerdergenoemde theoretische beschouwingen

niet de grondslag kunnen vormen voor de gemeten activiteitstrends. Deze

tegenstrijdigheid tussen theorie en experiment vloeit voort uit het feit dat de

metaal–zwavelinteractieenergie aan het oppervlak van het OMS verschilt van die

in de bulk. De bulk metaal–zwavelinteractieenergie neemt af met toenemend

atoomnummer. Onder de hier toegepaste reactiecondities blijft MoS2 volledig

ingezwaveld en vertoont het oppervlak weinig zwavelvacatures. De

zwaveladditieenergie (de energie, die gewonnen wordt door coordinatie van een

extra zwavel atoom) is laag voor dit sulfide. De bulk metaal–

zwavelinteractieenergie voor OMS met een hogere d–bezetting (bijvoorbeeld

Rh–sulfide) is lager, hetgeen leidt tot meer vacatures aan het oppervlak en een

lagere zwavelcoordinatie van de metaalatomen aan het oppervlak. Dit kan

aanleiding geven tot een hogere zwaveladditieenergie, hetgeen gunstig is voor de

aktivering van thiofeen. Gaan we nog verder naar rechts in het periodiek systeem

(Pd–sulfide) dan neemt de bulk metaal–zwavelinteractieenergie verder af en

uiteindelijk ook de zwaveladditieenergie. De trends in kinetische parameters is in

overeenstemming met deze redenering. H2–D2 uitwisselingsexperimenten aan de
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4d OMS laten inderdaad zien dat de veranderingen in zwavelcoordinatie als

functie van de H2S/H2 verhouding tijdens inzwaveling groter zijn voor de OMS

aan de rechterkant van het periodieke systeem. De inetische parameters voor

CoMo/C wijzen erop dat een hoge zwaveladditieenergie ook hier de grondslag is

voor de hoge ontzwavelingsactiviteit.

Om een beter inzicht te krijgen in de rol van het Co in de ‘Co–Mo–S’ fase

is er op basis van de H2–D2 uitwisselingsactiviteit een vergelijking gemaakt

tussen Co–sulfidedeeltjes in de ‘Co–Mo–S’ fase van standaard ingezwavelde

CoMo/C en in lage temperatuur ingezwaveld Co/C. In tegenstelling tot klassieke

hydrotreatingmodelreacties, die typisch temperaturen boven de 523K vereisen,

kan de uitwisseling van waterstof met deuterium bij dusdanig lage temperaturen

uitgevoerd worden dat het Co–sulfide in Co/C tijdens de testreactie zijn hoge

initiële dispersie (volgens MES resultaten vergelijkbaar met de dispersie in de

‘Co–Mo–S’ fase) kan behouden. Deze nieuwe activiteitstest werd uitgevoerd bij

een temperatuur van 423K en initiële H2– en D2–partiaalspanningen van 6.5 kPa.

Het blijkt dat de uitwisselingsactiviteit van de ‘Co–Mo–S’ fase een ordegrootte

hoger is dan die van bij lage temperatuur ingezwaveld Co/C. Alhoewel de

reactieomstandigheden sterk verschillen van die gebruikelijk in hydrotreating,

maakt dit resultaat duidelijk dat het ‘Co–only’ model niet adequaat is om de

hoge activiteit van de ‘Co–Mo–S’ fase te verklaren. De lage activiteit van Co–

sulfidedeeltjes in het activeren van waterstof in de afwezigheid van MoS2 geeft

aan dat het waterstof spillover model ook geen afdoende verklaring is voor de

synergie. De resultaten doen vermoeden dat het de bruggende zwavelatomen

tussen Co en Mo zijn die unieke eigenschappen bezitten en de basis vormen voor

de synergie.

Uit een gedetailleerd onderzoek van MoS2 deeltjes met behulp van hoge

resolutie elektronenmicroscopie blijkt dat er grote verschillen in dispersie en

morfologie van de MoS2 fase ontstaan wanneer verschillende dragermaterialen
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gebruikt worden. De dispersie werd gedefinieerd als de fractie Mo atomen die op

de randen van de MoS2 slabs aanwezig zijn, aangezien de katalytische reacties

alleen hier plaatsvinden. Als maat voor de driedimensionale morfologie van de

MoS2 fase werd de gemiddelde stackingsgraad gebruikt. Deze parameters werden

bepaald door een statistische analyse van electronenmicroscopie foto’s van MoS2

deeltjes op γ–alumina (in de aan– en afwezigheid van NTA), silica en amorf

silica–alumina (ASA). Uit een vergelijking van de zuurstofchemisorptie

capaciteit van deze katalysatoren en actieve–koolgedragen MoS2 kan worden

afgeleid dat deze laatste katalysator de hoogste MoS2 dispersie heeft. De MoS2

dispersie op de verschillende dragers neemt toe in de volgorde silica < ASA <

NTA–alumina < alumina < actieve kool, terwijl de gemiddelde stackingsgraad

toeneemt in de volgorde alumina < NTA–alumina < ASA  ≈ silica. De structurele

parameters werden gecorreleerd aan de activitieiten voor thiofeen– en

dibenzothiofeen (DBT) ontzwaveling en hydrogenering en  voor

tolueenhydrogenering genormaliseerd op de hoeveelheid Mo atomen aanwezig in

de MoS2 randen. De hydrogeneringsactiviteit van kleine adsorbaten zoals

thiofeen en tolueen neemt toe met toenemende stackingsgraad in tegenstelling tot

de ontzwavelingsactiviteit. De verklaring dient gezocht te worden in een vlakke

adsorptie als precursor voor hydrogenering en een ‘end–on’ adsorptie via het

zwavelatoom die leidt tot ontzwaveling. De situatie is duidelijk anders voor

DBT, omdat zowel de ontzwavelings– als hydrogeneringsreactiesnelheid

toenemen met toenemende stackingsgraad. Hieruit valt af te leiden dat een

vlakke adsorptie voor dit grote molecuul gunstig is voor ontzwaveling. De zeer

hoge ontzwavelings– en hydrogeneringsactiviteit van koolgedragen MoS2 komt

voort uit het relatief grote aandeel hoekplaatsen, die meervoudig coordinatief

onverzadigd kunnen zijn. Dit is kenmerkend voor de kleine slabs in Mo/C. De

reactiesnelheden voor DBT over Mo/C zijn veel lager, omdat een vlakke

adsorptie van DBT moeilijk is. Een interessant gegeven vormt de nog niet geheel
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begrepen hoge reactiesnelheid voor hydrogenering en ontzwaveling van de

ASA–gedragen MoS2 deeltjes.

Uit een gedetailleerde studie naar (Co)Mo–sulfide–katalysatoren gedragen

op γ–alumina is gebleken dat de grootte van de Mo–dragerinteractie een grote

invloed heeft op de katalytische eigenschappen. Bij lage molybdeenbeladingen

vormt de oxidische precursor tetraëdrische molybdaatdeeltjes die een sterke

interactie met de drager hebben. Inzwaveling van deze fase is moeilijk en leidt

tot oxisulfidische Mo5+
 deeltjes in interactie met de drager, die een redelijke

ontzwavelingsactiviteit hebben maar moeilijk te promoteren zijn met Co. Met

toenemende molybdeenbelading neemt de hoeveelheid MoS2 naast deze

oxisulfidische fase toe. Deze MoS2 fase heeft bij de laagste beladingen een

sterke interactie met de drager door middel van Mo–O–Al verbindingen, die de

ontzwavelingsactiviteit reduceren. Deze interactie komt tot stand door het

incorpereren van de Mo5+ oxisulfidedeeltjes in de MoS2 fase. Neemt de

molybdeenbelading verder toe dan wordt deze dragerinteractie relatief steeds

minder belangrijk. Dit uit zich in een toenemende specifieke

ontzwavelingsactiviteit. Deze metingen laten duidelijk zien dat de classificering

van type I MoS2 verfijnd kan worden door de mate van interactie tussen het Mo–

sulfide en de drager mee te nemen. Het volledig ingezwavelde MoS2 in Mo–

NTA–alumina vormt een type II fase met een hogere ontzwavelingsactiviteit dan

MoS2 in katalysatoren bereid zonder NTA. Vergelijkbare resultaten zijn

gevonden voor alumina–gedragen CoMo, alhoewel de aanwezigheid van Co op

zich al leidt tot een meer complete Mo inzwaveling. De type II ‘Co–Mo–S’

katalysatoren bereid met NTA op alumina en actieve kool vertonen een dalende

specifieke thiofeenontzwavelingsactiviteit met toenemende molybdeenbelading.

Dit is het resultaat van de dalende MoS2 dispersie. Hoewel de methode nog niet

geheel is uitgekristalliseerd blijkt dat de H2–D2 uitwisselingsactiviteit een goede

maat te zijn voor het aantal ‘Co–Mo–S’ plaatsen.
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Een aantal CoMo en NiMo katalysatoren gedragen op actieve kool,

alumina, titania en amorf silica–alumina (ASA) bereid zowel met als zonder

NTA werden getest in thiofeen ontzwaveling en tolueen hydrogenering. De

alumina–gedragen type II ‘Me–Mo–S’ (Me=Co, Ni) katalysatoren vertonen een

hogere ontzwavelings– en hydrogeneringsactiviteit dan hun type I tegenhangers

en het verschil is het grootst voor de hydrogeneringsactiviteit. NiMo/ASA en

NiMo–NTA/ASA vertonen vrijwel gelijke activiteiten, hetgeen verklaard wordt

door de gestackte type II ‘Ni–Mo–S’ fase op deze drager. In het geval van titania

suggereren de resultaten dat het gebruik van NTA initieel leidt tot een type II

‘Ni–Mo–S’ fase, die echter sterk sintert waarschijnlijk als gevolg van het

ingezwaveld drageroppervlak. Uit kinetische metingen blijkt voorts dat de

zuurheid van de drager en de mate van molybdeen–dragerinteractie een sterke

invloed hebben op de resistentie tegen H2S. H2S is het product van de

ontzwavelingsreactie en vergiftigt de actieve plaatsen van de katalysator door

competitieve adsorptie. Een sterke interactie in combinatie met een zure drager

resulteert in een katalysator met een verhoogde resistentie tegen H2S. De hoogste

H2S resistentie werd verkregen door ‘Ni–Mo–S’ met een ASA–drager te

combineren. Uit verdere kinetische metingen volgt dat de oppervlaktebedekking

van CoMo sulfide met zwavel in het algemeen lager is dan van NiMo sulfide.
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1. Een verzwakking van de Co–S–Mo binding ten opzichte van de Mo–S–Mo binding
zoals voorgesteld door Byskov et al. is niet noodzakelijkerwijs in  tegenspraak met
het voorstel van een sterke metaal–thiofeeninteractie als verklaring voor de hoge
ontzwavelingsactiviteit van de bimetallische katalysator.

Byskov, L.S. et al., Catal. Lett. 47, 177 (1997); dit proefschrift.

2. Molybdeensulfide vervult een veelzijdige rol in CoMo–sulfide–katalysatoren.

Dit proefschrift.

3. “Environmentally friendly diesel fuel” bestaat niet.

Absi–Halabi, M. et al., Hydrocarbon Processing, February 1997, 45.

4. Geel goud vormt een schitterende achtergrond om nanoschaal MoS2 deeltjes
zichtbaar te maken, die op megaschaal kunnen worden ingezet om zwart goud wit te
wassen.

Helveg, S. et al., to appear in Physical Review Letters.

5. Bij het quantumchemisch berekenen van de metaal–zwavelbindingsenergie van
overgangsmetaalsulfides ter verklaring van hydrotreating activiteitstrends in het
periodiek systeem dient in het oog gehouden te worden dat de katalyse plaatsvindt
aan het oppervlak van deze sulfides.

Raybaud, P. et al., J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 9, 11085 (1997); Nørskov, J.K. et al.,
Catal. Lett. 13, 1 (1992).

6. Gezien de instabiliteit van seleenwaterstof, dat reeds bij een temperatuur van 160°C
uit elkaar valt in elementair seleen en waterstof, is de incorporatie van seleen in
ontzwavelingskatalysatoren tijdens de reactie met selenofeen zoals aangetoond door
middel van EXAFS door Leliveld et al. niet verrassend.

Chemiekaarten, ISBN 90-6092-688-4, Alphen aan de Rijn, 1994; Leliveld, B.R.G.
et al., J. Phys. Chem. 101, 11160 (1997).



7. “Co–Mo–S” is een heterogeen begrip.

8. Als aan het begin van de vorige eeuw Amerikaanse geologen niet een snelle
uitputting van de aardolievoorraden voorspeld hadden, was de ontwikkeling van
hydrotreatingkatalysatoren, die tegenwoordig op zeer grote schaal toegepast worden
om schone brandstoffen uit aardolie te produceren, op zijn minst ernstig vertraagd.

Hughes, T.P. in “ Technological momentum in history: Hydrogenation in Germany
1898 to 1933, Past and Present”, p.106. The Past and Present Society, 1969.

9. Het lastigste van het verwerven van betrouwbare kennis is het vinden van een
uitgangspunt, de noodzakelijke common ground, dat werkelijk vrij is van
vooroordelen. Een wetenschapper moet daarom niks willen bewijzen, maar juist
proberen wat hij weet onderuit te schoffelen. Wat hij dan overhoudt is het meest
zekere wat er te bereiken valt.

Uit ‘Brief aan Picot’ door René Descartes.

10. Sinds de invoering van de preventieve gezondheidscontroles op het hematocriet-
gehalte van wielrenners door de UCI staat de hele wielerwereld op zijn kop.

11. Mensen die veelvuldig onverstandig met computermuizen omgaan zitten
uiteindelijk vaak met de muisarmen over elkaar.

12. Twee promovendi op één kussen, daar slapen twee proefschriften tussen.
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